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Lanternfishes (Myctophidae) dominate fish diversity and biomass within the mesopelagic ocean 
between 200-1000m deep. In the face of exploitation and climate change there is a need to predict 
their current and future biogeography as well as the ecological and evolutionary mechanisms 
responsible for these patterns. This thesis aimed to fill this gap by using Ecological Niche Models 
(ENMs) to estimate species’ fundamental niches and associated distributions. With a focus on 
Southern Ocean species, uncertainties were investigated regarding (i) the application of ENMs to a 
3-dimensional environment by comparing ‘3D’ and ‘2D’ approaches, and (ii) the use of climate data 
when projecting ecological responses to climate change by undertaking a literature review and 
using Electrona antarctica to reveal the variability in projections that can result from multiple levels 
of climate uncertainty. These results were then used to predict the current and future distribution 
of ten lanternfish species using a ‘2D’ ENM and an ensemble of climate change simulations. Species 
showed high affiliation to water masses and contrasting future responses. Antarctic species with 
restricted thermal niches and available habitat in which to disperse were most vulnerable to climate 
change which has implications for the size structure of the myctophid community and wider 
consequences for predators and prey. The global phylogeography of lanternfishes was investigated 
to elucidate the mode and mechanisms of speciation. Species grouped in to broad biogeographic 
clusters with recently diverged species displaying highest spatial overlap. The niche, depth, and 
photophore patterns analysed gave no clear indication of the mechanisms facilitating speciation, 
but there is strong evidence that sympatric or parapatric speciation is a dominant mode of 
divergence. Overall, these findings demonstrate that the unique physical and environmental setting 
of the vast pelagic ocean has played, and will continue to play, an important role in the 
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Technological advances have altered our perceptions of the deep pelagic ocean. Rather than being 
viewed as inhospitable and unchanging, we now perceive the mesopelagic zone (between 200-
1000m) to be a dynamic, abiotic environment that contains uniquely adapted biodiversity with 
unparalleled abundance and ecological importance. In particular, the Myctophidae are regarded as 
dominant midwater fishes throughout the global oceans in terms of diversity and biomass. 
Nevertheless, a reliance on ship-based sampling has led to the majority of research being highly 
descriptive and focused on relatively few species studied over small spatial and temporal scales. 
Combined with a general paucity of observations, our understanding of the ecological and 
evolutionary processes that govern species distributions, community structure, or the maintenance 
of biodiversity in the deep sea remain largely unknown. In the face of climate warming and the 
increasing threat of exploitation there has been a recent increase in effort to explore the present 
biogeography of mesopelagic species and predict future change. 
Critical aspects of the distributions, ecology and evolution of a species can be determined from its 
fundamental niche – the multidimensional environmental space in which it can survive. Utilising a 
subset of the known environmental space of a species, ecological niche modelling (ENM) has 
revolutionised our ability to define species geographic distributions, and thus our mechanistic 
understanding of how such distributions came to be and how they may change in the future.  
Once adapted for a 3-dimensional environment, ENM can be applied to mesopelagic species in 
order to (i) consolidate and extend our knowledge of species distributions and their environmental 
requirements, (ii) shed light on ecological and evolutionary mechanisms underpinning diversity 
and distributions patterns, and (iii) understand the consequences of climate change for species 
distributions in order to make informed decisions about their conservation and management. With 
a focus on Myctophidae, this thesis aims to progress these three research areas. In this chapter I set 





1.2. The deep pelagic environment 
1.2.1. Progress and paradigms 
The pelagic ocean constitutes a vast volume of habitable space estimated at over 1 billion km3 
(Robison, 2004). The pelagic environment is structured according to depth, which covaries with 
temperature and the intensity of downwelling sunlight (Figure 1.1; Herring, 2002). The uppermost 
layer corresponds to the euphotic zone where the penetration of sunlight is sufficient to allow for 
photosynthesis. The deep pelagic begins beneath this epipelagic layer which varies geographically 
and temporally but is generally found at 200m depth. This marks the beginning of the mesopelagic 
zone; a transitional zone coincident with the permanent thermocline where sunlight irradiance is 
insufficient for photosynthesis, and its intensity diminishes approximately exponentially with 
increasing depth. Beyond 1000m lies the vast bathypelagic zone where daylight is insufficient for 
vision to be effective in capturing prey (Robinson et al., 2010). Together, the mesopelagic and 
bathypelagic zones hold more than 90% of the water volume. 
Exploration of the deep pelagic environment begun more than 150 years ago, when scientists 
generally subscribed to Forbe’s ‘azoic’ description of the deep sea, believing that the lack of light, 
cold temperatures and great pressure at depth precluded life in the deep (reviewed by Anderson 
and Rice, 2006). Yet technological advances in the last 60 years have discovered that far from being 
void of life, deep pelagic animal communities may hold the greatest total animal biomass on Earth, 









Figure 1.1 A diagram of pelagic ocean, showing the vertical structure of abiotic and biotic parameters. 
Reproduced from Herring (2002). 
The advent of opening and closing net systems enabled the first accurate studies of community 
composition and distribution throughout the water column (reviewed by Sutton et al., 2008). Net 
sampling is now complemented by echo sounders that detect the scattering layer produced by 
midwater fauna and can be used to estimate the swimming behaviour (De Robertis et al., 2003), 
biomass (Irigoien et al., 2014) and biogeography (Proud et al., 2017) of their acoustic targets. 
Current estimates of mesopelagic fish biomass vary between one (Gjøsaeter & Kawaguchi, 1980) 
and ten (Irigoien et al., 2014) billion metric tonnes, and thus dominate the world total fish biomass. 
In situ observations from autonomous and remotely operated vehicles have highlighted the 
ecological importance of gelatinous species (Robison, 2004; Sherlock et al., 2017) and advances in 
molecular approaches have exposed cryptic diversity in zooplankton and nekton undetected by 
taxonomic classification (Miya & Nishida, 1997; Pierrot-Bults & van der Spoel, 2003).  
Contrary to past perceptions that the deep pelagic is homogenous and unchanging, high resolution 
satellite data and depth profile data (such as that generated from the ARGO program) have 
revealed that the mesopelagic shows substantial variability in physical and chemical properties 
which change spatially and temporally across latitude and depth gradients. Changes with depth 
include the linear increase in pressure and exponential decline in the penetration of sunlight. In 
some regions there is also a decrease in dissolved oxygen concentrations due to high surface 
productivity and subsequent microbial respiration (Robison, 2004), before a return to more 
oxygenated conditions of the bathypelagic. In addition, there is a rapid shift in ocean temperature 
as mesopelagic depths mark the interface between warm, sunlit surface waters and dark, cold 
deeper water (Figure 1.1). In the upper kilometre of the ocean, temperature, oxygen and 
productivity parameters vary spatially and temporally, much the same as documented for the 
epipelagic. For example, seasonal strong winds at high latitudes can collapse thermoclines and 
associated vertical mixing can reduce light penetration depths, whilst a more stable environment 
persists at low latitudes. These physical factors also create latitudinal and seasonal variation in 




mesopelagic as the amount of trophic energy in the form of sinking photodetritus reaching deeper 
levels is affected (Herring, 2002).  
1.2.2. Evolutionary adaptations 
Environmental gradients across depth and latitude influence distribution patterns of mesopelagic 
fauna and have led to the evolution of pronounced behavioural and physiological adaptations 
(Ramirez-Llodra et al., 2010; Robinson et al., 2010). One of the most pervasive of behavioural 
adaptations in the mesopelagic is diel vertical migration (DVM) which, in terms of biomass, 
constitutes the largest animal migration on Earth (Hays, 2003). Most likely triggered by changing 
light conditions (Ringelberg, 1995; Benoit-Bird et al., 2009), typical DVM behaviour involves the 
movement of animals towards surface waters at dusk and then a descent to deeper waters at dawn, 
although variations in the direction and extent of vertical movements are common. Other 
proximate cues such as moonlight, aurorae and metabolic clocks may maintain DVM rhythms at 
high latitudes throughout the polar winter, whilst temperature and dissolved oxygen 
concentrations are the best predictors of the depth species maintain during daytime (Brierley, 
2014). DVM behaviour is thought to have evolved as a mechanism to evade predation from 
epipelagic predators. It allows mesopelagic organisms to effectively hide in deeper, darker water 
during the day (where they also benefit from lower temperatures and therefore slower metabolic 
processes requiring less energy), while feeding in productive surface waters under the cover of 
nightfall (Ringelberg, 1995). 
Below the photic zone, most pelagic fauna live in dim light or darkness, and another adaptation to 
this unique visual environment is the chemical production of light – bioluminescence – via 
reactions of luciferin and luciferase either by symbiotic luminescent bacteria or by neural or 
hormonal control (Haddock et al., 2010). Bioluminescence is almost universal amongst mesopelagic 
species where its widespread occurrence is equalled in the diversity of its functions, colours, and 
displays (Widder, 2010). There are many hypotheses as to the function of bioluminescence and it is 
likely that it serves more than one purpose for a single organism (Haddock et al., 2010). First, it 
may be used defensively; to startle, misdirect, distract and warn predators and settlers. Secondly, it 




luminous organs (e.g. as found in members of the Myctophidae, Stomiidae) and species-specific 
wavelengths (e.g. red-light emission of Malacosteus) suggest a role in communication, possibly to 
attract or recognise conspecifics (Herring, 2000; Herring, 2007; Haddock et al., 2010; Widder, 
2010). Camouflage via counterillumination is one other function of bioluminescence particularly 
common in non-transparent mesopelagic organisms such as crustaceans, fish and cephalopods that 
face the threat of predatory attack from below. Counterillumination works by using ventral 
photophores to match the intensity and angular distribution of downwelling light, thereby 
effectively obscuring an organism’s silhouette when viewed from below (Hastings, 1971; Johnsen et 
al., 2004). 
1.3. Myctophidae 
A key finding from decades of midwater sampling is that lanternfishes of the family Myctophidae 
are some of the most diverse and ubiquitous of all mesopelagic fishes. Their abundance is such that 
they are thought to comprise at least 20% of all oceanic ichthyofauna (Catul et al., 2011), and over 
half of all deep sea biomass (Gjøsaeter & Kawaguchi, 1980). They are found in all of the world’s 
oceans and in general they occupy a large vertical range between 0-2000m, with migration 
between the epipelagic and mesopelagic zones (Hulley, 1990). 
1.3.1. Taxonomy 
The Myctophidae reside within the order Myctophiformes along with blackchins (Neoscopelidae). 
Estimates from time calibrated phylogenies indicate that the Myctophidae first began to diversify 
sometime during the Early-Late Cretaceous, between 150 and 95 million years ago (Davis et al., 
2014; Hughes et al., 2018). The Myctophidae are extraordinarily diverse with 252 recognised species 
within 33 genera, and are one of the most species rich groups of midwater fishes (Eschmeyer et al., 
2018). Their diversity is somewhat unusual given that almost all other families of midwater fishes 
have low numbers of species. There are only six species of blackchins (Neoscopelidae), 75 species of 
hatchetfishes (Sternoptychidae), and 21 species of bristlemouths (Gonostomidae). The low diversity 
of bristlemouths is particularly remarkable given their status as the most abundant vertebrates on 




Systematic descriptions of myctophid species relationships were first attempted by Bolin (1939) and 
Fraser-Brunner (1949). Since then multiple hypotheses outlining the generic evolutionary 
relationships of Myctophidae have since been put forward, including taxonomic reconstructions 
based upon osteology and photophores (Paxton et al., 1984), and with the additional support of 
larval morphologies (Moser & Ahlstrom, 1972, 1974). From these, Paxton, Moser and Ahlstrom 
inferred two subfamilies and seven tribes: three tribes within the Myctophinae (Electronini, 
Gonichthyini, and Myctophini) and four tribes within the Lampanyctinae (Diaphini, 
Gymnoscopelini, Lampanyctini, and Notolynchnini). This tribal structure (Figure 1.2) remained 
largely unchanged, albeit with differences in the positioning of some genera (e.g. Notolychnus) and 
a lack of monophyly in several taxa (Myctophum, Lampadena, Benthosema) when using additional 
characters (Yamaguchi et al., 2000), mitogenomic sequences (Poulsen et al., 2013), and nuclear and 
mitochondrial genes combined (Denton, 2014).  
Recent reconstructions using a combination of nuclear and mitochondrial genes, plus 
morphological characters, found inter-tribal relationships that differ from the previous consensus, 
though species composition within tribes remained largely consistent (Mirande, 2017). A further 
genome scale study that included protein coding gene sequences and morphological data (Martin et 
al., 2018), supported these results, and recovered the presence of five subfamilies rather than two, 
with the Diaphinae (tribe Diaphini) sister to Myctophinae (tribe Myctophinae) and these two 
subfamilies as sister to the three newly identified subfamilies which were former Lampanyctine 

















Figure 1.2 Previous and current phylogenetic hypotheses of Myctophiformes. Myctophinae is represented by 
red lines and Lampanyctinae is represented by blue lines. The hypotheses are based upon osteology, 
photophore, and larval characters (Paxton et al., 1984); a bayesian analysis using six nuclear genes and one 
mitochondrial gene (Denton et al., 2014); and maximum likelihood analyses inferred from genomic data, 
protein-coding gene sequences and morphological characters (Martin et al., 2018). Reproduced from Martin 
et al. (2018). 
1.3.2. Bioluminescence 
A key characteristic of myctophids is the presence of ventral and lateral non-bacterial photophores, 
which are complex structures including a light gland, reflective layer, and lens (Paxton, 1972). Their 
lateral placement is unique to Myctophidae (Figure 1.3) and may have arose from an “upward 
migration” of a ventral row of photophores, which would infer the Myctophinae as the more 
primitive subfamily given the relatively lower position of their photophores (Fraser-Brunner, 1949). 
An opposing view is that ancestral myctophids had a generalised pattern of unspecialised 
photophores which have either become progressively enlarged and specialised, or secondarily lost, 
in contemporary species (Moser & Ahlstrom, 1972). This latter interpretation would require that the 




morphologies are in fact specialised adaptations to an active, more surface dwelling lifestyle in 
comparison to species from other subfamilies (Moser & Ahlstrom, 1974). 
Bioluminescence is hypothesised to play a number of roles in myctophid biology. Lateral 
photophore patterns are critical diagnostic features for the separation of morphologically similar 
species (Paxton, 1972) and so are believed to be used in intra-specific communication and 
recognition (Haddock et al., 2010). Luminous tissue patches, especially those on the caudal 
peduncle, can produce bright, fast flashes of light which may function to startle and confuse 
predators (Mensinger & Case, 1990). The genus Diaphus has forward facing head photophores 
which may illuminate or stun their prey of copepods and amphipods (Haddock et al., 2010). 
Amongst other genera, Diaphus species show sexual dimorphism in the size and positioning of 
luminous tissue (Herring, 2007) and only one species, Taaningichthys paurolychnus, lacks 







Figure 1.3 Diagram of Myctophum affine exhibiting the general placement of bioluminescent photophores 
and luminous glands on species within Myctophidae. Ant, antorbital organ; AOa, anterior anal organs; AOp, 
posterior anal organs; Br, branchiostegal organs; Bu, buccal organ; Ce, Cervical; CP, cheek photophore; Dn, 
dorsonasal organ; INGL, infracaudal luminous gland; Op, opercular organs; PLO, suprapectoral organ; PO, 
pectoral organs; Pol, postero-lateral organ; Prc, precaudal organs; PVO, subpectoral luminous glands; SAO, 
supraanal organs; So, suborbital organ; Suo, supraorbital organ; SUGL, supracaudal luminous gland; VLO, 




1.3.3. Ecological importance 
Myctophids exemplify the ecological importance of mesopelagic species. For instance, their mid-
trophic position gives them high centrality in ecological food webs, consuming zooplankton and 
transferring energy to higher trophic levels (Catul et al., 2011). They are key components in the diet 
of squid (Rosas-Luis & Sanchez, 2015), seabirds (Watanuki & Thiebot, 2018), beaked whales 
(Pereira et al., 2011) and dolphins (Pusineri et al., 2007). Lanternfishes also appear in the diet of 
many commercially exploited species including salmon (Manzar, 1968) and tuna (Bertrand et al., 
2002; Battaglia et al., 2013) and their abundance and distribution has been shown to determine the 
population dynamics of commercially important pelagic megafauna (Lehodey et al., 2008). 
Lanternfishes also play a vital role in global climate regulation - their respiration, feeding and 
excretion between different vertical zones actively transports carbon to deeper waters (Longhurst et 
al., 1990; Davison et al., 2013; Anderson et al., 2018). Their contribution to the biogeochemical cycle 
and important mid-trophic position has led some ecosystem modellers to believe that mesopelagic 
fish dynamics are an important missing link within coupled Earth System Models and that their 
inclusion would lead to a better understanding of oceanic ecosystems (Lehodey et al., 2010). 
1.4. Knowledge gaps 
Despite the vast increase in our understanding of mesopelagic fauna and their environment, the 
deep pelagic remains the least sampled habitat of the oceans (Webb et al., 2010). As they dominate 
the fish biomass of midwater trawls, lanternfishes are relatively well represented across ocean 
sampling effort, and are the best studied of all mesopelagic vertebrates. The abundance of 
myctophids also makes them increasingly attractive to international fisheries exploitation, despite 
their ecology, evolution and vulnerability to anthropogenic pressure remaining poorly understood 
(St. John et al., 2016). For these reasons, lanternfishes are useful taxa on which to focus, critically 
test, and develop new techniques which can shed light on mesopelagic biology. Below I outline 
three broad research areas in which our knowledge of mesopelagic fauna as a whole is lacking. I 
focus mainly on myctophid studies because they tend to dominate the literature and will be the 




1.4.1. Distribution patterns 
A central aim of ecology is to understand patterns in the distribution of biodiversity (Legendre & 
Fortin, 1989). In the mesopelagic, ship-based sampling has shown that environmental structuring 
can alter species distributions at ecologically-relevant spatial scales. Studies have reported sharp 
transitions in lanternfish community composition across frontal boundaries that demarcate 
oceanographic water masses (Hulley, 1981, 1992; Koubbi et al., 2011b; Collins et al., 2012; Flynn & 
Marshall, 2013; Olivar et al., 2017). These findings suggest that physical properties such as 
temperature and salinity can separate faunal assemblages, although this is likely to be a highly 
simplistic view of the true drivers of species distributions (Backus et al., 1970).  
In fact, more complex distribution patterns are often found. Changes in nutrient concentrations 
(Backus et al., 1969; Barnett, 1984) or regional circulation patterns (Beamish et al., 1999) can also 
explain changes in species composition. Oxygen minimum zones have been found to contain 
species with highly adapted physiology (Childress & Seibel, 1998), and topographic-oceanographic 
associations such as those found at seamounts and ridges can attract or deter species due to 
enhanced productivity or increased predation (De Forest & Drazen, 2009). Finally, some species 
have seemingly circumglobal distributions (Gaither et al., 2016) or exhibit ontogenetic shifts in 
vertical migration patterns (Hulley, 1984) and latitudinal distributions (Saunders et al., 2017), for 
which the controlling mechanisms are not well understood. 
Vertical distribution patterns are also unclear for many species, as midwater sampling depths are 
often pooled into broad categories, which are often arbitrarily chosen and of little biological 
relevance. Furthermore, lanternfishes are capable of evading capture, meaning that vertical profile 
data are prone to false negative results and erroneous estimates of biomass (Kaartvedt et al., 2012). 
Finally, the temporal dimension of species distributions, whether shifting daily, seasonally or 
annually, is an unknown dynamic to mesopelagic biogeography (Sutton et al., 2017). 
Recent efforts to consolidate distribution patterns of mesopelagic fauna to infer biogeographic 
provinces have supported the view that communities have more complex biogeographic patterns 




scales (Sutton et al., 2017). Still, the complex, 3-dimensional distribution of deep pelagic fauna is 
not well understood and there is low confidence in even basic community level parameters such as 
the influence of temperature on community composition, diversity, and biomass (Rogers, 2015). 
This is largely due to the limitations imposed by ship-based sampling which has covered less than 
1% of the deep pelagic area (Webb et al., 2010) and has generally produced descriptive studies of 
dominant species across small spatial and temporal scales.  
There are several compelling reasons as to why a deeper understanding of mesopelagic species 
distributions are necessary. Practically, baseline biological information such as diversity levels and 
spatial dynamics of species and regions are necessary before effective conservation measures can be 
put in place. The need for such data is increasing as the threats facing the pelagic extend to 
overfishing, mining, invasions, and climate change (Game et al., 2009). Given their ecological 
importance, any consequences of human disturbance could be large. Mesopelagic species may also 
prove to be invaluable in unravelling the multiple drivers of change to marine ecosystems as they 
remain, for now, relatively undisturbed by human pressures. This comparatively untouched and 
stable environment may also be a model system to test the relative importance of confounding 
ecological (e.g. environmental heterogeneity, energy availability, disturbance), historical (e.g. area, 
stability) and evolutionary (e.g. niche conservatism and speciation rates) factors in shaping global 
biogeographic patterns. 
1.4.2. Evolutionary processes 
A central goal of evolutionary biology is to understand the origin and maintenance of organismal 
diversity. This includes speciation, the process by which populations become genetically isolated 
and distinct (Butlin et al., 2012). In the marine realm there is particular interest in the geographic 
context of speciation because several characteristics of marine species such as high dispersal, 
abundant populations and physical barriers to gene flow challenge the dominant view that 
divergence requires geographic isolation (Jordan, 1905; Coyne & Orr, 2004). Some reviews of 
pelagic biogeography from an evolutionary perspective advocate that the subdivision of ocean 
basins in to distinct water masses led to vicariance events in the speciation in pelagic fauna (White, 




create environmental heterogeneity that fuels ecological speciation with ongoing genetic exchange. 
Norris (2000) discussed these ideas for marine pelagic species, outlining several possible modes of 
speciation (Figure 1.4). These include modes with geographic isolation (allopatry, vicariance) and 
those where adaptation to environmental conditions partially isolate incipient species (spatial, 
depth and seasonal parapatry).  
Whilst speciation without complete barriers to gene flow is possible (Barluenga et al., 2006), it 
remains one of the most controversial aspects of speciation and evidence of its occurrence in 
marine systems has so far been dominated by well-studied, easily accessible coral reef species 
(Bowen et al., 2013). In the pelagic, population genetic studies of copepods have found that 
oceanographic features and landmasses can both be formidable and permeable barriers to genetic 
exchange (Goetze, 2003; Andrews et al., 2014) and that vertical, as well as horizontal partitioning of 









Figure 1.4 Models of speciation in pelagic environments. Reproduced from Norris (2000) who argues that 
complete barriers to gene flow implied by models A and C are less likely than sympatric or parapatric 




Missing information on species behaviour and ecological requirements prevents direct testing of 
the speciation mechanisms of lanternfishes. Observations suggest a potential for ecological 
adaptation, such as variation in the reproductive spawning period between species (Gartner, 1993) 
and regions (Garcia-Seoane et al., 2014). Furthermore, Barham (1971) noted two myctophid 
ecotypes differing in their energy requirements and life history strategies. These “active” and 
“inactive” ecotypes have been found to be reflected in the dietary composition of both adult 
(Gaskett et al., 2001; Suntsov & Brodeur, 2008) and larval (Sassa & Kawaguchi, 2004) stages, whilst 
more recently, different morphotypes of co-occurring Diaphus species based upon different body 
shapes and otolith structures were found to have diverged in trophic level and feeding strategy 
(Tuset et al., 2018). These studies suggest that ecological niche and resource partitioning may exist 
within lanternfish communities, however the extent that such resource partitioning extends across 
species and over vertical gradients is not fully understood (Hopkins & Gartner, 1992; Flynn & 
Kloser, 2012).  
In his review of marine speciation, Palumbi (1994) suggested that mate recognition, whether 
directly or indirectly selected for, can be an important mechanism of biological reproductive 
isolation. Davis et al. (2014) postulate that mate recognition via lateral photophore patterning can 
explain the faster speciation rate of myctophids in comparison to other midwater families that lack 
species-specific bioluminescent structures. However, as of yet there is no direct evidence of lateral 
photophores being used as a method of communication and thus their role in speciation remains 
speculative. 
1.4.3. Climate change  
In addition to the increasing international interest in their exploitation (Shotton, 1997; FAO, 2001; 
Valinassab et al., 2007), climate change is another anthropogenic threat facing mesopelagic fishes. 
The ocean has absorbed around one third of the excess human carbon emitted during the industrial 
period (Khatiwala et al., 2013), and around 90% of the heat added to the global climate system 
(IPCC, 2013). As a result, the oceans are acidifying and warming at an increasing rate (e.g. surface 
seawater pH has decreased by 0.1 since the beginning of the industrial era, corresponding to a 26% 




between 1971-2010; IPCC, 2013) and there is now evidence for increased temperatures at depths 
beyond 700m (Cheng et al., 2017). Increasing ocean temperatures, and changes in biophysical 
conditions directly correlated with temperature, such as modified ocean stratification, mixing, 
ventilation, and decreased oxygen availability and nutrient supply, have triggered complex 
biological responses. These include shifts in species phenology (Chambers et al., 2013), alteration of 
community composition (Genner et al., 2004; Verges et al., 2014), changes to ocean 
productivity (Gregg et al., 2003), and reduced habitat complexity (Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007; 
De'ath et al., 2009). Most evidently, marine species are shifting their latitudinal distributions to 
follow tolerable environmental conditions, currently at an estimated mean rate of 72 km dec-1 at 
leading range edges; an order of magnitude faster than the shift observed in terrestrial 
species (Poloczanska et al., 2013).  
Pelagic species are particularly vulnerable to climate change impacts. In a meta-analyses of marine 
climate responses, highly mobile, pelagic groups showed the fastest leading edge range expansions 
(277.5 ±76.9km dec−1 for pelagic bony fishes) and spring advancements (11.2 ±1.7 days dec−1 for larval 
bony fishes) of all 857 included species (Poloczanska et al., 2013). Reduced solubility of oxygen in 
warmer mixed layer waters and decreased advection of oxygen saturated surface waters to the 
ocean interior (Helm et al., 2011) have likely driven the expansion of midwater oxygen minimum 
zones (Stramma et al., 2008). This is an additional stressor for pelagic species, as habitat suitability 
may be compressed vertically to a narrower shallow layer, as found for Atlantic blue marlin 
(Stramma et al., 2012). Most of our knowledge of marine climate responses comes from coastal and 
epipelagic species, but deep pelagic species will likely show similar if not more sensitive responses 
to change due to their relatively stable environment (Rogers, 2015). Primary productivity is known 
to be a strong predictor of biogeographic patterns amongst mid-trophic pelagic groups such as 
zooplankton and cephalopods (Rutherford et al., 1999; Rosa et al., 2008), suggesting that 
anticipated alterations in the pattern and magnitude of productivity will likely result in changes to 
patterns of their distribution and diversity (Rogers, 2015). Furthermore, whilst phytoplankton 
blooms may remain fixed in time, higher trophic groups tend to alter the timing of their seasonal 
cycle in accordance with temperature, resulting in geographic and temporal mismatches between 




Few studies have investigated long term trends of mesopelagic fish abundance and distribution and 
thus we have a poor awareness of their sensitivity to changing conditions (Robison, 2009). A recent 
study within the California Current system found that inter-annual variability and long-term (65 
year) trends have acted to tropicalise the mesopelagic ichthyoplankton (McClatchie et al., 2018). 
The increase of warm water mesopelagic species was found to be associated with the northward 
extension of warm Pacific water, and the increasing frequency of spikes in abundance over time 
suggest that warm events are becoming more frequent. Reiss et al. (2018) report long term 
variability in the dynamics of Southern Ocean mesopelagic fishes based on preliminary acoustic 
estimates of abundance. The authors also found a decline in the mean age of the myctophid 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi in the diet of Antarctic fur seals. Here, myctophids are of particular 
ecological importance as they are the dominant species of offshore fish and thus are key consumers 
of zooplankton and krill (Barrera-Oro, 2002) and are thought to have a key role in the active 
transport of carbon (Collins et al., 2012). They are also the most numerous prey item for squid 
(Phillips et al., 2003), flighted seabirds (Connan et al., 2007), penguins (Guinet et al., 1996; Olsson 
& North, 1997), seals (Daneri, 1996; Cherel et al., 2008; Casaux et al., 2009) and the commercially 
important Patagonian toothfish (Collins et al., 2007). Consequently, species level predictions of 
their climate responses are of great necessity to ensure the most informed conservation and 
management decisions can be made for their dependent predators and the wider ecosystem. 
1.5. Expanding the toolkit for studying mesopelagic species 
1.5.1. The concept of ecological niches 
Critical aspects of a species’ ecology and evolution can be determined from their ecological niche. 
Grinnell (1917) was the first to use the term niche to describe the requirements, both climatic and 
habitat, needed for a species to exist, and thus define its distribution. Later, Hutchinson (1957) 
defined a species niche more specifically as “the set, in a multidimensional space, of environmental 
states within which a species is able to survive.” The “environmental states” or niche axes to which 
he refers to can be dynamic variables which are somehow linked to a species’ population such as a 
consumed resource, or they can be fixed variables that remain unchanged in the presence of the 




and it is these variables often measured at course resolutions which have been shown to be best at 
defining broad geographic ranges of species (Peterson et al., 2011c). Hutchinson (1957) further 
defined two subtypes of niches: the “fundamental niche” defined as the set of all the states of the 
environment which permit the species to exist, and the “realised niche” defined as the subset of the 
fundamental niche corresponding to environmental conditions which species is a superior 
competitor. 
To be able to determine a species distribution and the factors controlling these patterns over 
geographical space and time, a species’ ecological niche must be transferred from multidimensional 
environmental space to geographic space. The ability to do so has been helped in recent years by 
the exponential increase in GIS capability and data accessibility. For species occurrence records, the 
Global Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF) has provided the largest gateway for accessing data 
from specimen surveys and collections with over 450 million georeferenced records of 1.4 million 
species (GBIF, 2013). For environmental data, remote satellite data is able to provide long term, 
reliable and repeatable information that can monitor the characteristics of an environment at 
increasingly fine-scale resolutions (Pettorelli et al., 2014). 
1.5.2. Ecological niche modelling  
These advances have given rise to the field of ecological niche modelling (ENM) and species 
distribution modelling (SDM) (Guisan & Zimmermann, 2000; Elith & Leathwick, 2009; Peterson et 
al., 2011c). A multitude of approaches now exist and can be mechanistic (i.e. informed directly by 
species physiology) or correlative in their approach (Elith et al., 2006; Kearney & Porter, 2009). In 
essence, correlative models use species occurrence records and broad scale environmental data to 
estimate Grinnellian niches (i.e. unlinked, scenopoetic variables which represent a subset of the 
multidimensional environmental space). Niche requirements in environmental space can then be 
reflected in to geographic space to identify areas that fulfil those conditions. These methods are the 
most widely used and increasingly applied to address questions about the observed and/or 
potential distributions of species in the past, present, and future. Examples of their application can 
be found in species delimitation (Rissler & Apodaca, 2007), testing evolutionary hypotheses (Kozak 




predicting future range shifts (Elith et al., 2010) and species invasions (Zengeya et al., 2013), and in 
planning the present (Guisan et al., 2013) and future (Carvalho et al., 2011) conservation of 
biodiversity. 
An important distinction between ENM and SDM methodologies lies in the concept of the niche 
and associated distribution which they estimate. When true absence records of a species are 
available, models can estimate the occupied environmental space of a species, and thus better 
correspond to an estimate of the realised niche, and hence the realised (or occupied) distribution, 
of a species. These cases are termed species distribution models (SDMs) (Peterson et al., 2011b; 
Peterson & Soberon, 2012). On the other hand, if no information on true absences are available 
models are not able to estimate a species predicted probability of presence. Rather, models give 
predictions that correspond to the suitability of the environment relative to where species have 
been observed and these environments lie between the extremes of the fundamental and realised 
niche (Peterson et al., 2011b). Similarly, the associated geographic ranges can be hypothesised to lie 
between fundamental and realised geographic space (Jiménez-Valverde et al., 2008). These models 
are termed ecological niche models (ENMs) and although limited in predictive capacity of a species 
true distribution, they are preferable to SDMs when the aim is to estimate the existing fundamental 
niche (Peterson et al., 2011b).  
One such instance where ENMs may be preferred is when predicting species distributions across 
space and time. This is because the fundamental niche relates to the environmental conditions 
suitable for the species, and by extension, the areas where suitable conditions exist. The realised 
niche, on the other hand, relates to particular areas (or indeed volumes, in the case of pelagic 
species) that the species truly occupies which may include (directly or indirectly) the influence of 
other factors that do not transfer across space or time (Anderson, 2013). These can include biotic 
interactions such as the presence of competitors and predators, and factors relating to movement 
including historical conditions and dispersal barriers (Figure 1.5). These act alongside abiotic factors 
to define a species realised niche and are the reason why species do not occupy all available 











Figure 1.5 Three classes of factors affecting species distributions: abiotic variables, biotic interactions, and 
contingent factors related to “movement” (e.g. dispersal). A species is only present when all three factors are 
suitable whilst abiotic factors have been shown to be most important when predicting species distributions 
at broad spatial scales. Reproduced from (Anderson, 2013). 
1.5.3. Potential applications of ENM to mesopelagic species 
Unlike in the terrestrial realm, the potential of ENM in marine environments is only beginning to 
be realised (Dambach & Roedder, 2011) and has most widely applied to fish species in conservation 
planning exercises (Robinson et al., 2011). Additional challenges in modelling the complex 3-
dimensional nature of marine habitats, and incorporating the more prevalent feature of ontogenetic 
shifts, could be responsible for this delay, alongside constraints on data quantity and quality as vast 
areas of the ocean remain under sampled (Webb et al., 2010). Fortunately, comprehensive online 
repositories now provide easy access to marine species records, and advances in remote sensing 
technology are improving the resolution and scope of marine observations (Assis et al., 2018) which 
can support the growing interest in marine modelling applications.  
There are a handful of examples of ENMs being applied to infer distributions of deep pelagic 
species, including applications to the squid Architeuthis (Coro et al., 2015), the scyphozoan 




Lanternfishes have also been the target of modelling efforts in the Tasman Sea (Flynn & Marshall, 
2013) and Southern Ocean (Loots et al., 2007; Duhamel et al., 2014) and these examples 
demonstrate the multiple benefits of using ENMs to expand the toolkit for studying deep sea 
organisms. First, they allow metrics such as environmental tolerance, niche breadth and niche 
similarity to be measured and compared, which will foster a mechanistic understanding of 
distribution patterns from evolutionary and ecological perspectives. Secondly, the distribution of a 
species can be projected across broad geographic areas and in both vertical and horizontal 
dimensions, filling gaps in poorly sampled regions and depths. Thirdly, because ENMs utilise 
existing sampling effort, they forego the need of costly ship time and can in fact help to dictate 
priority areas for future sampling.  
Species’ contemporary distributions generally reflect their dynamic history which includes a signal 
of speciation and subsequent range shifts, adaptation to local environments, and biological 
interactions. Accordingly, the integration of phylogenetic data with environmental niche and 
spatial data derived from ENMs can be a holistic approach in revealing the likely factors affecting 
divergence (Fitzpatrick et al., 2009). For instance, this method allows for the identification of 
ancestral niches, the conditions promoting niche evolution, and the geographic mode of speciation 
(Peterson et al., 2011a). As this method utilises existing but separate streams of data, it has been 
proposed as a key next step in understanding evolutionary aspects of deep sea biogeography 
(McClain & Hardy, 2010) and holds potential for revealing the dominant mode and mechanisms of 
speciation in the open ocean. 
Using future climate scenarios, ecological niche models can also be projected forward in time to 
estimate the effect climate change may have on a species’ environmental space, and thus its 
geographic distribution. This method has produced global estimates of species range shifts (Jones & 
Cheung, 2015) changes in community structure (Molinos et al., 2016), and even the consequences 
to society that can be expected under certain future ocean conditions (Gattuso et al., 2015). 
However, the infancy of these modelling methods in the marine realm means that differences in 
simulated future conditions between climate models remains a relatively unexplored source of 




can influence projections of species distributions is needed before the magnitude and probability of 
a response can be fully understood (Payne et al., 2016). Once explored, predicting distribution shifts 
for deep pelagic species can be achieved, and the extent of their responses accurately interpreted. 
1.6. Thesis outline 
The principal aims of this thesis are to adapt and apply ecological niche modelling techniques to 
lanternfish species in order to (i) consolidate and extend our growing knowledge of species’ 
distributions and their environment, (ii) shed light upon the ecological and evolutionary 
mechanisms governing diversity and distribution patterns, and (iii) understand the impacts of 
climate change on species distributions. In doing so, I simultaneously tackle methodological 
uncertainties that will aid the progress of applying these modelling techniques to marine species as 
a whole. 
Chapter 2 deals with the practicalities of modelling ecological niches in a 3-dimensional 
environment. Using ten Southern Ocean lanternfish species, I investigate whether a ‘3D’ ecological 
niche modelling approach, which matches occurrence localities with environmental data from a 
similar depth from which they were caught, have greater predictive accuracy than ‘2D’ ENMs which 
treat at-depth environmental information as separate predictors. I also compare the spatial and 
environmental overlap between the two methodologies and review the benefits and trade-offs 
required when using a ‘3D’ distribution model. 
Informed by the results of the previous chapter, Chapter 3 investigates the global biogeography of 
and phylogeography of lanternfishes. I first build ENMs for 145 species of lanternfish and relate 
these to biogeographic provinces to investigate the role of biogeographical boundaries in shaping 
lanternfish community composition. I then infer the dominant geographic mode of speciation in 
lanternfishes by analysing range overlap patterns in a phylogenetic context. Finally, compiling data 
of niche overlap and photophore pattern similarity between species, I consider whether ecological 
niche shifts or lateral photophore patterns may have contributed to reproductive isolation and thus 




In Chapter 4 I investigate the uncertainty associated with predicting species distributions under 
future climate scenarios. I undertake a literature review to explore the extent to which the marine 
climate change community has acknowledged, incorporated, and communicated three levels of 
climate uncertainty (scenario uncertainty, model uncertainty, and internal model variability) in to 
ecological predictions. Then, using the polar species Electrona antarctica I demonstrate the 
influence that the choice of emission scenario, climate model, and model realisation can have when 
predicting a species future distribution. Finally, I give recommendations that could increase in the 
quality and standard of marine prediction studies.  
Following from the conclusions of Chapter 4, In Chapter 5 I investigate the effects of climate 
change on the geographic distributions of ten species in the Southern Ocean that dominate the 
myctophid biomass. Furthermore, for these ten species, I investigate whether a species projected 
climatic response is related to its biogeography, body size, or ecological niche as measured by its 
thermal tolerance range. I finish by discussing the implications of these findings to the wider 
Southern Ocean ecosystem.  
The thesis is concluded in Chapter 6 in which the main chapter themes are brought together in the 
context of ecology, evolution and conservation in the mesopelagic and I discuss future research 
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Ecological niche models (ENMs) provide a practical means of studying the distribution of open 
ocean species. Nevertheless, the large horizontal and vertical distributions of many pelagic species 
mean that ENMs built using only variables that describe surface environmental conditions at a 
given global location, may give a poor reflection of a species’ true ecological niche. To investigate 
the impact of this simplification further, I compared two methods for integrating environmental 
conditions from multiple depths within ENMs. The first (‘2D’) modelling approach treats 
environmental data from multiple, and usually limited, depths as separate predictors; while the 
second (‘3D’) approach matches environmental data obtained from a depth close to that at which 
the fish contributing to the occurrence data was sampled and can predict species spatial 
distributions at several depth levels. I modelled the distribution of ten Southern Ocean lanternfish 
species using both approaches and compared their predictive accuracy and overlap in geographic 
and environmental space estimated for each species. Outputs from the 2D approach were in broad 
agreement with previous knowledge of species’ ranges and water mass affiliations. Since occurrence 
records required associated depth information for the 3D approach, the quantity of usable 
occurrence data declined by 30-75% depending on species. In the most extreme cases this led to 3D 
models being overfitted to the remaining presence localities and displaying patterns of 
environmental preferences different from that of previous findings. I thus found that a trade-off is 
required between data quality and quantity when choosing the appropriate modelling approach for 
a particular species. I recognise the potential of 3D model outputs to validate and inform regional 










Methods to sample organisms from discrete depths using midwater trawls were first implemented 
in the 1950s (Isaacs & Kidd, 1951) and became increasingly sophisticated in the following decades 
with designs that enabled separation of catches from different depths (Foxton, 1963) and 
acoustically controlled multiple opening and closing net systems (Clarke, 1969; Baker et al., 1973). 
This innovation quickly helped to revolutionise deep pelagic biogeography as studies were able to 
describe fine-scale latitudinal and vertical patterns in species distributions, as well as begin to 
understand the processes maintaining them (Sutton, 2013). Use of these data in biogeographical 
studies has largely focused on taxon-specific delineations of assemblages, regions, and provinces in 
the open ocean, and much of this work has focussed on mesopelagic fishes (Gibbs & Hurwitz, 1967; 
Backus et al., 1969, 1970; Jahn & Backus, 1976; Barnett, 1984; Sutton et al., 2008; Collins et al., 2012; 
Olivar et al., 2017). The increased availability and access to species records now allows mapping of 
global zoogeographic provinces in the mesopelagic ocean zone between 200-1000m (Sutton et al., 
2017), and enables links to be made with ocean biogeochemistry (Reygondeau et al., 2018), and 
acoustic observations of mesopelagic fauna (Proud et al., 2017).  
Understanding and predicting the spatial distribution of organisms is a subject with a long history 
and remains a vibrant area of research due to the arrival of modelling approaches, variously known 
as Ecological Niche Modelling or Species Distribution Modelling that are used to infer species 
distributions from environmental variables (Peterson et al., 2011c). These methods are facilitated by 
the use of online international datasets enabling them to be implemented on broad geographic 
scales at relatively high resolution, without the need for access to ships or to undertake expensive 
field work. The utility of Ecological Niche Models (ENMs) in open ocean and deep sea biology was 
demonstrated in the Biogeographic Atlas of Southern Ocean (De Broyer et al., 2014) which mapped 
distributions of euphausiids (Cuzin-Roudy et al., 2014) and lanternfishes (Duhamel et al., 2014), the 
latter also being targeted in previous ENM studies (Loots et al., 2007; Koubbi et al., 2011b; Flynn & 
Marshall, 2013). These outputs allow an improved understanding of species’ environmental 
requirements. For example, these results have highlighted the importance of oceanographic fronts 
as transition zones in community composition (Koubbi et al., 2011b), and demonstrated that limits 
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to species distributions do not necessarily conform to zoogeographic regions defined by the 
physiochemical properties of water masses alone (Flynn & Marshall, 2013). These studies also 
demonstrate that subsurface data (often conditions at 200m or deeper) can be better predictors of 
distribution patterns than surface environmental conditions (Duhamel et al., 2000; Loots et al., 
2007; Koubbi et al., 2011b). 
However, just as mesopelagic sampling was limited by technology and opportunity in the early 20 th 
century, a potential shortcoming of recent modelling efforts is in the lack of full integration of the 
complex vertical component of mesopelagic distributions and measurements of associated 
environmental variables. When modelling a species niche or distribution, it is crucial that the 
environmental variables used to predict a species’ presence are biologically relevant and typically 
this requires them to be associated with previously identified spatial changes in eco-physiological 
performance across their range, for example temperature and precipitation (Guisan & Thuiller, 
2005). In marine ENMs it is often the case that surface environmental variables are paired with 
occurrence records of animals that were caught from a range of depths throughout the 3-
dimensional marine environment, despite the surface and deeper waters often having very different 
environmental conditions. In such cases the distribution model may provide a poor representation 
of the species’ normal environment, and therefore their physical and ecological niche, ultimately 
leading to inaccurate predictions of species’ distributions (Duffy & Chown, 2017). 
Accounting for 3-dimensional habitat is particularly relevant to mesopelagic species that occupy a 
large vertical range. In the case of lanternfishes, diel migratory behaviour means they typically have 
vertical distributions that extend from the surface waters at night to close to, or even below, 1000m 
during the day (Catul et al., 2011; Collins et al., 2012; Duhamel et al., 2014). Even within well-mixed 
waters of polar and temperate regions, where mixing helps to minimise the difference in 
environmental conditions between the surface and deeper waters, the temperature range can be as 
much as three times greater at the surface than at 1000m depth. For instance, in the region of the 
Southern Ocean (defined as waters south of the Subtropical Front) surface temperatures range from 
-1.7 to 21.2˚C over the course of a year, whereas temperatures at 1000m are restricted to a range 
between -2.8 and 7.6˚C.  Thus, to reconstruct a species’ niche or distribution as accurately as 
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possible, incorporating information from conditions deeper in the ocean into ENMs of mesopelagic 
species should be attempted where sufficient numbers of records allow this approach to be taken. 
There are, however, additional difficulties associated with modelling deep sea species such as low 
sampling effort, which often leads to issues of small sample sizes, spatial sampling bias, and/or a 
poor representation of the environmental or geographic distribution (Robinson et al., 2011; Bentlage 
et al., 2013). 
One common method to include at-depth environmental information in an ENM is to use data 
from multiple depths as separate environmental predictors. For example, using both sea surface 
temperature and bottom temperature to model the habitat of a benthic invertebrate (Jones et al., 
2013a). Previous studies that have modelled the distributions of lanternfishes have also used this 
method, incorporating environmental data from the surface as well as that obtained at depths 
between 50 and 500m (Koubbi et al., 2011b; Flynn & Marshall, 2013; Mormède et al., 2014). 
Although these ENMs do not rely on surface data alone, they remain relatively simplistic (Duffy & 
Chown, 2017) as they use data from a very few discrete depth levels and do not fully account for 
variability in the association between depth and species occurrence throughout the pelagic 
environment. More complex solutions specifically integrate a third dimension into ENMs, such as 
the ‘2.5D’ method described by Duffy and Chown (2017). This approach uses species occurrence 
records and associated latitude, longitude, and depth information, to match localities with 
environmental variables from a similar depth from which the animals were caught. As only the 
most appropriate environmental data are paired with each occurrence record, the accuracy of the 
ENM can be improved, but integrating a third dimension in this way remains rare (but see Bentlage 
et al., 2013). 
The aim of this study was to build ENMs that use (1) the simplified (hereafter referred to as the ‘2D’ 
approach) in which environmental data from just two discrete depths are incorporated into models, 
and (2) the more complex approach in which depth related data are depth specific (following the 
“2.5D” method of Duffy and Chown, 2017) but here referred to as the ‘3D’ approach. I then compare 
the predictive performance and spatial overlap of the modelling approaches and use these results to 
(i) justify and clarify the use of the simplified at-depth 2D approach used throughout this thesis, 
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and (ii) highlight the potential for 3D ENMs to improve our understanding of the vertical 
biogeography of mesopelagic fauna whilst clarifying their limitations. Notwithstanding their 
significant ecological importance, lanternfish species of the Southern Ocean were chosen for this 
study because previous interest from the ecological niche modelling community means that their 
latitudinal biogeography is relatively well studied, although their vertical distribution patterns 
remain less certain. By testing a specific depth-integrated modelling approach I aimed to fill this 
gap and compare my results to those of previous models. 
2.2. Methods 
2.2.1. Species occurrence records 
Occurrence records of the family Myctophidae between 35-75˚S were downloaded from the Global 
Biodiversity Information Facility (GBIF; http://www.gbif.org/). The ten species with the highest 
number of records were retained for analyses, these being; Electrona antarctica, Electrona 
carlsbergi, Gymnoscopelus bolini, Gymnoscopelus braueri, Gymnoscopelus fraseri, Gymnoscopelus 
nicholsi, Gymnoscopelus opithsopterus, Krefftichthys anderssoni, Protomyctophum bolini, 
and Protomyctophum tenisoni. All occurrence records were subject to quality assurance and control 
processes, being cleaned for unreliable data which included duplicated records, records with 
identical latitude and longitude, and records with a latitude and longitude corresponding to a 
terrestrial location. Due to high sampling bias towards austral spring and summer seasons, only 
records from the months October-March were kept for analyses. Furthermore, only occurrence 
records from 1960 to 2005 were retained, to correspond to the baseline period of available 
environmental data. Along with latitude and longitude, depth of catch information was retained for 
each occurrence record, obtained from the “depth” field of the GBIF database, when this was 
available. In the case of records obtained via oblique net sampling, this data field may better 
correspond to the depth at which the net was deployed, introducing potential for error in depth 
estimates. As it was not possible to discriminate between oblique and stratified sampling, only 
records falling within the broad vertical distribution range expected for these fishes (i.e. 0-1500m) 
were retained. 
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2.2.2. Environmental predictors 
Five environmental predictors were selected on which to build the ecological niche models. These 
comprised of temperature, salinity, dissolved oxygen, primary productivity, and bathymetry and 
were chosen based on their physiological importance for marine ectotherms and on previous results 
demonstrating their significance in determining marine species distributions (Loots et al., 2007; 
Koubbi et al., 2011b; Flynn & Marshall, 2013; Duhamel et al., 2014). Climatological means for 
temperature, oxygen and salinity predictors were extracted from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 
database (Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013; Garcia et al., 2014b, a) at a resolution of 0.25° x 
0.25° (~27.75km at the equator) for the months October-March across the baseline temporal period 
1956-2005. These data were extracted from seven vertical depth layers: sea surface, 50m, 100m, 
200m, 500m, 800m, and 1000m. Primary productivity data represent the primary organic carbon 
production by all types of phytoplankton (nmol m-2 s-1) for the months October-March between 
1956-2005. For vertical layers below the sea surface, primary productivity was set to zero. 
Bathymetric data correspond to maximum water depth and had an original resolution of 30 arc 
seconds (Becker et al., 2009), being re-sampled to the same resolution as the other variables (i.e. 
0.25˚ x 0.25˚) using the bi-linear resample tool in ArcGIS v.10.5.1 (ESRI, Redlands, California). 
I acknowledge that some environmental predictors (e.g. oxygen and temperature) are highly 
correlated, having Pearson’s r >0.9 (Table S2.1) and that including correlated predictors can make it 
difficult to assess the relative importance of each due to issues of co-linearity. Nevertheless, there is 
evidence to suggest that, when dealing with correlated variables that are each biologically 
meaningful, including all predictors can have a better predictive performance, in addition to a 
better fit, than a model parameterized on only one of the correlated predictors (Braunisch et al., 
2013). MaxEnt is particularly effective in dealing with collinearity through its iterative model fitting 
approach, which can consider variables independently, include non-linear interactions between 
variables, and has demonstrated a robust ability to rank variables according to their importance 
(Phillips & Dudik, 2008; Braunisch et al., 2013).  
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2.2.3. Integrating a third dimension 
The 2D ENMs were built with no reliance on depth-of-catch information from occurrence records. 
Seven environmental predictors (sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity, sea surface dissolved 
oxygen, temperature at 200m, salinity at 200m, primary productivity, and bathymetry) were 
matched to the longitude and latitude fields of each occurrence record. Data from only one depth 
level (200m) was used in addition to surface information to avoid using many collinear variables in 
the ENMs, which simplifies model interpretation. This (200m) depth level was selected because 
environmental conditions at this depth have previously been found to be important predictors of 
myctophid distributions (Koubbi et al., 2011b; Flynn & Marshall, 2013; Duhamel et al., 2014). 
To build the 3D models, occurrence records with associated depth-of-catch information were used 
in combination with the environmental predictors from seven depths, specifically 0m, 50m, 100m, 
200m, 500m, 800m and 1000m. Data were extracted from each environmental predictor raster 
and were matched to occurrence records based upon their longitude, latitude and depth fields, 
following the methodology of Duffy and Chown (2017). Specifically, the depth field from each 
occurrence record was used to identify the depth layer from which to extract the most appropriate 
environmental data. ENMs were then projected spatially onto each of the aforementioned depth 
layers. This resulted in habitat suitability maps for each modelled species and each depth layer, 
each representing a two-dimensional slice within a three-dimensional environment. I recognise that 
as depth is considered as discrete (i.e. discontinuous) levels rather than as a continuous variable, a 
distinction can be made between this modelling approach and truly three-dimensional models in 
which environmental data and species’ depths of occurrence would be known in more detail. 
2.2.4. MaxEnt ecological niche models 
For each species, occurrence and environmental data were fitted to the presence-only ecological 
niche modelling algorithm MaxEnt v. 3.3.3 (Phillips et al., 2006; Phillips & Dudik, 2008). MaxEnt 
estimates a species’ probability of presence by sampling the environment at a range of locations 
across the study region (“background sites”), discriminating these from locations and environments 
where species are known to be present (“presence sites”). To do so, a species’ distribution is 
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modelled in environmental space as an unknown probability distribution over the set of 
background points, with the environmental predictor values at the presence localities imposing 
constraints on the unknown distribution (Graham et al., 2008). The unknown probability 
distribution is then approximated using the predicted distribution which maximizes entropy 
(dispersedness) in geographic space, and minimizes relative entropy in environmental space, 
subject to these constraints (Elith et al., 2011). Models of varying complexity can be fitted using 
MaxEnt “feature classes” which are transformations of original environmental predictors. Model fit 
is measured at presence sites using a log likelihood function and, in order to select a model that 
gives accurate prediction and generality, a regularisation parameter is specified which penalises log 
likelihood values to those that balance model complexity with fit (Elith et al., 2011). Importantly, 
MaxEnt produces a model of relative habitat suitability (i.e. the output identifies that one location 
is more or less suitable than another) but values do not reflect occupancy (Jarnevich et al., 2015). 
MaxEnt assumes background locations adequately cover areas accessible to the species and that 
presence localities are unbiased and cover important environmental gradients (Jarnevich et al., 
2015) and was chosen for its repeatedly high performance against other ENM algorithms (Elith et 
al., 2006, Ortega-Huerta & Peterson, 2008, Monk et al., 2010). Moreover, MaxEnt’s capacity to use 
presence-only data is particularly appropriate with mesopelagic species given the high potential for 
errors under a presence-absence approach due to the low sampling effort relative to the potential 
habitat area (or volume) available, as well as the net avoidance behaviour common among 
lanternfishes (Collins et al., 2008; Kaartvedt et al., 2012).  
All ENMs were run using a 10-k fold cross validation method whereby the occurrence data was 
partitioned in to “training” and “testing” data using 10 sub samples with 30% of data used for model 
testing each time. Only linear, quadratic and hinge feature classes were selected in order to avoid 
fitting overly complex responses (Elith et al., 2010). 10,000 background data points were selected 
from within 2 decimal degrees of all mesopelagic fish records within the study region. This ensures 
both the background and presence sites have the same spatial and environmental bias; for instance, 
if a species occupies particular habitats within the sampled space, the model will highlight these 
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habitats, rather than just areas that are more heavily sampled (Phillips et al., 2009). All other 
MaxEnt settings were kept to default settings. 
2.2.5. Comparing 2D and 3D modelling approaches 
The outputs of the 2D and 3D modelling approaches were compared in their predictive 
performance by the Omission Rate (OR) and Area Under the receiver operating characteristic 
Curve (AUC) score of the model. The Omission Rate is determined as the proportion of presence 
localities that fall below the prediction threshold. In this case the threshold used was the “minimum 
training presence”, in which locations of suitable habitat are retained if the predicted suitability 
value within a grid cell is at least as high as locations where a species’ presence has been 
recorded (Pearson et al., 2007). Since this threshold has an expected Omission Rate of zero for 
training localities, higher Omission Rates during model testing are indicative of model overfitting 
(Boria et al., 2017). The AUC score is a widely used rank-based measure of predictive accuracy that 
can be interpreted in the context of MaxEnt as the probability that a randomly chosen presence 
location is ranked higher than a randomly chosen background point (Merow et al., 2013). A model 
with no discriminatory power will have an AUC value equal to 0.5 (no better than random) whilst a 
model with perfect fit would have an AUC value of 1.0.  
I also compared how model outputs differed across environmental and geographic space. For the 
former, results from MaxEnt’s “jackknife test of variable importance” were compared to identify the 
difference in predictor importance between the two modelling approaches. The jackknife test 
builds the model multiple times, each time using one of the environmental predictors in isolation. 
This finds the most effective single variable when predicting the distribution of the occurrence data 
that was set aside for model testing and gives a reliable estimate of each variable’s importance. The 
response curves fitted for a species to each environmental predictor were also compared.  
To quantify how model outputs differed geographically, the 2D modelled distribution of a species 
was subtracted from a weighted average distribution taken from the seven 3D outputs (0-1000m). 
10,000 points were randomly selected across the study region from which the predicted probability 
of presence values from both the 2D and weighted average 3D maps were extracted and compared 
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using Pearson’s r correlation coefficient. Range overlap analyses were also performed between the 
2D and weighted average 3D maps using the range overlap tool in the software ENMTools v.1.3 
(Warren et al., 2010). ENMTools requires a threshold value over which a species is classified as 
present rather than using a continuous probability score from 0 to 1. To transform outputs in to 
binary maps we chose to use the “Maximum test sensitivity plus specificity” threshold criteria. 
Selecting threshold criteria is somewhat arbitrary and each approach can generate different results. 
Our selection was based on the results of Liu et al. (2016) who found that sensitivity-specificity 
approaches performed best compared to others. Range overlap scores for each species were then 
correlated against i) the difference in the number of occurrence records used under both 
approaches, and ii) the difference in mean temperature represented by the available occurrence 
records of a species under both approaches.  
2.3. Results  
2.3.1. Comparing model predictive performance 
A total of 2918 occurrence records were used in analyses. For five out of the ten species (E. 
carlsbergi, G. bolini, G. fraseri, G. opisthopterus, P.tenisoni) the total number of occurrence records 
available for the 3D approach fell to below 85 records per species, due to absence of depth 
information for the occurrence records. The “dropout rates” across all species ranged from 30.5-
74.5% of records (Table 2.1). The average Omission Rate for the 2D models was 0.008 ±0.007, 
whilst 3D models had a mean Omission Rate of 0.023 ±0.017. Predictive performance measured by 
the AUC metric increased for five species under the 3D models (Table 2.1), but average AUC scores 
remained similar for both 2D and 3D models, with mean AUC values of 0.818 ±0.042 and 0.816 
±0.056, respectively. 
From the 2D models, sea surface temperature was the predictor that most commonly gave the 
highest AUC score when run as an individual environmental variable in the jackknife test. Salinity 
at 200m was of highest importance to G. bolini and G. nicholsi, whilst dissolved oxygen is the most 
important predictor for G. braueri. Using the 3D approach, in which environmental physico-
chemical variables are depth-specific, temperature was the predictor which gave the highest AUC 
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when run as an individual variable for five of the ten species (E. antarctica, G. bolini, G. braueri, G. 
opisthopterus, and P. bolini). Salinity was highest for E. carlsbergi and K. anderssoni, dissolved 
oxygen was highest for P. tenisoni, and bathymetry was highest for G. nicholsi and E. carlsbergi. 
Table 2.1 Comparison of the 2D and 3D modelling results for each myctophid species indicated by model 
performance metrics of Omission Rate and Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC). 
Pearson’s r correlation coefficient and range overlap scores between the 2D and 3D outputs are given, where 
values range from 1 (complete range overlap or high correlation) to 0 (absence of overlap or low correlation). 
Mean and standard deviation (±1 SD) values between all ten species are given in bold. 
Species 
Sample Size Omission Rate AUC Range 
overlap 
Pearson’s 
r 2D 3D 2D 3D 2D 3D 
Electrona antarctica  876 608 0.001 0.002 0.82 0.86 0.78 0.83 
Electrona carlsbergi  141 83 0.014 0.011 0.76 0.77 0.45 0.55 
Gymnoscopelus bolini  106 73 0.02 0.029 0.83 0.8 0.57 0.78 
Gymnoscopelus braueri  356 222 0.003 0.005 0.76 0.76 0.84 0.82 
Gymnoscopelus fraseri  124 78 0.017 0.025 0.86 0.79 0.99 0.87 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi  228 144 0.004 0.034 0.86 0.83 0.67 0.56 
Gymnoscopelus opisthopterus  152 61 0.007 0.033 0.83 0.89 0.86 0.72 
Krefftichthys anderssoni  436 239 0.002 0.013 0.78 0.75 0.64 0.72 
Protomyctophum bolini  362 131 0.003 0.015 0.81 0.81 0.34 0.63 
Protomyctophum tenisoni  137 35 0.007 0.058 0.89 0.92 0.4 0.28 
Mean 291 167 0.008 0.023 0.82 0.82 0.65 0.68 
±1 SD 236 169 0.007 0.017 0.04 0.06 0.22 0.18 
 
2.3.2. Comparing predictions in environmental space 
The “response curves” describe the relationship between species occurrence and individual 
environmental variables and were compared between modelling approaches (Figure 2.1). The 3D 
models demonstrate a slightly lower optimal temperature and higher optimal salinity for each 
species, yet species’ tolerance ranges remain similar for these variables (Figure 2.1). Most species are 
predicted to tolerate a much broader range of primary productivity and dissolved oxygen under the 
3D models (Figure 2.1). Differences in species optima are reflected in the environmental conditions 
that are represented by the available occurrence records for each approach (Table 2.2). As well as 
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mean latitudes of occurrence shifting south for all but three species (E. antarctica, G. braueri and G. 
opisthopterus), species tended to have lower mean temperature, higher mean salinity, and lower 
mean dissolved oxygen values under the depth-specific 3D approach (Table 2.2). 
Table 2.2 Summary of differences in mean latitude and mean environmental conditions represented by the 
available occurrence records between the 2D and 3D modelling approaches. Negative values represent lower 
average values in the 3D approach relative to the 2D approach. PP = primary productivity. 
Species 
Latitude 











E. antarctica -0.24 -114.83 24.96 0.68 0.54 60.23 
E. carlsbergi 0.28 -73.13 -91.99 0.28 -2.32 232.69 
G. bolini 0.52 -82.40  0.35 -1.94 61.61 
G. braueri -0.45 -116.78 1.89 0.65 -0.09 285.65 
G. fraseri 0.91 -66.49 4.93 0.26 -2.08 330.32 
G. nicholsi 0.18 -61.44 -26.13 0.25 -1.00 166.04 
G. opisthopterus -0.45 -136.46 17.39 0.81 1.03 170.80 
K. anderssoni 0.22 -84.59 -42.05 0.42 -1.05 251.26 
P. bolini 0.33 -92.24 -63.80 0.45 -1.04 393.56 
P. tenisoni 2.01 -94.18 -66.26 0.34 -2.83 878.04 
 
2.3.3. Comparing predictions in geographic space 
For some species, the 3D outputs reveal vertical distribution features that are not revealed by the 
2D approach (Figure 2.2). For example, E. antarctica is estimated to have higher presence in the 
upper 200m, whilst G. bolini is estimated to be more prevalent below 500m. The 3D outputs also 
suggest that some species, notably E. carlsbergi, G. bolini, K. anderssoni, and P. bolini, extend their 
northern range in to subtropical latitudes at deeper depths (Figure 2.2). For P. tenisoni, the 3D 
approach was limited by the few suitable occurrence records (n = 35) and the resulting distribution 
maps are highly overfitted, with low estimates of presence throughout the study region.  
Range overlap scores varied considerably, from predicted species ranges that were highly similar 
(e.g. G. fraseri; range overlap = 0.99) to highly dissimilar (e.g. P. bolini; range overlap = 0.34), with 
an average overlap score of 0.65 ±0.22 (Table 2.1). Correlation coefficients also varied highly 
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between species with an average correlation of 0.68 ±0.18 between 2D and 3D predicted values at 
10,000 randomly selected points across the region (Table 2.1; Figure 2.3). When visualizing the 
similarity between modelling outputs spatially (Figure 2.3) large areas of the distribution of K. 
anderssoni and G. fraseri are predicted to be more suitable by the 3D model than the 2D model, 
whilst the opposite is true for P. tenisoni and G. opisthopterus. There is also a trend for the 3D 
model outputs to predict higher suitability at the poleward edge of species distributions relative to 
the 2D model (Figure 2.3). 
Range overlap between 2D and 3D outputs decreased as the difference in mean temperature at 
occurrence records increased, though not significantly (r = -0.41, p = 0.24, df = 8; Figure S2.1a). 
Furthermore, range overlap scores were not significantly correlated with dropout rate of occurrence 
records (r = -0.49, p = 0.15, df = 8; Figure S2.1b) though it is notable that the two species with 
















Figure 2.1 Comparison of response curves for ten myctophid species using the 2D (pink) and 3D (blue) modelling approaches. Each curve displays the change in 










































































Figure 2.2 Comparison of estimated conditional probability of presence for ten species of myctophids using 2D and 3D modelling approaches. The position of the 
main oceanographic fronts in the Southern Ocean are shown; Subtropical Front (dashed black line), Subantarctic Front (black line), Polar Front (red line), 













































































Figure 2.3 The level of similarity between the 2D and 3D model outputs in relation to their estimated conditional probability of presence for each species. 
Similarity is represented spatially (top row) and as a correlation between predicted values at 10,000 random points (bottom row). Positive values in the maps 



















In this study I have compared the predictive performance, spatial and environmental overlap, 
and the utility of using simplistic and specific methods for integrating depth information into 
ENMs for mesopelagic species.  
2.4.1. Latitudinal distribution patterns 
Latitudinal distributions for all species were largely consistent with previous circumpolar ENMs 
that were built using presence-absence data and a boosted regression tree algorithm (Duhamel 
et al., 2014; Mormède et al., 2014). This high overlap between modelling algorithms could be 
due to the dominating presence of frontal zones in this region which create sharp transitions in 
environmental conditions and are the major delimiting factor shaping bioregions and species 
distributions (Grant et al., 2006). This congruence in modelling outputs is reassuring, as the 
choice of environmental parameters and modelling algorithm have been known to give different 
outputs, making interpretation difficult (Elith et al., 2006; Ortega-Huerta & Peterson, 2008).  
I found that species distributions fall in to three previously described (McGinnis, 1982) 
categories: “Antarctic”, “broadly Antarctic”, and “sub-Antarctic”. Species with the “Antarctic” 
distribution, E. antarctica, G. braueri, and G. opisthopterus were more or less restricted to 
Antarctic waters, with E. antarctica rarely found north of the Polar Front, and G. braueri and G. 
opisthopterus bounded by the Subantarctic Front. Species with a “broadly Antarctic” 
distribution, G. nicholsi, K. anderssoni and P. bolini, had distributions centred on the Polar Front 
reaching to the Subantarctic Front in the north and to the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar 
Current Front in the south, and reaching beyond these frontal zones in some regions. Species 
with “sub-Antarctic” distributions, G. bolini and G. fraseri, were bounded between the 
Subtropical Front and the Polar Front. Each of these latitudinal distribution patterns are largely 
consistent with previous biogeographic knowledge of these species (Hulley, 1981; McGinnis, 
1982; Hulley, 1990; Duhamel et al., 2014). 
Following the classification of Southern Ocean water masses by Pardo et al. (2012), my findings 
are in agreement with Duhamel et al. (2014) that Antarctic species have a distribution linked to 
Antarctic Surface Water (AASW). However the 3D model for G. opisthopterus also indicated 




(Hulley & Duhamel, 2011). Broadly Antarctic species have optimal conditions matching both 
Antarctic Intermediate Water (AAIW) and Antarctic Surface Water (AASW) whilst response 
curves fitted from both the 2D and 3D models of sub-Antarctic species are found to have 
distributions matching AAIW and sub-Antarctic Mode Water (SAMW). 
There are, however, discrepancies in the biogeographical placement of two species. From this 
study I find that P. tenisoni has a distribution more reflective of a sub-Antarctic pattern, rather 
than a broadly Antarctic one as has been previously suggested (Hulley, 1981; Duhamel et al., 
2014). This conclusion is based upon the species’ narrow latitudinal band restricted to the sub-
Antarctic zone and the severe southward boundary of the Polar Front, as well as its 
environmental conditions aligning with sub-Antarctic Mode Water (SAMW). Similar to the 
results of Duhamel et al. (2014) I show E. carlsbergi to have a double banded latitudinal 
distribution which are centred on the Subtropical and Polar Fronts, and that this species has 
affiliations to both AAIW and SAMW water masses. However, contrary to its placement as a 
sub-Antarctic species (Hulley, 1981), I predict E. carlsbergi to have a wide latitudinal distribution 
range that extends to the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front. Taken together, this 
evidence suggests that E. carlsbergi has a distribution pattern more similar to broadly Antarctic 
species than to sub-Antarctic species. Both of these placements can be corroborated by 
observations; P. tenisoni is rarely found below the Polar Front (McGinnis, 1982) whilst E. 
carlsbergi is known to inhabit areas around the Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front 
within the Scotia Sea (Collins et al., 2012) and Indian Ocean Sector (Koubbi et al., 2011b). 
2.4.2. Vertical distribution patterns 
Until now, vertical distributions of species were only described from trawl data at local scales 
(Lancraft et al., 1989; Duhamel et al., 2000; Pusch et al., 2004; Collins et al., 2008; Hulley & 
Duhamel, 2011; Koubbi et al., 2011a; Collins et al., 2012). Here I discuss how my findings extend 
these studies and highlight the new insights ecological niche modelling provides. 
Preferences for shallow or deep habitat largely follow expectations from observed data. For 
example, the prediction of increased suitability of E. antarctica habitat in the upper 200m 
matches previous observational records (Hulley, 1981; Lancraft et al., 1989; Hulley, 1990). 




of higher abundance between 0-400m in the Scotia Sea (Collins et al., 2012), Kerguelen Islands 
(Duhamel et al., 2000), and the Weddell-Scotia ice edge zone (Lancraft et al., 1989). G. braueri 
and K. anderssoni display suitable habitat throughout the water column, reflecting the extensive 
vertical migrations known in these species (Duhamel et al., 2000; Collins et al., 2012). As adults 
G. opisthopterus is known to inhabit deeper (>600m) waters associated with eastern slope 
regions of Kerguelen (Hulley & Duhamel, 2011), the continental slope of Antarctica (Koubbi et 
al., 2011a), and south Scotia Sea (Collins et al., 2012) which reflects my findings of suitable 
habitat throughout these shelf and slope regions at depths below 500m. The suitable habitat 
predicted in shallow water regions may be explained by the upwelling of deeper water masses 
towards the surface in these areas (Hulley & Duhamel, 2011).  
As well as showing the overall vertical preferences of species, the 3D models demonstrate how 
the vertical habitat of a species may change with latitude. The distribution range of E. carlsbergi 
is restricted to the sub-Antarctic zone at depths of 800-1000m, yet it extends further south at 
shallower depths. Similar patterns are found for G. bolini, K. anderssoni and to some extent G. 
fraseri, which all have extended equatorward distributions that reach in to the region of the 
Subtropical Convergence at depths greater than 500m. This indicates that these species follow 
Antarctic Intermediate Water as it moves from shallow depths in the Antarctic Convergence to 
deep waters around the Subtropical Convergence (Pardo et al., 2012). Such a hypothesis was 
first put forward by Hulley (1981) following the disparate vertical ranges of these species from 
different latitudes.  
3D model outputs for some species also reveal suitable habitat in areas previously unsampled or 
thought to be unsuitable based upon the outputs of the 2D models. For example, throughout its 
the vertical distribution, G. nicholsi demonstrates affinity for both pelagic and slope/shelf 
regions. This could be explained by ontogenetic differences in habitat preference; Linkowski 
(1985) found that juveniles and sub adults inhabit pelagic offshore waters whereas adults are 
benthopelagic, living on slope habitats off Argentina, South Georgia, and Antarctic archipelagos. 
Results from this study would suggest the regions of the Western Antarctic Peninsula and 
continental slope adjacent to the Bellingshausen Sea are also important adult habitats. Likewise, 
the 3D models reveal suitable habitat in sea ice regions of the Weddell Sea in the upper 200m 




previously thought to be avoided by this species. This result fits with recent research from the 
East Antarctic continental shelf suggesting that E. antarctica may use the sea ice zone for 
spawning and as a nursery ground for larvae that remain within the upper 200m (Moteki et al., 
2017). Such findings should be considered when planning future sampling locations, both to 
validate the models’ outputs and to investigate species distributions in greater detail. 
2.4.3. Challenges of modelling in 3 dimensions 
Integrating a vertical dimension into an ENM, as the 3D models do here, brings with it 
additional challenges, especially when modelling species that undertake diurnal vertical 
migrations and are known to display net avoidance behaviour (Kaartvedt et al., 2012). Diurnal 
vertical migrations, by their nature, will result in differences in recorded depth ranges between 
daytime and night sampling efforts (Robison, 2003). Extreme seasonal changes in light 
conditions, as is found in polar regions, can also alter the pattern, timing, or extent of vertical 
migrations (Cisewski et al., 2010; Dypvik et al., 2012). Diel and seasonal variability in depth 
distributions are further confounded with net avoidance issues; species can evade nets deployed 
above 400m in daylight whilst sampling at night often results in higher catch rates, thus catch 
data may not accurately reflect the exact depth distribution or ecological niche of a species 
(Collins et al., 2012). Overall, light conditions at the time of sampling likely influence the depth 
at which a fish is caught, which in turn can affect the vertical component of a model that has 
integrated this information. To control for these issues of vertical sampling bias, data from a 
wide range of diel and temporal sampling times are required, or data should be subset by light 
conditions within each month and modelled independently, and authors should acknowledge 
that the vertical distribution patterns described by a niche model are specific to a particular set 
of light conditions. 
On the other hand, since many online occurrence records do not have associated depth data 
they must be excluded from 3D ENMs (Duffy & Chown, 2017). Here, the sample size for half the 
species of lanternfish dropped to <85 occurrence records and to only 35 records in the case of P. 
tenisoni. This dropout can affect model performance as ENMs built using a small sample size 
tend to be less powerful because their parameter estimates have higher uncertainty, outliers 
have a higher weight, and there may not be enough records to fully represent the complexity of 




multiple ENM algorithms with different sample sizes and have found that whilst MaxEnt can be 
less sensitive to changes to sample size than other algorithms (Hernandez et al., 2006; Wisz et 
al., 2008), no model predicted well with very few records (<30), ENMs of widespread species 
require a higher number of minimum records than narrow-ranged species (~25), and this 
number is dependent on the study area of interest (van Proosdij et al., 2016). Though only P. 
tenisoni had occurrence records as low as these examples, the evidence they provide puts the 3D 
model outputs in to a statistical perspective which may help explain differences between the 2D 
and 3D approaches presented here, for example the discrepancies between water mass 
affiliations, or the importance of individual environmental predictors.  
Alternatively, sacrificing a number of samples to achieve more appropriate environmental data 
may be a better trade off if occurrence records are sufficiently numerous. Species such as E. 
antarctica and G. braueri have relatively large (>200) numbers of occurrence records, relatively 
low dropout rates, and a higher AUC value for the 3D approach, suggesting that this method of 
modelling gives statistically robust results that outperform the 2D method despite the latter 
including more occurrence data. However, when building an ENM, the prevalence of a species 
within the dataset (i.e. the proportion of the data representing species presence) should be 
between 0.1 and 0.9 (Raes & ter Steege, 2007). This is important when interpreting the AUC 
measure of model performance in presence only ENMs, because the AUC value can only reach a 
maximum of 1 − a/2, where a is the fraction of the area covered by the species’ true distribution 
which is often unknown (Phillips et al., 2006). Thus, the AUC metric is able to compare the 
model fit of ENMs that use the same species and study area, but its value is prevalence 
dependent; when a species prevalence decreases below 0.1, the model is very likely to have a 
higher probability of occurrence at a random presence point than at a random absence point, 
resulting in an AUC value that is falsely inflated by statistical artefacts caused by the lower 
sample size (McPherson et al., 2004; van Proosdij et al., 2016). In such cases, researchers are 
advised to treat these ENMs with caution. In the 3D model, P. tenisoni has a prevalence of 0.08 
compared with 0.14 in the 2D model, which could explain the inflated AUC value associated 
with this particular model. There is a similar pattern of lower sample size, lower prevalence, and 
higher AUC values for other species using the 3D approach (E. antarctica, E. carlsbergi, G. 




it is unclear whether higher AUC values in 3D models are a statistical artefact, or a true 
reflection of a better model performance.  
Boria et al. (2017) suggest that, when choosing between multiple models of the same species, 
models can be ranked first by lowest Omission Rate and secondly by highest AUC value. If I 
follow this method for choosing between 2D and 3D models, then the 2D models would rank 
higher than the latter for all species except E. carlsbergi as their Omission Rates are lower (if 
only marginally so for E. antarctica and G. braueri). Overall, the uncertainty associated with 
some of the 3D models in comparison to the 2D models, stemming from issues of lower sample 
sizes, prevent them from being the chosen approach for further analyses within this thesis.  
2.4.4. Future research directions 
Whilst using 2D models may not give as full a representation of a species niche, their use can be 
justified in the context of my study system and modelling purpose in the following ways. Firstly, 
the zone between the surface and 200m is known to be an important habitat for the lanternfish 
species investigated here. All species included in this study either spend the majority of their 
time in this depth range, migrate to these depths each night, or rely on such near-surface waters 
during larval or juvenile stages (Lancraft et al., 1989; Duhamel et al., 2000; Pusch et al., 2004; 
Collins et al., 2012). Secondly, the lowest spatial range overlap values were for two species (P. 
bolini and P. tenisoni) with particularly high dropout rates of occurrence records and from the 
reasons stated above it is difficult to conclude whether low spatial range overlap stems from 
true ecological differences or a statistical artefact of lower sample size and lower prevalence. 
Excluding these two species the average range overlap between the 2D and 3D models was 0.73. 
This high overlap, and the fact that species distribution patterns from the 2D models were 
largely consistent with current biogeographical knowledge, gives us confidence that using data 
from the upper 200m alone predicts the greater part of species’ spatial ranges with reasonable 
accuracy. Finally, extending the 3D approach to future climate conditions, which is the next 
phase of this modelling work (see Chapter 5), would require future climate data at each depth 
interval for all environmental predictors. Unfortunately, in the database used to obtain future 
climate data (the NOAA Climate Change Web Portal), only salinity and temperature data have 





Whilst the 3D approaches can give results that are insightful and comparable to the more 
simplistic 2D models for some species, overall the paucity of depth-of-catch data limits the 
utility and interpretation of 3D ENMs relative to 2D approaches and, for this reason, only 2D 
models are used elsewhere in this thesis. To increase the utility of 3D ENMs in future studies, 
we must improve the quality of depth data that are associated with occurrence records. As such, 
I emphasise the need for data providers to upload full and accurate records of occurrence, 
including depth of catch, when submitting data to online repositories such as GBIF. This should 
also include the type of net used, for example whether it was used in oblique or stratified depth 
sampling, as this information gives researchers a fuller understanding of the data and its 
limitations. Future studies aiming specifically to integrate a third dimension into ENMs should 
also take advantage of recent methods developed to estimate the minimum sample size needed 
for an accurate ENM (van Proosdij et al., 2016) which will help to clarify whether the sample 
size is sufficient to continue with to employ such methods. 
2.5. Conclusions 
From this investigation I have shown that ENMs that specifically integrate deep ocean 
environmental conditions can be developed for mesopelagic species and, although there are 
benefits to 3D modelling approaches, there are also trade-offs required between the quality and 
quantity of occurrence records and the subsequent choice of ENM (2D or 3D). In particular I 
find that the paucity and added uncertainty of depth-of-catch data may limit the widespread 
use of 3D approaches. My results also suggest that a simplistic (2D) approach to integrating 
depth can give results in line with current biogeographic knowledge and result in similar 
distribution patterns to the more complex 3D models. I therefore conclude that results from the 
simplistic approach are more suitable for modelling impacts of climate change (which involve a 
high degree of uncertainty in themselves), but there is potential to apply 3D models when 
investigating deep pelagic biogeography and I advocate its continued use and development, 
where data are appropriate.  
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Table S2.1 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between the seven environmental variables used to 
build the ecological niche model for the area of the study region only (35-75˚S). PP = primary 
productivity, SSS = sea surface salinity, SST = sea surface temperature, Sal = salinity, Temp = 
temperature. 
 Bathymetry O2 0m PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.15 -0.03 -0.21 -0.07 -0.18 -0.22 
O2 0m 0.15 1 -0.58 -0.77 -0.49 -0.97 -0.96 
PP -0.03 -0.58 1 0.42 0.21 0.64 0.61 
SSS -0.21 -0.77 0.42 1 0.77 0.76 0.82 
Sal 200m -0.07 -0.49 0.21 0.77 1 0.47 0.58 
SST -0.18 -0.97 0.64 0.76 0.47 1 0.97 




































Figure S2.1 The relationship between range overlap score and (a) mean temperature difference and (b) 
dropout rate of occurrence records between the 2D and 3D modelling approaches. Black line indicates 
the slope of a linear regression and standard error about the mean is shown by the grey ribbon. Both 
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The mechanisms of speciation, and the geographic context in which they occur, remain unclear 
for species inhabiting the open ocean. Lanternfishes (Myctophidae) have diversified into over 
250 species despite living entirely within the vast mesopelagic zone where physical barriers to 
gene flow are considered lacking or permeable. Here we use phylogenetic, ecological niche 
modelling, and pattern analysis of lateral photophores from over 140 lanternfish species to 
investigate patterns of biogeography, speciation mode, and the role of lateral photophores in 
reproductive isolation. Most species spanned multiple mesopelagic ecoregions, and species 
grouped into broad clusters across ocean basins and climatic zones. Phylogenetically-informed 
analyses showed recently diverged species had greater niche and range overlap values than more 
distantly related species and most identified sister pairs have range overlap of greater than 50%. 
Overall, this evidence supports sympatric or parapatric speciation as a dominant geographic 
mode of divergence within this family, with only five of 47 sister pairs displaying geographic 
isolation (<10% range overlap). Photophore pattern dissimilarity was also found to increase with 
genetic distance, and the hypothesis that sympatric sister species would have greater 
dissimilarity in photophores as an adaptation for easier mate discrimination was not supported. 
This suggests that photophore patterns themselves are not used as recognition cues, but rather 
are constrained by phylogeny and other functional roles. The overwhelming evidence of range 
overlap between sister species adds to growing support that barriers to genetic exchange are not 












Only a few families of mesopelagic fishes, defined as those inhabiting depths between 200-
1000m, have diversified into species rich clades with higher speciation rates than expected 
(Davis et al., 2014). One example are the lanternfishes (Myctophidae), which consists of 252 
described species in 33 genera (Eschmeyer et al., 2018), making them one of the most diverse 
groups of marine fishes. Lanternfishes are also extraordinarily abundant: they are thought to 
comprise at least 20% of all oceanic ichthyofauna (Catul et al., 2011), and over half of all deep 
sea biomass (Gjøsaeter & Kawaguchi, 1980).  
Open water marine species tend to be abundant, geographically-widespread taxa with 
planktonic larval dispersal. It is therefore difficult to reconcile patterns of high species richness 
in clades such as the lanternfishes, with speciation concepts that require hard physical dispersal 
barriers, such as continental landmasses (Knowlton, 1993). Instead, oceanographic features such 
as frontal boundaries have been proposed to act as barriers limiting genetic exchange between 
populations (Thornhill et al., 2008; Galarza et al., 2009), with genetic structure additionally 
enhanced by behavioural mechanisms that aid larval retention (Palumbi, 1994). Such 
oceanographic features can explain how spatially-structured cryptic diversity amongst pelagic 
species can evolve (Pierrot-Bults & van der Spoel, 2003), including the fine-scale genetic 
structuring present within some lanternfishes (Zahuranec et al., 2012). 
Whilst oceanographic features undoubtedly provide some form of separation (Angel, 1993; 
Vecchione et al., 2015), their permeability can differ between species (Backus et al., 1969), life 
history strategies (Treml et al., 2015) and increase with depth (Vecchione et al., 2015). 
Additionally, other features such as mesoscale eddies are known to transport species beyond 
their normal range (Figueroa et al., 1998) and whilst topographies including mid-ocean ridges 
and seamounts may cause geographic barriers to dispersal within oceans, they have been found 
to be semi-permeable (McClain & Hardy, 2010). This has led some to argue that dispersal is 
rarely a limiting factor for pelagic species distributions, a view that is supported by multiple 
examples. These include the presence of bipolar populations of foraminifera that are genetically 
indistinguishable (Darling et al., 2000), the evidence of recent gene flow across the “Eastern 
Pacific Barrier” (Lessios et al., 1998), and multiple cases of geographically widespread yet 




de Putte et al., 2012). Taken together, this evidence points towards sympatric and parapatric 
speciation being of greater importance to oceanic species than those on land.  
Reproductive isolation can evolve between populations in contrasting environments through 
the process of ecologically-based divergent natural selection (ecological speciation) (Puebla, 
2009; Bowen et al., 2013). Distinct mesopelagic ecoregions have been proposed based upon 
biogeochemical properties of water masses, as well as expert knowledge of species ranges 
(Sutton et al., 2017). Investigating how closely related species conform to these ecoregions may 
therefore help infer pelagic boundaries and the mechanisms underlying them. Highly structured 
distributions delimited by water mass properties as found for Southern Ocean lanternfishes by 
Koubbi et al. (2011b) would suggest species are specialised to specific environmental conditions.  
Another mechanism which may aid reproductive isolation in the mesopelagic is the presence of 
species-specific patterns of bioluminescence. Myctophids are unique as the only family of 
mesopelagic fishes to have high species diversity coupled with species-specific lateral-facing 
bioluminescent structures. As with many mesopelagic fishes, ventral photophores provide 
camouflage against predation via counter illumination (Hastings, 1971). Lateral photophores, 
however, have species-specific patterning which has facilitated identification of morphologically 
similar species. These photophores are hypothesised to play a number of roles in myctophid 
biology, including as a method for intra-species communication and recognition (Paxton, 1972; 
Haddock et al., 2010), which may account for their increased rate of speciation (Davis et al., 
2014; Ellis & Oakley, 2016). 
Alternatively, Denton and Adams (2015) argue that lateral photophores evolved at the same rate 
as, and highly integrated to, the evolution of myctophid body shape, and conclude that lateral 
photophore positions are a passive outcome of life history constraints on development and 
movement. Whilst lanternfish behavioural ecology and the functionality of lateral photophores 
remain difficult to test in situ, we can hypothesise that if lateral photophore patterning does 
have a role in communication and mate recognition, we would expect a signal of divergent 
selection for greater dissimilarity of lateral photophore patterns when closely related species 
overlap in range. This draws a parallel to the finding of greater differences in bioluminescent 




attribute greater differences in visual signalling to easier discrimination, reduced mate search 
time, and reduced risk of mis-mating.  
Here I compile phylogenetic, distribution, niche, and morphometric trait data of lanternfishes 
to address key questions that may illuminate the geography of speciation and the mechanisms 
of reproductive isolation in this group of mesopelagic fishes. I first use ecological niche 
modelling to ask which of the environmental variables are reliable predictors of myctophid 
distributions, how are species distributed globally, and if myctophid assemblages associate with 
the mesopelagic ecoregions proposed by Sutton et al. (2017). Secondly, I ask if species have 
diverged because of geographical isolation. Specifically, if species have diverged in allopatry, I 
would expect the most closely-related species to show low levels of spatial overlap (Fitzpatrick & 
Turelli, 2006; Cardillo & Warren, 2016), while the opposite relationship maybe expected if 
speciation occurred due to sympatric speciation. Finally, I test for evidence consistent with a 
role for photophores in mate recognition and subsequent reproductive isolation, specifically 
asking if sympatric sister species exhibit greater photophore dissimilarity than expected.  
3.2. Methods 
3.2.1. Ecological niche models 
3.2.1.1. Occurrence data 
Occurrence records of 181 species of myctophid were downloaded from the Global Biodiversity 
Information Facility (GBIF; http://www.gbif.org/)  facilitated by the free software ModestR 
(Garcia-Rosello et al., 2013). All occurrence records were then cleaned for unreliable data, 
including duplicated records, records with identical latitude and longitude, and records with a 
latitude and longitude corresponding to a terrestrial location. To ensure records were spatially 
accurate for each species, occurrences were further checked against the literature (Nafpaktitis & 
Paxton, 1968; Nafpaktitis & Nafpaktitis, 1970; Nafpaktitis, 1978; Nafpaktitis & Paxton, 1978; 
Hulley, 1981; Becker, 1983; Hulley, 1984; Nafpaktitis et al., 1995; Zahuranec, 2000; Duhamel et 
al., 2005; Hulley & Duhamel, 2009; Duhamel et al., 2014). Finally, only species with over 30 






3.2.1.2. Environmental data 
Eleven environmental predictors were chosen for the niche models, based on their physiological 
importance for marine ectotherms, and on previous results demonstrating their significance in 
determining marine species distributions (Loots et al., 2007; Koubbi et al., 2011b; Flynn & 
Marshall, 2013; Duhamel et al., 2014). Climatological means for temperature, oxygen and 
salinity at 0, 200 and 1000m depths were extracted from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 database 
at a resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° as described in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.4) and are summarised in 
Table 3.1. Due to high correlations between sea surface temperature and sea surface oxygen, and 
between temperature at 200m and oxygen at 200m (Table S3.1), Principal Component Analyses 
(PCA) were used to obtain the 1st axes of variation which were used in place of these four 
variables. Annual mean primary productivity was obtained from the Bio-Oracle environmental 
database (Tyberghein et al., 2012; Assis et al., 2018). A variable for latitude and longitude were 
also included to restrict MaxEnt predictions to the correct hemisphere. Bathymetry data (i.e. 
maximum water depth) had an original resolution of 30 arc seconds (Becker et al., 2009) and 
were re-sampled to the same resolution as the other variables (0.25° x 0.25°) using the bi-linear 
resample tool in ArcGIS v.10.5.1 (ESRI,  Redlands, California).  
Table 3.1 The environmental predictors used to construct ecological niche models of Myctophidae. 
Predictor Units Temporal period Depth levels Reference 
Temperature degrees Celsius 1955-2012 0, 200, 1000 Locarnini et al. (2013) 
Salinity unitless 1955-2012 0, 200, 1000 Zweng et al. (2013) 
Dissolved Oxygen ml-l 1955-2012 0, 200, 1000 Garcia et al. (2014b) 
Primary Productivity gCm-3-day 2000-2014 0 Assis et al. (2017) 
Bathymetry metres - - Becker et al. (2009) 
 
3.2.1.3. MaxEnt ecological niche models 
For each species, occurrence records and environmental predictors were fitted to the species 
distribution modelling algorithm MaxEnt v.3.3.3 (Phillips & Dudik, 2008; Elith et al., 2011). The 
theory behind MaxEnt is described in Chapter 2 (section 2.2.4). In brief, the algorithm models 
the environment from a range of locations across the study region (“background sites”) to 
discriminate against the environment at locations where species are known to be present 




each species across the study region, scoring each cell in the region from 0 (unsuitable or low 
probability of occurrence) to 1 (high suitability or high probability of occurrence).  
In MaxEnt, Feature Classes (FC) are transformations of the environmental variables and 
determine the flexibility of the modelled response to the covariates, whilst the Regularisation 
Multiplier (RM) penalises the model for using variables that do not substantially improve its 
performance, thus larger RM values obtain a smoother model fit (Elith et al., 2011). To avoid 
over-fitting and to maximise model performance, only linear, quadratic and hinge FCs were 
selected which are more consistent with eco-physiological models than complex model 
functions (Elith et al., 2010) and we tuned model performance by testing 
different RM parameters (1-5, with 1 being the default value) for each species as described 
by Boria et al. (2017). All ENMs were run using a 10-k cross validation method and 30% of 
occurrence data were reserved for model testing. To account for spatial sampling bias, a bias file 
was created using a ‘kernel density’ tool of ArcGIS to create a sampling probability surface from 
the occurrence points rescaled from one to twenty following Elith et al. (2010). This is 
incorporated in to MaxEnt and gives weight to the sampling of background data (Fourcade et 
al., 2014). All other MaxEnt settings were kept as default. 
Five outputs were obtained for each species using RM values 1-5. These were ranked using 
sequential criteria, first by the Omission Rate (OR) and then by the Area Under the receiver 
operating characteristic Curve (AUC) score, with the model having the lowest OR and highest 
AUC score being selected as the final model for that species. The Omission Rate was determined 
as the proportion of presence localities that fall below the prediction threshold set by the 
“minimum training presence” and AUC score is a rank-based measure of predictive accuracy 
that can be interpreted in the context of MaxEnt as the probability that a randomly chosen 
presence location is ranked higher than a randomly chosen background point (Merow et al., 
2013). For a fuller description of these metrics see Chapter 2 (section 2.2.5). 
3.2.1.4. Niche and range overlap calculations 
Pairwise niche and range overlap values for each of the 145 species were calculated using 
ENMTools v.1.3 (Warren et al., 2010). MaxEnt’s logistic output maps were used to calculate 
pairwise niche overlap using the similarity metric derived from Hellinger’s distance, I, which can 
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Where PX,i  and PY,i  are the normalized suitability scores for species X and Y  in grid cell i. To 
calculate spatial range overlap, ENMTools requires a threshold value over which a species is 
classified as present. Thus, I used the average threshold value taken across all species 
(0.32±0.09) according to the “Maximum test sensitivity plus specificity” threshold criteria 
recommended by Liu et al. (2013). Range overlap was then calculated as;  




Where NX,Y  is the number of grid cells in which both species are predicted to occur and NX 
and NY are the number of grid cells in which X and Y, respectively, are predicted to be present.  
3.2.2. Lateral photophore mapping 
The Interactive Individual Identification System (IS3) software v.4.02 (Van Tienhoven et al., 
2007) is a landmark-based method originally developed as a method to identify individual 
sharks from large image databases, and has subsequently been successful in identifying 
individuals within species of insects (Caci et al., 2013), reptiles (Sacchi et al., 2010), sea turtles 
(Araujo et al., 2016), amphibians (Sannolo et al., 2016), and fishes (Chaves et al., 2016). Lateral 
photophore patterns have been found to be species specific in myctophids (Davis et al., 2014) 
and are commonly used to identify individuals to species level. Thus, for our purposes, IS3 
software was employed to compare and quantify the positioning of lateral photophores amongst 
myctophid species, and to identify which species have the most similar (and dissimilar) 
photophore patterns. 
Verified drawings of 161 myctophid species were gathered from the published literature. If more 
than one drawing was available for a species, both were included. Three reference points were 
identified and marked on each drawing: insertion of the operculum on the ventral lateral 
profile, anterior insertion of the dorsal fin, and posterior body extremity (Figure S3.1). The 
position of the following homologous photophore groups were then mapped: Pectoral lateral 
organ (PLO), Pectoral ventral organs (PVO), Ventral lateral organ (VLO), Pectoral organs (PO), 




(Prc) (Figure S3.1). As the accuracy of image comparison is highest when 12-30 spot pairs are 
used, only the first and last anterior Anal Organs (AOa) were included and all of the posterior 
Anal Organs (AOp) were excluded. This decision was based on the AOp photophores being 
variable in number but less so in positioning, so preference was given to other homologous 
groups that have greater potential to distinguish between species (J. Paxton, personal 
communication). For each image we obtained similarity scores to other images for the first 250 
matches, with lower scores indicating higher similarity. Scores for each image were ranked from 
0-249 and transformed in to a species level pairwise dissimilarity matrix (1 = highest similarity, 
249 = highest dissimilarity). 
In all, matrices of range and niche overlap (n species = 145), depth overlap (n species = 212) and 
photophore dissimilarity (n species = 161) were compiled (Figure S3.2). The IS3 software 
returned photophore dissimilarity results that show high similarity of photophore patterns 
within genera and sub families (Figure S3.2). In 70% of cases where species had two images for 
photophore mapping, the second image of the same species was ranked within the top 15 
matches, indicating good matching ability. 
3.2.3. Molecular methods 
3.2.3.1. Genetic marker sampling   
Our phylogenetic reconstruction combined pre-existing sequence data with new sequences for 
taxa with missing or incomplete sequence information. In total, tissue samples from 19 
specimens representing 16 species that were obtained from three collections: British Antarctic 
Survey, UK (BAS), Museum Victoria, Australia (MV) and University of Queensland, Australia 
(UQ) (Table S3.2). To coincide with previous phylogenetic work, the following seven protein-
coding marker regions were targeted for DNA sequencing: Histone H3 (H3), glycosyltransferase 
(glyt), myosin heavy polypeptide 6 (myh6), cytochrome c oxidase subunit 1 (CO1), bone 
morphogenetic protein 4 (bmp4), T-box, brain 1 transcription factor (tbr1), zinc finger protein ZIC 
1 (zic1).  
3.2.3.2. DNA amplification and sequencing   
Genomic DNA was extracted from each tissue sample using DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit 




Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) reactions per sample were conducted using GoTaq® Green 
Master Mix (Promega Inc., WI, USA) in 20µL volumes with the following components; 10µL 
Master Mix, 5µL molecular biology grade water, 2µL each of 2µM forward and reverse primers, 
and 1µL of DNA template. For markers requiring nested PCR protocols, the second stage PCR 
used 1µL of undiluted PCR product in place of DNA template. All reactions were carried out on a 
Techne Prime Thermal Cycler (Cole-Parmer Ltd., Staffodshire, UK) and thermocycler protocols 
with primer sequence information for each genetic marker can be found in Table S3.3. PCR 
products were visualised by gel electrophoresis using 2% agarose gel and GelRed® 10,000X in 
water Nucleic Acid Gel Stain (Biotium Inc., CA, USA). Band lengths were then checked against 
1kb DNA ladder (Thermo Scientific) to ensure correct regions had been amplified. PCR products 
were purified and sequenced in both forward and reverse directions by Eurofins Genomics 
(Eurofins Genetic Services Ltd., Ebersberg, Germany) which were assembled and edited using 
Geneious v.10.0.7 (Biomatters Ltd., 2018). 
3.2.3.3. Sequence alignment 
Using Geneious v.10.0.7, primer regions were trimmed from resulting sequences and all 
sequences were checked for stop codons and ambiguous or miscalled amino acids by examining 
translation alignments of the nucleotide data against sequence chromatograms. Consensus 
sequences were aligned to all other available and relevant sequences of Myctophiformes 
(families Myctophidae and Neoscopelidae) downloaded from the NCBI (National Center for 
Biotechnology Information) nucleotide database using the R package “traits”. Alignments for 
each marker region were performed using MAFFT v.7.397 (Katoh & Standley, 2013). Sequence 
alignments were concatenated in to a single alignment using the R package “phyloch” and 
poorly aligned sequence gaps were removed using Gblocks v. 0.91b (Talavera & Castresana, 
2007). 
3.2.3.4. Phylogenetic analysis 
Phylogenetic relationships were estimated using a maximum likelihood (ML) phylogenetic 
inference method implemented in RAxML v.8.2.10 (Stamatakis, 2014) using a single nucleotide 
substitution model (GTR+G) which was chosen using jModelTest v.2.1.10 (Guindon & Gascuel, 
2003; Darriba et al., 2012) with the best fitting model selected using Akaike's Information 




randomized maximum-parsimony starting trees and the statistical support values for ML 
branches were estimated by 1000 bootstrap replicates. 
3.2.4. Statistical analyses 
3.2.4.1. Global species distributions, and associations with mesopelagic ecoregions 
From the binary distribution maps I calculated the number of cells each species occupies within 
each of the 33 proposed mesopelagic provinces of Sutton et al. (2017). To test whether these 
provinces significantly explained differences in community composition, a multivariate 
generalized linear model (family negative binomial to fit appropriate mean-variance 
relationship) was built using the “mvabund” R package (Wang et al., 2012). An ANOVA 
(Analysis of Variance) of the fitted model allowed for resampling based hypothesis testing to 
make inferences on community level (multivariate) and species-specific (univariate) effects of 
the proposed provinces. Default test (likelihood ratio test) and resampling (pit-trap) methods 
were retained and the number of resamples used to estimate the p value was set to 200. 
Univariate p values were adjusted to account for multiple testing and correlation across species. 
With the R package “Vegan” (Dixon, 2003), non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) was 
employed to visualise community composition differences across provinces. NMDS is a rank-
based ordination method which collapses information from multiple dimensions into two so 
that they can be visualized and interpreted. Measured distances between communities were 
constructed from a Bray-Curtis dissimilarity matrix and NMDS iterations were repeated until 
stress (the disagreement between the measured distances and the 2-D configuration) was 
sufficiently minimised.  
3.2.4.2. Geographic and environmental overlap and the relative divergence times of species. 
Age-overlap correlation analyses were performed using the R package “ENMTools” (Warren et 
al., 2010). The slope of the relationship between species genetic distance and amount of overlap 
can reflect how overlap changes with time, accounting for independent, post-speciation range 
shifts. It accounts for shifting ranges by comparing the empirical relationship to those generated 
under a null hypothesis that overlap between species is uncorrelated with the length of time 
since their divergence (Fitzpatrick & Turelli, 2006). A regression intercept greater than 0.5 and 




intercept significantly less than 0.5 and a positive slope would be consistent with a dominant 
pattern of allopatric divergence (Fitzpatrick & Turelli, 2006).  
A linear regression was fitted to the observed relationship between an overlap matrix (using 
range, depth and niche matrices) and the time since divergence (phylogenetic branch lengths). 
100 Monte-Carlo permutation tests were ran by randomising overlap values amongst species 
and re-computing the regression. Statistical significance was measured by comparing the 
empirical slope and intercept to the distribution of slopes and intercepts from the Monte Carlo 
replicates. Relative branch lengths were calculated by enforcing a molecular clock using the 
“chronos” function of the R package “ape” v.5.1 (Paradis et al., 2004) specifying a maximum 
branch length of 1 for the rooted outgroup family Neoscopelidae. A strict molecular clock 
generated a smaller ɸIC than correlated or relaxed clock parameters (ΔɸIC = 1013), and so was 
employed. 
3.2.4.3. Sister species vs. congener species 
Age-overlap correlation analyses can give inconclusive results as they require a single dominant 
mode of speciation across the clade of interest, the phylogenetic relationships to be well 
resolved, and post speciation range shifts must not have obscured the information regarding the 
geography of speciation (Losos & Glor, 2003; Fitzpatrick & Turelli, 2006). Thus, we also asked 
whether closest relatives (i.e. sister species) have greater similarity in geographic, ecological and 
morphometric attributes than their next closest species (Phillimore et al., 2008). 
Pairwise distances between the pairs of tips on the Maximum Likelihood phylogeny were 
computed using its branch lengths. The mean distance was used when a species was 
represented by two or more specimens. A neighbour-joining phylogenetic tree was 
reconstructed (using the R package “ape” v5.1; Paradis et al., 2004) from the resulting species 
distance matrix to identify 47 pairs of sister species and their most recently diverged species. 
Pairwise range, niche and depth overlap, photophore dissimilarity and genetic distances were 
then extracted for each pair of sister and non-sister species. Both sister species were compared 
with the non-sister species and an average of their distances were used. The difference between 
the sister pair and averaged non-sister pair was calculated for each metric, and an exact 




range, niche and depth overlap and more similar photophore patterns relative to their averaged 
non-sister pair deviated significantly from that expected given a random probability.  
3.2.4.4. Lateral photophore dissimilarity between species 
The relationship between range overlap and photophore dissimilarity in the 47 putative sister 
species was tested for significance using Pearson’s r correlation coefficient. An age-overlap 
correlation was also carried out for 161 species that had both photophore dissimilarity and 
phylogenetic information available, using R package “ENMTools” (Warren et al., 2010) as 
previously described. 
3.3. Results 
3.3.1. Global species distributions, and associations with mesopelagic ecoregions 
Species MaxEnt models had a high average AUC value of 0.93 ±0.04 and an average Omission 
Rate of 0.01 ±0.01. From MaxEnt optimisation results, the majority of species were modelled 
using the regularisation multiplier of 1 (n = 72) and the largest used was 5 (n = 30). The 
importance of each predictor variable differed between species, though sea surface 
temperature/O2 PCA axis 1 (30.99 ±20.92), latitude (24.86 ±21.81), and dissolved O2 at 1000m 
(12.03 ±17.12) had the highest average permutation importance. Summaries of all species 
MaxEnt outputs can be found in Table S3.4. 
Analyses of species composition of mesopelagic provinces of Sutton et al. (2017) showed 
greatest species diversity in the Southern Central Pacific and Tropical and West Equatorial 
Atlantic mesopelagic zones (zones 8 and 27 of Figure 3.1a) with 112 and 99 species within each 
respectively. The maximum number of species within a single grid cell was 73, located within 
the Benguela Upwelling zone (zone 29 of Figure 3.1a). Species distributions were rarely found to 
be contained within one province, with species having 1-5 provinces containing ≥10% of their 
total distribution.  
An ANOVA of the multivariate GLM revealed that mesopelagic province had a significant effect 
on the community composition overall (df = 31, dev = 712.5, p = 0.005) whilst univariate tests, 
after correcting for multiple testing, revealed 10 species for which province had a significant 
effect on their distribution (p < 0.05; Table S3.5): Electrona antarctica, Diaphus schmidti, 




Stenobrachius nannochir, Gonichthys tenuiculus, Nannobrachium idostigma and Tarletonbeania 
crenularis. 
From the NMDS ordination plot, six community clusters were identified which were grouped 
geographically as North and South Polar, North and South Temperate, Indo-Pacific and Atlantic 
(Figure 3.1b). The North Polar grouping consists solely of the Arctic province whilst the South 
Polar grouping consists of the Antarctic, sub-Antarctic  and Circumglobal Subtropical Front 
provinces. The South Temperate cluster is a well-defined group containing provinces from the 
Atlantic, Indian and Pacific basins. The North Temperate cluster is more disparate, with 
temperate Atlantic provinces (21 & 22) being more similar to those of the Atlantic cluster (23-























Figure 3.1 (a) Myctophidae species richness and (b) NMDS ordination of Myctophidae community 
composition, across 33 mesopelagic ecoregions (Sutton et al., 2017). Each NMDS coordinate corresponds 





3.3.2. Phylogenetic inferences 
A total of 1184 sequences from 255 specimens and 175 species were used to construct 
phylogenetic relationships (for voucher specimen and accession numbers see Table S3.6). 
Phylogenetic inferences from the concatenated sequence tree, totalling 4006 base pairs, reveal 
relationships that largely agree with  previous classifications that used the same genetic regions 
(Denton, 2014) and the family Myctophidae was recovered as monophyletic with strong support 
(bootstrap value = 100; Figure 3.2).  
Positions of each Myctophidae tribe and genus are also consistent with Denton (2014) but with 
some notable exceptions. Our tree infers strong support that the monotypic tribe Notolychini is 
sister to tribe Lampanyctini, as was found by Martin et al. (2018). Metelectrona ventralis was 
placed as sister species to Electrona paucirastra. We also find the genus Centrobranchus to be 
paraphyletic with C. andrae inferred to be sister to Gonichthys + remaining Centrobranchus 
species (Figure 3.2). Newly sequenced species were added to the phylogeny and were placed 
within clades of the same genera. Notably, Bolinichthys nikolayi was placed on the earliest 
diverging branch within the monophyletic genus Bolinichthys and Protomyctophum tenisoni 




























Figure 3.2 Phylogenetic relationship of Myctophiformes from the present Maximum Likelihood analysis 
based on seven protein-coding genes. Branch bootstrap support values ≥75 are shown. Nine species 
highlighted red are those new to the Myctophiform phylogeny and tribal relationships sensu Paxton 
(1972) are given on the right-hand side. Coloured tip nodes for each species indicate sea surface 
temperature/O2 niche categories (PCA 1st axis), taken as the average from species occurrence records. 
Extreme negative values reflect high temperature/low oxygen conditions, extreme positive values reflect 
cold temperature/high oxygen conditions, and blank nodes indicate no niche information available. 
Electrona antarctica image reproduced with the kind permission of the Administration of the British 
Antarctic Territory.  
3.3.3. Geography of speciation 
From the age-range correlation analysis, the intercept value was significantly greater than 
expected under a null model of no age-range relationship, the slope was negative and non-
significant but within the lower tail of the null distribution (intercept coef. = 0.47, p = 0.02; 
slope coef. = -0.3, p = 0.14; Figure 3.3a). The age-depth overlap correlation demonstrated no 
significant difference from the distribution of null model iterations (intercept coef. = 0.62, p = 
0.58; slope coef. = 0.12, p = 0.30; Figure 3.3b), whilst both the intercept and slope of the age-
niche correlation were significantly different from those generated under the null model 
(intercept coef. = 0.54, p = 0.02; slope coef. = -0.63, p = 0.02; Figure 3.3c). These results imply 
that recently diverged species are more similar in range and niche than species that diverged 
further in time.  
We found that a significant proportion of sister pairs have greater similarity in spatial range, 
niche and photophore patterns relative to non-sister pairs (Table 3.2). In total 57% of sister 
pairs had spatial range overlap greater than 50% compared to 27% of non-sister pairs, and only 
5 sister pairs (10%) have range overlap lower than <10%. The proportion of sister pairs with 
depth overlap greater than 50% was lower than for non-sister pairs (79% and 93% respectively), 
but mean depth overlap was similar between groups and a binomial test was non-significant 
(Table 3.2). 
Sister species may be separated geographically or by equatorial regions, occupy adjacent regions 
whilst overlapping extensively at range edges, occupy a small region within the large range of 




was lower than average when species have no geographic overlap (average niche I distance = 
0.12 ±0.13) or when they occupy adjacent regions (average niche I distance = 0.47 ±0.19) but 
remained high for the latter two range overlap patterns combined (average niche I distance = 
0.74 ±0.19).  
Table 3.2 Summary of sister vs. non-sister comparison tests using each of four overlap metrics; range, 
niche, depth and photophore dissimilarity. The frequency (f) of sister pairs with greater overlap or 
similarity than the corresponding non-sister pair is given in percentage. * denotes significance after a 







n. pairs f Interpretation 
Range 0.53 ±0.30 0.37 ±0.26 47 64* 
Sister pairs have greater range overlap 
than non-sister pairs 
Depth 0.69 ±0.21 0.67 ±0.13 43 58† 
Sister pairs and non-sister pairs have no 
difference in depth overlap 
Niche 0.57 ±0.25 0.43 ±0.25 47 62* 
Sister pairs have greater niche overlap 
than non-sister pairs 
Photophore 43.8 ±45.9 49.8 ±42.2 45 
69*
* 
Sister pairs have more similar photophore 
patterns than non-sister pairs 
†p<0.1; *p<0.05; **p<0.01 
 
There was a negative but non-significant correlation between depth overlap and photophore 
dissimilarity amongst pairs of sister species (df = 42, r = -0.23, p = 0.14) and no significant 
correlation between range overlap and photophore dissimilarity (df = 45, r = 0.11, p = 0.48). 
Results of the age-overlap correlation show a significant positive relationship (intercept coef. = 
20.47, p = 0.02; slope coef. = 255.20, p = 0.02; Figure 3.3d) indicating that photophore patterns 


























Figure 3.3 Age–overlap correlations of node ages and nodal values of overlap, with overlap quantified 
using (a) spatial range, (b) depth, (c) niche and (d) photophore similarity. Grey lines are the slopes of the 
100 null model replicates and black lines are the slopes of the empirical age-overlap regression. Points 



















Figure 3.4 Examples of distribution patterns found amongst lanternfish sister species. Dark grey regions 
indicate areas of overlap and grey lines indicate mesopelagic ecoregion boundaries. Sister species may (a) 
be separated geographically, (b) be separated by equatorial regions, (c & d) occupy adjacent regions 
whilst overlapping at range edges, (e) occupy a subset of the broader ranging species or (f) have 








3.4.1. Global species distributions, and associations with mesopelagic ecoregions  
The majority of lanternfish species were found to have wide ranging distributions that 
encompass multiple ocean basins, ecoregions and environmental conditions. Community 
composition clustered in to six distinct groupings based upon major climatic zones and large 
scale physical features which follows the patterns found for fragile zooplankton of the 
mesopelagic, such as tunicates, siphonophores and ctenophores (Stemmann et al., 2008). 
Costello et al. (2017) note that deep sea and pelagic species often have broader ranges than 
coastal species, which is reflected in lower endemicity to biogeographical regions.  
Past and present oceanographic and geographic conditions have influenced species 
distributions at different spatial scales. For instance, community composition of the 
Mediterranean ecoregion clustered highly with that of the North Atlantic, rather than 
geographically closer Central Atlantic regions. This pattern potentially reflects immigration of 
boreal Atlantic fauna in to the Mediterranean basin via the straits of Gibraltar during glacial 
periods throughout the Quaternary period ~2.6m – 11,700 years ago (Bianchi & Morri, 2000). 
Furthermore, the presence of continental land masses may also explain why communities of 
north temperate ecoregions are more disparate than those in the southern hemisphere where 
geographic obstructions have been less influential. 
At a regional scale within the Central North Atlantic ecoregion, more species are found above 
the mid-Atlantic ridge than surrounding it, highlighting that complex topographic-
oceanographic conditions play a role in midwater species distributions, particularly for species 
with benthopelagic adult stages (Sutton et al., 2008). Ocean gyres were also found to dictate 
distributions (e.g. Centrobranchus choerocephalus) whilst other ocean currents may act to 
enhance favourable conditions for species presence or increase dispersal and mixing of species 
assemblages. For example the French Polynesian region of the Southern Central Pacific had 
greater diversity than the surrounding area, which may be attributed to the southern equatorial 
current no longer limiting oxygen at deeper depths (Bertrand et al., 1999). 
Many lanternfish species have circumglobal distributions spanning temperate to tropical 




bathyphilus, but are generally absent from oxygen minimum regions of the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans and high latitude regions which are generally populated by specialist species (e.g. 
Lampanyctus parvicauda, Electrona antarctica). Thus, whilst a significant amount of variation in 
lanternfish community composition was explained by the presence of mesopelagic provinces, it 
was the Southern Ocean, Eastern Tropical Pacific, and the Pacific Subarctic ecoregions, in 
particular, which had a high proportion of species found almost entirely within their 
boundaries. These ecoregions are characterised by very low oxygen conditions, powerful 
Circumpolar and Subarctic Fronts respectively (Sutton et al., 2017) suggesting that conditions 
within these regions require specific physiological adaptations (Childress & Seibel, 1998), or else 
they are bounded by oceanographic barriers that are stronger or older than others. 
On the other hand, diversity hotspots were found to be associated with boundary currents such 
as the Benguela Current, Gulf Stream and Cape Verde/Mauritania regions in the Atlantic Ocean. 
Similar patterns exist when analysing Atlantic coastal fishes (Macpherson, 2002), primarily 
oceanic species including predatory fishes, cetaceans, squid, and euphausiids (Worm et al., 
2003; Tittensor et al., 2010), pelagic cephalopods (Rosa et al., 2008), and foraminifera 
(Rutherford et al., 1999). Heightened diversity in these areas may be due to the thermal 
structure of the near surface ocean in productive regions increases vertical niche availability 
(Rutherford et al., 1999) or that boundary currents act as ecotones, transitional zones between 
faunas of different origins (Beamish et al., 1999; Worm et al., 2003). For example, the Benguela 
Current contains both pseudo-oceanic and oceanic species due to its proximity to the 
continental shelf (Hulley & Lutjeharms, 1989) and Olivar et al. (2017) found mesopelagic fish 
species richness in the central Atlantic to peak in the Cape Blanc upwelling region 
(Mauritania/Cape Verde ecoregion) as this fauna contains relict populations of North Atlantic 
species, species of temperate and tropical origin, as well as endemic species.  
Thus, whilst distinct changes in water mass properties do limit certain species distributions 
(Angel, 1993; Vecchione et al., 2015; Sutton et al., 2017), strict boundaries to species mixing is 
likely dependent on species’ physiological tolerances, the gradient of environmental change, and 
the nature of oceanographic features. From our findings, dispersal across ecoregions has been 
prevalent and may be enhanced by equally influential boundary currents acting as transitional 




distributions exist, they are often “fuzzy” and should be thought of as transitional gradients 
where faunal assemblages are able to mix across large areas (UNESCO, 2009). 
3.4.2. Geography of speciation 
Our results revealed that spatial overlap is particularly common between sister taxa. Both the 
age-overlap correlation and analysis of sister species pairs suggest that closely related species 
have greater overlap in range than more distantly related species. This is consistent with 
patterns expected when speciation is occurring in the face of gene flow, and in the absence of 
substantial barriers to dispersal (Fitzpatrick & Turelli, 2006; Anacker & Strauss, 2014). The 
dominance of sympatric (divergence between overlapping populations) and parapatric 
(divergence between adjacent, spatially distinct populations) speciation in marine fishes has 
been speculated upon (Palumbi, 1994; Norris, 2000; Bowen et al., 2013), with perhaps the 
strongest evidence from Pacific rockfishes (Ingram, 2011; Shum et al., 2014), and reef fishes 
(Bowen et al., 2013). Our evidence is the first to strongly support sympatric speciation in global 
mesopelagic fishes. 
Examples of marine sympatric speciation are typically associated with divergent natural 
selection overwhelming the homogenising effects of gene flow (Bowen et al., 2013) which may 
readily occur when selection acts on characters that directly facilitate assortative mating (Rice, 
1984). Divergence in reproductive timing and breeding colours (Crow et al., 2010), body size 
(Jones et al., 2003), and sound production (Rocha et al., 2005) have potentially influenced mate 
choice and thus, pre-zygotic reproductive isolation in sympatric marine fishes. We explored the 
possibility that lateral photophore patterns, due to their potential role in lanternfish 
communication, would show less similarity between overlapping than non-overlapping sister 
pairs. Contrary to previous research (Davis et al., 2014; Ellis & Oakley, 2016) we found no 
evidence necessarily consistent with the idea that photophore patterns are used for mate 
recognition purposes.  
Instead, the high degree of correlation between photophore pattern dissimilarity and genetic 
distance highlights their strong phylogenetic and evolutionary importance (Paxton, 1972), and 
that they may have a conserved functional role such as in counter illumination of a particular 
body shape (Haddock et al., 2010; Denton & Adams, 2015). However, anecdotal evidence 




(Paxton, 1972), which could increase signalling differences between species, but were not 
accounted for in this study. Such observational studies would greatly enhance our knowledge of 
intra-specific interactions in the mesopelagic. Other luminous organs including headlight 
organs in Diaphus, and supra and infra caudal organs of many genera, can be sexually 
dimorphic, and are speculated to be involved in intraspecific signalling (Herring, 2007). The 
presence and absence of these traits could also be explored in a geographic context to fully 
appreciate the role of bioluminescence in the speciation process. 
Ecological speciation is characterised by niche divergence among separating taxa, in either 
sympatry or along parapatric clines (Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Schluter, 2009). In this study, we 
found that sister species possessed varying degrees of spatial overlap. Some species pairs 
occupied adjacent habitats that are abiotically distinctive, such as oxygen-limited and non-
oxygen limited (Diogenicthys atlanticus/laternatus), upwelling-equatorial and oligotrophic-gyre 
(Diaphus schmidti/signatus; Triphoturus mexicanus/nigrecens), boreal and temperate-tropical 
(Benthosema glaciale/suborbital) or between the California Current and Pacific Subarctic waters 
(Protomyctophum crockeri/thompsoni; Loweina rara/ Tarletonbeania crenularis). Large Pacific 
Ocean gyres may also be acting to segregate, but not fully isolate, certain species pairs which 
may overlap within a gyre (Centrobranchus choerocephalus/nigroocellatus), at the equator 
(Myctophum lynchnobium/spinosum) or in Atlantic Ocean (Lamapnyctus tenuformis/festivus). 
In all of these cases the total niche overlap of sister species was found to be lower than average 
and many pairs had pronounced differences in average temperature/O2 niches, which may 
indicate divergence between environments and adaptation to specific abiotic conditions via 
parapatric speciation, as was found for tropical wrasses in adjacent habitats (Rocha et al., 2005). 
Alternatively, many species were found to occupy a small portion of their larger ranging sister 
species distribution, such as with Stenobrachius leucosparus/nannochir and Lampanyctus 
nobilis/vadulus sister pairs. Or, they may have extensive co-occurrence throughout their ranges 
(e.g. Ceratoscopelus warmingii/townsendi). In these cases, niche overlap is high between sister 
species which is likely to be due to high correlation between spatial and niche overlap values, as 
environmental variables tend to be spatially auto correlated (Cardillo & Warren, 2016). It is also 
possible that divergent selection acts upon other niche axes not incorporated in to this study, 




known and seldom reported for deep sea pelagic species. Empirical evidence for ecological 
adaptation in deep pelagic species is rare, though Gordeeva (2011) investigated genetic 
differentiation in lanternfish species inhabiting the same abiotic environment and hypothesised 
that increased trophic specialisation and adaptation of subpopulations to seamount habitats 
could partially explain the presence of spatial genetic structure. 
Divergence with depth habitat may be important in segregating species and has been 
hypothesised to contribute to speciation of sympatric rockfishes as different light and pressure 
environments create selection pressure for depth-adapted morphologies (Ingram, 2011; Shum et 
al., 2014). Indeed, two sister pairs with high range overlap were found to have lower than 
average depth overlap (0.38 for Protomyctophum tenisoni/Krefftichthys anderssoni and 0.43 for 
Gymnoscoeplus braueri/opisthopterus). However, overall no consistent signal of depth 
divergence greater than expected was found among sister species pairs. Instead, they generally 
had highly similar depth ranges, as well as other niche requirements. Future research could aim 
to systematically investigate niche differences to elucidate possible ecological mechanisms of 
divergence between each of the sister pairs. 
It is important to acknowledge that examples of geographically-isolated sister species exist, 
consistent with allopatric speciation in the open ocean. Specifically, the sister pair Gonichthys 
cocco/teniculus is a case where the Isthmus of Panama may have caused vicariant speciation. 
Moreover, two further sister pairs (Diaphus subtilis/hudsoni and Symbolophorus 
barnardi/veranyi) were separated via an equatorial region, which may indicate impassable or 
unfavourable habitat, as found for pelagic copepods that are likely to have speciated in allopatry 
(Goetze et al., 2017). Seven species pairs occupy adjacent regions with low range overlap (1-15%) 
making it unclear whether barriers to dispersal have caused isolation in these cases. Four out of 
these seven cases involve one sister species inhabiting within or south of the Subtropical Front 
and the other occurring to the north, suggestive that maintenance of genetic exchange across 
this circumpolar oceanographic feature may be particularly rare (Thornhill et al., 2008). 
Overall, it is likely that speciation in a variety of geographical contexts, and by means of 





3.4.3. Contextulising results 
The biogeographic patterns presented here should be interpreted in context. Outputs of the 
ecological niche models represent the fundamental niche of each species, defined as the 
multidimensional space of environmental states in which the species can exist, sensu 
Hutchinson (1957). As the fundamental niche is measured using climatic, “scenopoetic” 
variables, and does not include biotic interactions or those variables dynamically modified by 
the presence of the species, areas identified as suitable can include regions that may be 
uninhabited by a species due to other biotic or geographical factors not incorporated in to the 
model (Peterson et al., 2011c). However, it is largely recognised that broad, climatic variables are 
most important for defining species distributions at coarse spatial scales as in this study 
(Peterson et al., 2011c), and additional latitude and longitude model predictors successfully 
restricted species to appropriate geographical areas when necessary (e.g. polar species) limiting 
issues in which species are predicted as suitable but lie out of reach of a species current range. 
Another consideration is that the quantity and quality of depth information we compiled may 
be too poor to infer differences in depth preferences of species. Often it is difficult to distinguish 
if depth information represents the depth at which the specimen was caught, or the maximum 
depth the net was deployed to, which may give inaccurate estimates of species vertical 
distributions. Furthermore, depth of catch data are pooled in to broad vertical categories and 
may have issues of sampling bias related to net avoidance behaviour and diel vertical 
migrations, which may also hinder our ability to make robust conclusions. It is also possible that 
cosmopolitan species actually reflect cryptic taxa or species complexes that are morphologically 
indistinguishable as intraspecific genetic differentiation has been reported in lanternfishes 
(Gordeeva, 2011; Zahuranec et al., 2012). If cryptic species are commonplace in lanternfishes, 
spatial overlap amongst our putative sister species would be lower than reported here. Similarly, 
the phylogeny used includes only extant species with appropriate genetic information available. 
The addition of unsampled species or recently extinct taxa could also alter the patterns we 
recovered.  
Finally, we assume that species ranges at the time of divergence can be inferred from present-
day distributions and that an alternative hypothesis - in which sister species diverged in 
allopatry and have since made secondary contact - is not the case. Myctophiformes are 




ago (Davis et al., 2014), and as highly vagile species, are likely to have experienced range shifts 
due to changing availability of environmental space, such as extinction of a competitor, climate 
shifts and colonisation events (Losos & Glor, 2003). However, whether range shifts can mask 
the geographical pattern of relatively recent speciation remains unclear (Barraclough & Vogler, 
2000). The age-overlap methods used here attempt to account for post-speciation range shifts 
as the expected amount of range overlap between two species depends at first on the geography 
of speciation, but that it becomes randomized over time due to independent range changes 
(Fitzpatrick & Turelli, 2006). Fitzpatrick and Turelli (2006) also used fossil records of the 
mammal species included in their analyses to demonstrate that presently allopatric species were 
not commonly sympatric in the past, which increased their confidence in using contemporary 
ranges to infer speciation modes. Moreover, species ranges may move en masse, that is, spatial 
relationships between species may stay the same even as their positions change, which is 
supported by an analysis of fossil data that finds similar range shifts in North American 
terrestrial mammals during the Pleistocene (Lyons, 2003). In the ocean, biogeographic 
boundaries are separated by basin scale circulation patterns and these are likely to have been 
similar in the past (Palumbi, 1994) suggesting concordant range shifts amongst species is 
possible, though likely a simplistic interpretation. Whilst range shifts and the presence of 
multiple speciation modes have likely affected results of the range-overlap correlation, our 
findings are a rare example of an age-overlap result where the intercept value approaches 0.5, is 
significantly higher than expected, and is combined with a negative slope as genetic distance 
increases, all of which indicate a largely sympatric mode of divergence. Future research could 
hindcast distributions to determine if the degree of spatial overlap is proportional to 
contemporary levels or assess the frequency of sympatric sister species against null models 










Taken together, our results demonstrate broad geographic distributions and large spatial 
overlap between a high proportion of sister species is strong evidence that barriers to gene flow 
have not been necessary for divergence to occur between lanternfishes. Detailed investigations 
of species traits and niche characteristics may require the development of methods to observe 
midwater species behaviour, and the utility of modern genomic techniques for species detection 
such as environmental DNA. Together these may illuminate adaptations to spatial or temporal 
environmental conditions and inform us of the mechanisms that have promoted speciation and 
maintained co-occurrence of lanternfish species in the deep pelagic. 
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Table S3.1 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between the eleven environmental predictors used to 
build the ecological niche models (extent: -180, 180, 90, -90). PP = primary productivity, Sal = salinity, 
Temp = temperature. 
 
Table S3.2 A summary of the specimens and species of Myctophidae gathered for genetic analyses, along 
with storage information, institution of origin, and the genetic markers successfully amplified (✓) for 


















Bathymetry 1 0.32 0.17 -0.37 0.08 -0.04 -0.11 0.33 0.17 
O2 1000m 0.32 1 -0.19 -0.26 0.18 0.04 -0.46 0.67 0.73 
PP 0.17 -0.19 1 0.05 -0.05 -0.02 0.15 -0.16 -0.24 
Sal 0m -0.37 -0.26 0.05 1 0.14 0.46 0.42 -0.55 -0.2 
Sal 1000m 0.08 0.18 -0.05 0.14 1 0.6 0.12 0.08 0.05 
Sal 200m -0.04 0.04 -0.02 0.46 0.6 1 0.48 -0.47 -0.2 
Temp 1000m -0.11 -0.46 0.15 0.42 0.12 0.48 1 -0.76 -0.51 
Temp/O2 0m 0.33 0.67 -0.16 -0.55 0.08 -0.47 -0.76 1 0.7 
Temp/O2 200m 0.17 0.73 -0.24 -0.2 0.05 -0.2 -0.51 0.7 1 
Specimen ID Species Storage  Origin CO1 H3 GLYT ZIC1 TBR1 
ELSJR260B-1 Electrona subaspera -20˚C BAS ✓  ✓ ✓  
GYFJR260B-1 Gymnoscopelus fraseri -20 ˚C BAS ✓   ✓  
R4357/1PRE500LI Protomyctophum tenisoni dried BAS ✓  ✓ ✓  
PRE184/2/63 Protomyctophum tenisoni dried BAS ✓  ✓ ✓  
M901-S9002 Diaphus hudsoni -20 ˚C UQ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
M909-S9055 Lampanyctus australis -20 ˚C UQ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
M728_S7261 Diaphus danae ethanol UQ ✓  ✓  ✓ 
M615_S082(1) Diogenichthys laternatus RNALater UQ ✓   ✓  
M614_B071 Lampanyctus parvicauda RNALater UQ ✓   ✓  
M709_S7076 Bolinichthys nikolayi ethanol UQ ✓  ✓ ✓  
NMV Z 14081 Nannobrachium phyllisae ethanol MV ✓   ✓ ✓ 
NMV Z 8176 Nannobrachium idiostigma ethanol MV ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 
NMV Z 15007 Lampanyctus australis ethanol MV ✓   ✓ ✓ 
NMV Z 8009 Lampadena notialis ethanol MV ✓ ✓  ✓ ✓ 
NMV Z 8008 Symbolophorus barnardi ethanol MV ✓  ✓ ✓  
NMV Z 8010 Diaphus ostenfeldi ethanol MV ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 
NMV Z 6663 Diaphus coeruleus ethanol MV ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
NMV Z 8086 Diaphus danae ethanol MV ✓  ✓ ✓ ✓ 
NMV Z 11399 Diaphus kapalae ethanol MV  ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓  
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Table S3.3 PCR protocols and sequence information for each of the seven gene regions used. 
Marker Source primer sequence 5'- 3' Total sequences Alignment (bp) Thermocycler Profile 
bmp4 
Smith et al. (2008) Bmp4-2Fa TCTYATYTCAGAGCACATGGAGAGG 
109 585 
95°C/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 52-58°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 35; 
72°C/5:00 
Smith et al. (2008) Bmp4-2R ATCGCTGAAGTCCACGTAC 
Denton et al. (2014) bmp4myctoF AGCACATGGAGAGGCAGT 
Denton et al. (2014) bmp4myctoR GTACAGTGCGTGGCGTCT 
COI 
Ward et al. (2005) FishF1 TCAACCAACCACAAAGACATTGGCAC 
206 693 
95°C/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 52°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 40; 
72°C/5:00 Ward et al. (2005) FishR1 TCGACTAATCATAAAGATATCGGCAC 
glyt 
Li et al. (2007) Glyt_F559 GGACTGTCMAAGATGACCACMT 
193 813 
95°C/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 55°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 30                                
[95°C/0:30; 56°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 30; 72 °C/5:00 
Li et al. (2007) Glyt_R1562 CCCAAGAGGTTCTTGTTRAAGAT 
Denton et al. (2014) glyt-mycto-F GGGAATGAGATCCGACAGTTT 
Denton et al. (2014) glyt-mycto-R CATGGGATCTGCCAGGAGAC 
H3 
Colgan et al. (1998) H3a-L ATGGCTCGTACCAAGCAGACVGC 
178 377 
95°C/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 55°C/0:30; 72°C/0:20] x 35; 
72°C/5:00 Colgan et al. (1998) H3b-H ATATCCTTRGGCATRATRGTGAC 
myh6 
Li et al. (2007) myh6_F459 CATMTTYTCCATCTCAGATAATGC 
103 705 
95°C/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 55-57°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 30                                 
[95°C/0:30; 55°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 30; 72 °C/5:00 
Li et al. (2007) myh6_R1325 ATTCTCACCACCATCCAGTTGAA 
Li et al. (2007) myh6_F507 GGAGAATCARTCKGTGCTCATCA 
Li et al. (2007) myh6_R1322 CTCACCACCATCCAGTTGAACAT 
Denton et al. (2014) myh6F-mycto ACACCAAGCGAGTCATCCA 
Denton et al. (2014) myh6R-mycto TCCGAGGGAGTAGTAGACTTGA 
tbr1 
Li et al. (2007) tbr1_F1 TGTCTACACAGGCTGCGACAT 
189 846 
95°C/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 57°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 35                                              
[95°C/0:30; 62°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 35; 72 °C/5:00 
Li et al. (2007) tbr1_R820 GATGTCCTTRGWGCAGTTTTT 
Li et al. (2007) tbr1_F86 GCCATGMCTGGYTCTTTCCT 
Li et al. (2007) tbr1_R811 GGAGCAGTTTTTCTCRCATTC 
zic1 
Li et al. (2007) zic1_F9 GGACGCAGGACCGCARTAYC 
207 867 
95°/2:00; [95°C/0:30; 57°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 35 
[95°C/0:30; 57°C/0:30; 72°C/0:45] x 35; 72 °C/5:00 
Li et al. (2007) zic1_R967 CTGTGTGTGTCCTTTTGTGRATYTT 
Li et al. (2007) zic1_F16 GGACCGCAGTATCCCACYMT 
Li et al. (2007) zic1_R963 GTGTGTCCTTTTGTGAATTTTYAGRT 
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Table S3.4 Summary of MaxEnt results for each of the 145 lanternfish species analysed. RM = regularisation multiplier, the setting used as model smoothing 
parameter. Omission Rate (OR) and Area Under the receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC) performance metrics are given, as well as the permutation 
importance of each of the eleven environmental predictors (highest performing predictor is highlighted in bold for each species). PP = primary productivity, Sal = 
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Benthosema fibulatum 69 1 0.029 0.926 1.00 17.92 1.10 22.63 2.62 0.17 0.00 0.71 0.39 50.15 3.32 
Benthosema glaciale 904 1 0.001 0.944 0.06 69.05 22.92 0.41 2.10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 5.39 0.00 
Benthosema panamense 30 1 0.100 0.998 2.99 8.92 11.29 62.87 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.03 3.61 9.20 1.08 
Benthosema suborbitale 909 1 0.002 0.881 2.16 9.06 5.30 3.97 0.10 6.14 0.09 0.24 8.31 38.69 25.95 
Bolinichthys distofax 48 2 0.021 0.927 0.05 2.46 4.11 0.11 0.46 1.93 0.00 0.65 23.02 66.48 0.73 
Bolinichthys indicus 783 1 0.004 0.931 0.28 15.84 32.19 21.54 0.56 1.17 0.42 0.02 15.47 7.68 4.81 
Bolinichthys longipes 481 1 0.002 0.878 2.17 6.14 8.01 18.94 4.21 0.25 0.00 0.56 0.00 52.21 7.51 
Bolinichthys nikolayi 38 1 0.026 0.985 0.01 31.38 10.06 3.49 7.05 0.46 0.00 3.09 0.02 1.08 43.37 
Bolinichthys photothorax 421 2 0.005 0.913 0.23 35.68 2.75 19.21 1.08 1.40 0.00 2.49 2.39 5.41 29.38 
Bolinichthys pyrsobolus 88 1 0.012 0.947 5.51 54.34 7.91 4.41 3.55 5.62 0.34 0.01 0.92 9.24 8.15 
Bolinichthys supralateralis 383 1 0.003 0.912 3.91 2.91 1.95 36.83 2.12 0.00 0.00 2.65 25.98 14.85 8.80 
Centrobranchus andreae 54 4 0.037 0.921 4.09 0.00 1.76 6.42 0.00 1.75 0.01 0.11 3.45 71.92 10.49 
Centrobranchus choerocephalus 32 4 0.033 0.940 0.00 4.05 1.48 14.75 3.12 0.15 0.77 8.94 2.83 59.92 4.00 
Centrobranchus nigroocellatus 527 2 0.004 0.904 0.51 17.33 0.95 7.98 0.00 2.59 1.31 1.45 0.22 55.09 12.57 
Ceratoscopelus maderensis 719 2 0.001 0.959 0.00 81.65 8.06 4.57 2.88 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.97 1.85 
Ceratoscopelus townsendi 380 2 0.003 0.905 1.35 47.20 0.00 2.49 0.02 2.74 0.00 5.79 9.55 22.21 8.66 
Ceratoscopelus warmingii 1792 2 0.001 0.786 1.57 29.66 0.72 15.73 6.57 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.92 26.84 15.00 
Diaphus aliciae 50 1 0.039 0.962 0.71 1.74 32.68 0.62 5.71 0.08 0.00 0.27 0.00 58.19 0.00 
Diaphus anderseni 118 2 0.017 0.890 1.07 7.79 2.11 10.49 0.38 14.27 1.34 0.00 17.15 33.15 12.25 
Diaphus bertelseni 67 3 0.059 0.870 0.01 10.25 0.00 32.73 0.27 
24.4
2 
0.00 0.06 1.92 14.89 15.44 




Diaphus danae 70 4 0.014 0.985 0.58 18.50 69.98 0.00 2.16 0.72 0.79 3.57 1.23 2.47 0.00 
Diaphus dumerilii 601 1 0.000 0.948 1.36 27.56 51.76 13.54 0.23 0.00 0.00 1.72 0.53 0.30 2.99 
Diaphus effulgens 470 2 0.002 0.912 0.92 8.19 5.96 19.41 2.62 0.08 0.73 3.37 12.87 30.95 14.92 
Diaphus fragilis 392 2 0.003 0.886 1.35 1.85 5.40 2.93 1.56 0.89 0.00 0.00 0.95 62.78 22.29 
Diaphus fulgens 238 2 0.004 0.950 0.06 0.37 0.05 30.82 13.51 0.00 0.00 0.20 0.15 48.70 6.14 
Diaphus garmani 203 1 0.005 0.903 9.91 6.03 1.12 0.81 8.76 6.33 0.00 0.00 4.80 61.68 0.58 
Diaphus holti 341 3 0.003 0.942 0.33 10.62 47.86 1.09 0.10 0.30 0.00 0.62 0.17 37.09 1.82 
Diaphus hudsoni 182 2 0.006 0.960 1.19 37.54 1.80 0.85 6.14 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.17 49.12 2.19 
Diaphus lucidus 462 1 0.000 0.903 1.61 13.87 1.60 21.89 12.04 0.00 0.12 0.04 11.30 6.83 30.71 
Diaphus luetkeni 629 1 0.000 0.897 1.11 1.26 0.52 5.57 7.16 0.58 0.00 0.00 1.24 43.83 38.72 
Diaphus malayanus 197 4 0.015 0.945 0.21 14.01 4.66 0.15 4.67 0.00 0.00 2.08 1.12 70.70 2.39 
Diaphus meadi 228 1 0.004 0.965 0.58 40.74 2.01 9.10 6.50 0.70 0.00 0.00 0.10 35.19 5.07 
Diaphus metopoclampus 359 1 0.003 0.943 0.23 3.91 3.89 12.01 8.77 1.17 0.35 0.64 13.09 28.75 27.17 
Diaphus mollis 1064 1 0.001 0.875 0.83 16.51 4.97 15.39 1.03 3.52 0.00 0.71 0.19 39.41 17.44 
Diaphus ostenfeldi 124 2 0.008 0.938 2.23 39.21 0.34 0.97 0.86 0.00 0.00 0.18 0.57 51.04 4.61 
Diaphus parri 347 1 0.003 0.912 0.48 20.93 3.67 7.18 14.78 0.14 0.00 0.26 1.13 47.45 3.98 
Diaphus perspicillatus 412 1 0.002 0.884 2.36 9.78 1.99 9.15 1.61 1.52 0.00 0.99 2.97 43.19 26.44 
Diaphus phillipsi 66 1 0.046 0.882 3.61 9.91 3.13 16.48 2.88 0.92 0.00 0.00 0.63 57.62 4.82 
Diaphus rafinesquii 645 2 0.005 0.951 0.14 52.36 27.40 0.20 0.53 0.03 0.00 0.15 0.04 13.00 6.14 
Diaphus regani 214 1 0.005 0.957 0.63 21.57 8.33 0.01 11.13 0.01 0.00 0.86 3.20 51.22 3.03 
Diaphus richardsoni 45 1 0.022 0.958 0.41 10.35 12.90 0.25 0.51 0.33 0.00 1.01 2.72 69.91 1.60 
Diaphus schmidti 89 3 0.023 0.945 0.22 2.27 3.30 23.45 2.93 0.00 1.97 1.47 3.23 51.59 9.56 
Diaphus signatus 151 2 0.020 0.962 1.50 13.01 3.20 4.21 8.99 0.32 0.00 0.96 1.53 53.60 12.69 
Diaphus splendidus 610 3 0.003 0.896 0.37 29.91 0.00 20.76 3.43 0.00 0.00 1.64 0.43 27.82 15.63 
Diaphus subtilis 96 1 0.010 0.971 1.52 1.58 75.12 0.50 0.12 0.19 0.00 0.17 1.24 4.71 14.85 
Diaphus termophilus 291 1 0.003 0.930 0.22 0.30 9.23 14.15 1.94 0.24 0.00 15.60 24.42 0.02 33.89 
Diaphus theta 416 5 0.002 0.966 0.17 11.03 0.58 62.36 0.91 1.22 0.00 0.00 0.58 23.17 0.00 
Diaphus thiollierei 43 1 0.044 0.953 1.45 21.03 15.97 25.27 0.17 2.08 1.50 3.76 6.87 21.90 0.00 
Diogenichthys atlanticus 1175 2 0.001 0.848 0.49 23.09 1.88 12.26 4.24 2.34 0.07 1.85 4.58 34.70 14.49 




Diogenichthys panurgus 93 1 0.011 0.959 0.29 1.43 48.20 2.18 2.51 1.05 0.75 0.05 2.78 40.66 0.11 
Electrona antarctica 845 2 0.002 0.914 0.75 51.59 1.41 1.08 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.32 40.77 0.74 
Electrona carlsbergi 167 1 0.012 0.909 1.43 45.96 1.78 0.95 7.79 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.88 25.05 15.95 
Electrona paucirastra 91 4 0.011 0.957 0.23 37.77 2.53 0.01 0.37 0.25 0.00 0.01 4.87 49.80 4.18 
Electrona risso 340 2 0.006 0.890 3.31 4.94 2.32 3.71 1.80 10.81 8.55 9.39 2.83 48.03 4.31 
Electrona subaspera 181 1 0.006 0.916 0.98 60.37 0.50 3.22 8.77 0.00 0.00 7.05 0.36 11.51 7.25 
Gonichthys cocco 664 2 0.002 0.941 1.08 14.77 47.91 13.98 0.00 5.39 0.08 0.00 4.31 5.36 7.14 
Gonichthys tenuiculus 101 2 0.010 0.975 2.05 36.18 28.69 24.77 0.04 0.12 0.00 0.01 0.00 3.33 4.81 
Gymnoscopelus bolini 117 2 0.017 0.924 6.33 62.68 0.33 2.44 5.91 0.00 0.00 3.72 2.31 2.46 13.82 
Gymnoscopelus braueri 509 1 0.002 0.907 0.39 52.00 0.01 1.00 2.69 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.08 32.36 9.46 
Gymnoscopelus fraseri 193 1 0.005 0.935 0.31 37.44 0.71 2.75 0.22 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.49 22.09 34.99 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi 157 3 0.013 0.942 2.79 45.83 2.49 2.64 5.47 0.00 2.94 0.16 2.08 22.69 12.93 
Gymnoscopelus opisthopterus 217 1 0.005 0.934 1.12 48.34 2.04 1.52 1.32 0.00 0.62 0.00 3.30 33.21 8.54 
Gymnoscopelus piabilis 55 1 0.019 0.947 3.83 60.35 5.43 1.60 10.49 6.30 0.00 2.46 2.91 6.07 0.55 
Hygophum atratum 97 1 0.010 0.983 0.73 8.93 38.53 35.02 0.01 0.44 0.00 1.74 0.01 4.52 10.08 
Hygophum benoiti 542 1 0.002 0.965 0.22 78.05 4.21 10.88 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.36 3.70 2.49 
Hygophum hanseni 157 2 0.013 0.954 0.09 42.51 0.19 1.30 6.16 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 48.86 0.74 
Hygophum hygomii 875 1 0.001 0.925 1.07 6.93 2.45 24.33 3.89 1.57 0.00 0.01 8.32 18.10 33.33 
Hygophum proximum 421 1 0.002 0.897 1.39 8.32 4.69 12.43 8.73 0.55 0.00 0.00 0.37 63.06 0.45 
Hygophum reinhardtii 737 3 0.001 0.871 2.84 27.97 0.28 3.46 0.00 3.27 1.41 1.09 0.00 52.75 6.93 
Hygophum taaningi 460 1 0.002 0.948 0.19 10.85 66.15 2.23 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.77 0.73 8.04 10.04 
Krefftichthys anderssoni 499 3 0.002 0.916 0.10 46.82 0.23 0.00 4.55 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.84 31.64 12.82 
Lampadena anomala 79 2 0.051 0.908 1.69 29.70 2.10 9.31 1.23 4.04 0.21 0.66 0.11 49.64 1.31 
Lampadena chavesi 113 1 0.009 0.950 0.23 31.95 17.03 10.84 0.06 0.01 0.34 0.00 3.51 20.40 15.62 
Lampadena luminosa 366 2 0.000 0.870 4.49 7.98 4.34 1.20 1.19 2.11 0.00 2.29 1.58 45.11 29.72 
Lampadena notialis 90 2 0.011 0.972 0.16 35.96 3.08 2.91 6.45 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.24 36.80 13.40 
Lampadena speculigera 333 1 0.006 0.938 0.93 1.34 10.80 27.43 7.66 0.93 0.00 0.00 4.44 36.68 9.78 
Lampadena urophaos atlantica 354 2 0.006 0.913 3.39 44.76 0.77 0.24 0.00 0.11 0.00 5.99 1.79 39.34 3.61 
Lampanyctodes hectoris 65 2 0.015 0.983 2.82 47.23 2.14 4.44 2.09 0.36 0.00 0.05 0.04 39.80 1.03 




Lampanyctus australis 342 1 0.003 0.939 0.65 56.23 2.93 0.61 3.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.22 27.43 6.20 
Lampanyctus crocodilus 601 2 0.003 0.959 0.01 81.17 8.55 1.01 1.33 0.00 0.00 0.01 1.89 5.04 1.00 
Lampanyctus festivus 467 2 0.002 0.897 1.65 4.99 0.48 13.06 3.02 2.36 0.04 0.00 4.05 50.83 19.53 
Lampanyctus hubbsi 135 2 0.007 0.988 0.08 0.20 1.99 38.51 7.09 5.13 0.00 0.00 4.94 34.68 7.39 
Lampanyctus intricarius 336 2 0.003 0.908 0.91 2.83 1.05 21.96 2.49 4.85 0.00 0.73 5.40 55.49 4.29 
Lampanyctus jordani 66 1 0.030 0.983 0.00 5.35 2.77 44.35 2.15 2.39 0.00 0.00 36.56 4.32 2.11 
Lampanyctus macdonaldi 369 1 0.003 0.922 0.44 8.76 0.65 31.26 15.25 0.00 1.05 0.00 10.60 31.87 0.12 
Lampanyctus nobilis 484 1 0.002 0.883 4.07 24.17 2.40 2.11 1.12 0.50 0.00 0.22 1.42 48.57 15.41 
Lampanyctus omostigma 86 1 0.023 0.987 0.41 39.50 21.52 22.60 3.89 0.41 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.64 0.02 
Lampanyctus parvicauda 102 2 0.010 0.989 0.02 10.03 13.84 22.63 1.25 0.61 0.00 0.00 2.42 27.96 21.25 
Lampanyctus photonotus 722 1 0.003 0.936 0.06 26.89 64.77 2.20 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.99 5.06 
Lampanyctus pusillus 1050 1 0.001 0.909 0.07 2.70 3.13 13.41 2.75 3.25 0.00 0.00 8.75 54.32 11.62 
Lampanyctus tenuiformis 281 1 0.004 0.876 4.12 11.90 5.57 3.74 4.37 1.40 0.00 0.80 3.87 46.92 17.31 
Lampanyctus vadulus 119 3 0.008 0.953 0.26 63.07 5.70 16.78 0.01 2.81 0.00 0.06 5.89 1.22 4.20 
Lampichthys procerus 189 2 0.005 0.938 3.61 61.90 0.30 0.76 4.11 0.00 0.00 0.24 0.33 25.60 3.14 
Lepidophanes gaussi 512 1 0.002 0.950 0.00 6.43 62.30 2.72 0.03 0.79 0.60 0.01 2.40 5.14 19.59 
Lepidophanes guentheri 930 1 0.001 0.919 0.03 18.29 66.46 11.53 0.45 0.00 0.00 1.80 0.01 0.00 1.44 
Lobianchia dofleini 1067 1 0.001 0.907 0.20 11.54 2.72 30.07 3.33 2.06 0.00 0.00 11.25 30.70 8.14 
Lobianchia gemellarii 840 4 0.001 0.892 1.03 26.81 4.46 13.44 0.00 0.21 0.00 0.00 2.05 37.70 14.29 
Loweina interrupta 39 3 0.026 0.920 0.02 0.05 1.78 7.15 0.00 1.65 0.00 0.11 8.83 72.17 8.25 
Loweina rara 160 2 0.019 0.925 1.83 31.72 3.24 0.00 0.01 1.80 0.00 0.09 9.30 43.55 8.47 
Metelectrona ventralis 102 1 0.010 0.947 1.95 65.15 2.46 1.52 12.20 0.54 0.00 0.05 1.32 14.43 0.39 
Myctophum affine 454 3 0.002 0.957 2.39 3.28 26.02 29.52 0.87 0.66 0.00 8.17 3.03 1.16 24.91 
Myctophum asperum 541 2 0.002 0.887 2.45 4.83 1.68 12.63 8.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.86 58.95 9.59 
Myctophum aurolaternatum 314 2 0.006 0.945 5.09 4.12 2.88 4.30 3.31 0.02 0.00 1.39 0.36 74.27 4.25 
Myctophum brachygnathum 55 1 0.035 0.937 2.79 4.71 2.22 1.89 2.99 0.97 0.45 5.81 3.83 58.79 15.56 
Myctophum lychnobium 75 1 0.027 0.930 4.25 12.94 4.18 29.66 0.73 0.18 0.02 0.17 0.23 44.29 3.34 
Myctophum nitidulum 954 1 0.001 0.855 4.21 23.47 13.53 0.00 4.20 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.58 46.68 7.25 
Myctophum obtusirostre 346 1 0.009 0.916 2.95 51.71 6.61 12.68 2.35 0.38 0.00 0.00 0.03 14.56 8.73 




Myctophum punctatum 510 1 0.002 0.963 0.14 75.97 10.19 5.23 1.32 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.20 4.41 0.55 
Myctophum selenops 277 1 0.004 0.916 1.84 54.14 1.78 16.88 6.60 0.06 0.08 2.77 0.09 2.84 12.94 
Myctophum spinosum 220 2 0.005 0.927 1.07 7.84 2.11 1.09 6.20 1.43 0.01 3.83 0.73 68.78 6.92 
Nannobrachium achirus 425 2 0.005 0.863 1.40 68.82 1.78 1.18 3.73 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.40 6.97 10.71 
Nannobrachium atrum 470 3 0.002 0.936 0.87 13.78 5.68 30.99 0.99 9.28 0.52 0.00 6.59 14.59 16.72 
Nannobrachium cuprarium 448 1 0.002 0.958 0.04 10.68 43.47 5.93 0.00 0.02 0.44 0.00 0.19 19.27 19.95 
Nannobrachium idiostigma 123 1 0.008 0.988 0.17 0.09 32.02 38.60 0.25 0.02 0.00 0.00 0.59 26.75 1.51 
Nannobrachium lineatum 362 5 0.003 0.942 0.62 58.36 1.05 34.04 0.00 0.07 0.52 0.12 2.16 0.64 2.42 
Nannobrachium regale 202 5 0.010 0.985 3.95 14.29 1.86 61.09 0.24 0.00 0.20 0.34 0.31 17.30 0.43 
Nannobrachium ritteri 348 5 0.006 0.976 0.00 1.66 1.83 82.12 0.04 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 14.20 0.00 
Notolychnus valdiviae 1409 4 0.001 0.835 1.80 34.94 2.30 5.96 3.81 2.15 0.00 0.00 12.63 25.54 10.88 
Parvilux ingens 118 3 0.017 0.994 0.00 3.52 6.34 59.50 0.07 0.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 30.40 0.00 
Protomyctophum andriashevi 89 2 0.012 0.944 1.45 41.29 0.10 0.88 4.84 0.05 0.00 5.18 6.77 0.44 38.99 
Protomyctophum arcticum 174 2 0.006 0.981 0.02 71.08 0.57 9.55 1.08 0.00 0.00 0.23 1.97 14.36 1.15 
Protomyctophum bolini 434 4 0.002 0.921 0.11 38.99 0.44 0.80 4.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.75 45.03 9.45 
Protomyctophum choriodon 35 2 0.028 0.964 0.04 35.37 0.94 16.07 9.49 0.00 0.00 0.95 16.57 2.63 17.95 
Protomyctophum crockeri 278 1 0.007 0.987 0.00 0.80 4.89 84.05 0.12 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 8.35 1.72 
Protomyctophum parallelum 226 1 0.004 0.928 0.26 62.76 0.70 11.89 3.64 0.23 0.00 5.88 7.63 5.27 1.73 
Protomyctophum tenisoni 174 1 0.006 0.936 0.26 39.67 0.50 1.07 2.89 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.32 31.73 22.56 
Protomyctophum thompsoni 340 1 0.006 0.979 0.49 30.36 1.67 13.93 1.28 2.52 0.00 0.00 1.59 48.14 0.00 
Scopelopsis multipunctatus 189 1 0.000 0.963 1.08 54.09 2.93 5.05 1.52 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 29.32 5.34 
Stenobrachius leucopsarus 884 5 0.001 0.959 0.01 1.36 1.61 86.55 0.34 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.12 0.00 
Stenobrachius nannochir 208 1 0.005 0.988 0.20 60.59 0.85 29.84 0.21 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.08 3.23 0.00 
Symbolophorus barnardi 174 5 0.012 0.976 0.29 35.10 4.55 1.14 2.89 0.02 0.00 0.03 3.02 52.15 0.82 
Symbolophorus boops 107 1 0.009 0.961 0.93 32.58 6.19 3.56 3.08 0.18 0.00 0.06 2.17 49.24 2.01 
Symbolophorus californiensis 263 3 0.004 0.978 0.00 18.95 4.11 41.19 0.73 0.53 0.00 0.00 7.17 27.33 0.00 
Symbolophorus evermanni 608 2 0.002 0.891 2.35 7.81 4.14 11.17 5.71 1.35 0.00 0.00 0.09 65.48 1.90 
Symbolophorus rufinus 232 2 0.004 0.925 0.24 16.44 2.55 14.06 0.47 21.52 0.00 0.00 6.69 19.81 18.22 
Symbolophorus veranyi 388 1 0.003 0.964 0.14 15.40 36.30 17.21 0.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.65 28.92 0.68 




Taaningichthys minimus 162 1 0.012 0.933 2.08 28.11 5.40 0.81 0.13 2.66 0.93 0.00 0.27 41.66 17.96 
Tarletonbeania crenularis 384 1 0.003 0.983 0.60 1.16 5.40 20.51 0.35 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 64.38 7.59 
Triphoturus mexicanus 401 2 0.003 0.972 0.00 2.75 18.43 37.37 0.19 0.12 0.00 0.00 2.86 38.28 0.00 
Triphoturus nigrescens 368 1 0.003 0.900 1.62 12.76 2.24 18.30 6.60 0.04 0.00 0.36 0.02 51.15 6.90 
Mean 359.241  0.009 0.933 1.26 24.86 9.80 14.03 3.06 1.38 0.21 1.04 3.72 30.99 9.65 




Table S3.5 Univariate ANOVA results of lanternfish community composition between 33 mesopelagic 
ecoregions. Significance indicates that ecoregion had a significant effect on the species. Both adjusted 
and unadjusted univariate p values are given (bold represents significance).  
Species Dev Adj. Pr(>Dev) Unadj. Pr(>Dev) 
Electrona antarctica 37.12 0.00 0.00 
Diaphus schmidti 20.36 0.01 0.00 
Gonichthys cocco 15.43 0.02 0.00 
Parvilux ingens 15.51 0.02 0.00 
Gymnoscopelus opisthopterus 17.31 0.02 0.01 
Lepidophanes gaussi 14.72 0.03 0.00 
Stenobrachius nannochir 14.73 0.03 0.00 
Gonichthys tenuiculus 14.49 0.04 0.00 
Nannobrachium idostigma 13.64 0.05 0.00 
Tarletonbeania crenularis 13.55 0.05 0.00 
Hygophum taaningi 13.43 0.05 0.00 
Lampanyctus parvicauda 13.52 0.05 0.00 
Hygophum atratum 13.31 0.06 0.00 
Bolinichthys indicus 12.75 0.06 0.00 
Protomyctophum thompsoni 12.84 0.06 0.00 
Diaphus theta 12.59 0.07 0.00 
Nannobrachium regale 12.35 0.07 0.00 
Stenobrachius leucopsarus 12.72 0.07 0.00 
Bolinichthys longipes 11.65 0.07 0.00 
Diogenichthys laternatus 11.80 0.07 0.00 
Lampanyctus jordani 11.43 0.07 0.00 
Lampanyctus photonotus 11.72 0.07 0.00 
Nannobrachium ritteri 12.09 0.07 0.00 
Protomyctophum crockeri 12.27 0.07 0.00 
Symbolophorus californiensis 12.20 0.07 0.00 
Benthosema panamense 11.69 0.07 0.01 
Bolinichthys pyrsobolus 10.74 0.08 0.00 
Lampanyctus omostigma 10.91 0.08 0.00 
Myctophum lychnobium 11.02 0.08 0.00 
Nannobrachium cuprarium 10.84 0.08 0.00 
Triphoturus nigrescens 10.85 0.08 0.00 
Hygophum proximum 10.35 0.09 0.00 
Lampanyctus hubbsi 10.12 0.09 0.00 
Symbolophorus evermanni 10.14 0.09 0.00 
Myctophum brachygnathum 9.58 0.10 0.00 
Triphoturus mexicanus 9.11 0.11 0.00 
Myctophum aurolaternatum 8.62 0.13 0.00 
Nannobrachium lineatum 8.59 0.14 0.00 
Diaphus regain 8.41 0.14 0.01 
Myctophum spinosum 7.29 0.22 0.00 
Diaphus holti 6.98 0.26 0.00 
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Benthosema fibulatum 6.89 0.27 0.01 
Diaphus fulgens 6.75 0.28 0.00 
Diaphus signatus 6.79 0.28 0.01 
Diaphus phillipsi 6.34 0.31 0.00 
Nannobrachium achirus 6.36 0.31 0.00 
Hygophum benoiti 6.17 0.31 0.01 
Centrobranchus choerocephalus 6.07 0.32 0.01 
Gymnoscopelus fraseri 5.84 0.32 0.03 
Diaphus subtilis 5.91 0.32 0.03 
Diaphus parri 5.77 0.34 0.00 
Diaphus malayanus 5.54 0.38 0.01 
Electrona subaspera 5.51 0.39 0.01 
Diaphus aliciae 5.44 0.40 0.00 
Ceratoscopelus maderensis 5.35 0.42 0.02 
Centrobranchus andreae 5.06 0.46 0.00 
Bolinichthys nikolayi 5.06 0.46 0.06 
Gymnoscopelus piabilis 4.76 0.47 0.01 
Diaphus dumerilii 4.37 0.54 0.02 
Lampanyctus intricarius 3.81 0.61 0.01 
Lepidophanes guentheri 3.79 0.62 0.01 
Nannobrachium atrum 3.46 0.69 0.00 
Myctophum affine 3.42 0.69 0.02 
Diaphus metopoclampus 3.45 0.69 0.04 
Ceratoscopelus townsendi 2.91 0.76 0.04 
Lampanyctus macdonaldi 2.90 0.76 0.07 
Hygophum hygomii 2.82 0.77 0.01 
Metelectrona ventralis 2.81 0.77 0.01 
Lobianchia dofleini 2.79 0.78 0.00 
Symbolophorus boops 2.79 0.78 0.03 
Lampadena speculigera 2.58 0.82 0.04 
Taaningichthys bathyphilus 2.26 0.86 0.11 
Lampanyctus pusillus 2.12 0.88 0.00 
Diaphus hudsoni 1.94 0.90 0.03 
Lampadena chavesi 1.91 0.91 0.02 
Hygophum hanseni 1.91 0.91 0.06 
Lampanyctus australis 1.84 0.92 0.05 
Lampanyctus tenuiformis 1.89 0.92 0.09 
Lampanyctus festivus 1.77 0.92 0.15 
Lampichthys procerus 1.65 0.92 0.03 
Diaphus ostenfeldi 1.53 0.92 0.06 
Electrona paucirastra 1.68 0.92 0.06 
Loweina interrupta 1.68 0.92 0.06 
Lampadena notialis 1.62 0.92 0.08 
Symbolophorus barnardi 1.67 0.92 0.10 
Diaphus garmani 1.71 0.92 0.16 
Hygophum reinhardtii 1.71 0.92 0.17 
Myctophum nitidulum 1.39 0.92 0.18 
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Diaphus rafinesquii 1.44 0.92 0.18 
Diaphus thiollierei 1.36 0.94 0.07 
Diaphus richardsoni 1.35 0.94 0.07 
Symbolophorus veranyi 1.29 0.95 0.22 
Electrona risso 1.19 0.97 0.29 
Lampanyctus alatus 1.06 0.98 0.11 
Diaphus meadi 1.08 0.98 0.12 
Bolinichthys supralateralis 1.15 0.98 0.17 
Scopelopsis multipunctatus 0.87 0.99 0.15 
Bolinichthys distofax 0.68 0.99 0.18 
Diaphus effulgens 0.87 0.99 0.23 
Diaphus fragilis 0.63 0.99 0.24 
Notolychnus valdiviae 0.92 0.99 0.24 
Lampanyctus crocodilus 0.87 0.99 0.27 
Lampadena urophaos 0.88 0.99 0.30 
Diaphus anderseni 0.82 0.99 0.38 
Diogenichthys panurgus 0.53 1.00 0.41 
Lampanyctus nobilis 0.47 1.00 0.29 
Myctophum phengodes 0.18 1.00 0.40 
Lampanyctodes hectoris 0.42 1.00 0.41 
Myctophum punctatum 0.24 1.00 0.42 
Diaphus splendidus 0.22 1.00 0.43 
Diaphus luetkeni 0.21 1.00 0.46 
Myctophum asperum 0.31 1.00 0.47 
Diogenichthys atlanticus 0.39 1.00 0.48 
Myctophum selenops 0.44 1.00 0.48 
Lampadena luminosa 0.26 1.00 0.50 
Diaphus perspicillatus 0.22 1.00 0.52 
Diaphus bertelseni 0.19 1.00 0.53 
Loweina rara 0.22 1.00 0.54 
Diaphus danae 0.18 1.00 0.55 
Lampadena anomala 0.30 1.00 0.57 
Myctophum obtusirostre 0.20 1.00 0.57 
Ceratoscopelus warmingii 0.24 1.00 0.61 
Symbolophorus rufinus 0.11 1.00 0.63 
Benthosema glaciale 0.05 1.00 0.63 
Lampanyctus vadulus 0.03 1.00 0.69 
Taaningichthys minimus 0.05 1.00 0.79 
Lobianchia gemellarii 0.02 1.00 0.79 
Protomyctophum arcticum 0.03 1.00 0.84 
Diaphus lucidus 0.04 1.00 0.85 
Benthosema suborbitale 0.00 1.00 0.89 
Diaphus termophilus 0.01 1.00 0.95 
Diaphus mollis 0.00 1.00 0.96 
Bolinichthys photothorax 0.00 1.00 0.97 
Centrobranchus nigroocellatus 0.00 1.00 0.98 
Diaphus brachycephalus 0.00 1.00 0.99 
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Electrona carlsbergi 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Gymnoscopelus bolini 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Gymnoscopelus braueri 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Krefftichthys anderssoni 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Protomyctophum andriashevi 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Protomyctophum bolini 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Protomyctophum choriodon 0.00 1.00 1.00 
Protomyctophum parallelum 0.00 1.00 1.00 


















Table S3.6 Taxon and accession numbers for each of the sequences used to build phylogenetic 
relationships. A total of 1184 sequences from 255 specimens and 175 species were used in analyses, 65 of 
these sequences (representing 16 species) were obtained from the molecular work in this study and are 
highlighted in bold. Genetic markers myh6 and bmp4 failed to amplify DNA sufficiently for further 
analyses and were not included in the outputs of these 16 species. Nine of the 16 species had no previous 
sequence information; Bolinichthys nikolayi, Diaphus hudsoni, Diaphus kapalae, Diaphus ostenfeldi, 
Electrona subaspera Lampadena notialis, Nannobrachium idiostigma, Nannobrachium phyllisae, 
Protomyctophum tenisoni. Full I.D.= voucher specimen code (plus unique identifier in the case of 
multiple specimens having identical voucher specimen code).  
Taxon Full I.D. BMP4 COI GLYT H3 MYH6 TBR1 ZIC1 
Benthosema fibulatum AMNH:261093  KJ555325.1 KJ555479.1 KJ555663.1 KJ555839.1 KJ555943.1 KJ556130.1 
Benthosema fibulatum AMS:I.36455-005  KJ555324.1 KJ555478.1  KJ555838.1 KJ555942.1 KJ556129.1 
Benthosema glaciale MCZ:158723 KJ555211.1 KF768167.1 KJ555480.1 KJ555664.1 KJ555840.1 KJ555944.1 KJ556131.1 
Benthosema panamense SIO:07-184 KJ555212.1 KJ555326.1 KJ555481.1 KJ555665.1 KJ555841.1 KJ555945.1 KJ556132.1 
Benthosema pterotum AMNH:261306  KJ555327.1 KJ555482.1 KJ555666.1 KJ555842.1 KJ555946.1 KJ556133.1 
Benthosema suborbitale AMNH:261233 KJ555213.1  KJ555483.1 KJ555667.1 KJ555843.1  KJ556134.1 
Bolinichthys distofax AMNH:261234 KJ555214.1  KJ555484.1 KJ555668.1  KJ555947.1 KJ556135.1 
Bolinichthys indicus MCZ:165773 KJ555215.1  KJ555485.1 KJ555669.1   KJ556136.1 
Bolinichthys longipes AMNH:261213 KJ555217.1 KJ555329.1  KJ555671.1   KJ556138.1 
Bolinichthys longipes SIO:06-101 KJ555216.1 KJ555328.1 KJ555486.1 KJ555670.1  KJ555948.1 KJ556137.1 
Bolinichthys nikolayi M709_S7076  JF_0308.1 JF_0308.2    JF_0308.5 
Bolinichthys photothorax AMNH:261214 KJ555218.1  KJ555487.1 KJ555672.1  KJ555949.1 KJ556139.1 
Bolinichthys photothorax DPND1114  MF041512.1      
Bolinichthys pyrsobolus Bpyrsobolus:A  AP012261.1      
Bolinichthys supralateralis NMVAUS:25111-028 KJ555219.1 KJ555330.1 KJ555488.1 KJ555673.1  KJ555950.1 KJ556140.1 
Centrobranchus andreae AMNH:261293_i1  KJ555331.1 KJ555489.1 KJ555674.1 KJ555844.1 KJ555951.1 KJ556141.1 
Centrobranchus andreae AMNH:261298_i2  KJ555332.1 KJ555490.1 KJ555675.1 KJ555845.1 KJ555952.1 KJ556142.1 
Centrobranchus andreae AMNH:261298_i3  KJ555333.1 KJ555491.1 KJ555676.1  KJ555953.1 KJ556143.1 
Centrobranchus cf. brevirostris AMNH:261206  KJ555334.1  KJ555677.1 KJ555846.1 KJ555954.1 KJ556144.1 
Centrobranchus choerocephalus UW:111709 KJ555220.1 KJ555335.1 KJ555492.1 KJ555678.1 KJ555847.1 KJ555955.1 KJ556145.1 
Centrobranchus nigroocellatus MCZ:165495  KJ555336.1 KJ555493.1 KJ555679.1 KJ555848.1 KJ555956.1 KJ556146.1 
Ceratoscopelus maderensis KU:I:27065 KJ555221.1 KJ555337.1  KJ555680.1   KJ556147.1 
Ceratoscopelus townsendi  SIO:09-075_A KJ555222.1 KJ555338.1  KJ555681.1  KJ555957.1 KJ556148.1 
Ceratoscopelus warmingii AMNH:261119 KJ555226.1 KJ555342.1  KJ555685.1  KJ555960.1 KJ556152.1 
Ceratoscopelus warmingii AMNH:261148 KJ555225.1 KJ555341.1 KJ555496.1 KJ555684.1  KJ555959.1 KJ556151.1 
Ceratoscopelus warmingii AMNH:261216 KJ555223.1 KJ555339.1 KJ555494.1 KJ555682.1  KJ555958.1 KJ556149.1 
Ceratoscopelus warmingii AMNH:261217 KJ555224.1 KJ555340.1 KJ555495.1 KJ555683.1   KJ556150.1 
Diaphus adenomus NMVAUS:25120-002 KJ555227.1 KJ555343.1 KJ555499.1 KJ555686.1  KJ555963.1 KJ556155.1 
Diaphus aliciae AMNH:261197 KJ555228.1 KJ555344.1 KJ555500.1 KJ555687.1  KJ555964.1 KJ556156.1 
Diaphus anderseni SIO:10-169_A  KJ555345.1 KJ555501.1 KJ555688.1  KJ555965.1 KJ556157.1 
Diaphus anderseni SIO:10-170  KJ555346.1 KJ555502.1 KJ555689.1  KJ555966.1 KJ556158.1 
Diaphus antonbruuni AMNH:261089 KJ555229.1 KJ555347.1 KJ555503.1 KJ555690.1  KJ555967.1 KJ556159.1 
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Diaphus bertelseni ZMUB:ICHT:16815  EU148145.1      
Diaphus brachycephalus AMNH:261149 KJ555230.1 KJ555348.1  KJ555691.1  KJ555968.1 KJ556160.1 
Diaphus cf. mollis AMNH:261262 KJ555231.1 KJ555349.1 KJ555504.1 KJ555692.1  KJ555969.1 KJ556161.1 
Diaphus chrysorhynchus AMNH:261308_T2      KJ555970.1 KJ556162.1 
Diaphus chrysorhynchus AMNH:261308_T3   KJ555505.1 KJ555693.1  KJ555971.1 KJ556163.1 
Diaphus chrysorhynchus AMNH:261308_T4 KJ555232.1   KJ555694.1  KJ555972.1 KJ556164.1 
Diaphus chrysorhynchus AMNH:261308_T7 KJ555233.1  KJ555506.1   KJ555973.1 KJ556165.1 
Diaphus coeruleus L31_32GoAIL  MF123857.1      
Diaphus coeruleus NMVZ6663  JF_0316.1 JF_0316.2 JF_0316.3   JF_0316.5 
Diaphus danae AM:I.45686-003  KC136590.1      
Diaphus danae M728_S7261  JF_0301.1 JF_0301.2   JF_0301.4 JF_0301.5 
Diaphus danae NMVZ8086  JF_0317.1 JF_0317.2   JF_0317.4 JF_0317.5 
Diaphus dumerilii KU27150  KF768169.1     KF768161.1 
Diaphus effulgens MCZ:159080 KJ555234.1 KJ555350.1 KJ555507.1 KJ555695.1  KJ555974.1 KJ556166.1 
Diaphus fragilis AMNH:261137_S32  KJ555351.1 KJ555508.1 KJ555696.1  KJ555975.1 KJ556167.1 
Diaphus fragilis AMNH:261137_S57  KJ555352.1 KJ555509.1 KJ555697.1  KJ555976.1 KJ556168.1 
Diaphus fulgens SIO:06-291_A KJ555235.1 KJ555353.1 KJ555510.1 KJ555698.1  KJ555977.1 KJ556169.1 
Diaphus garmani AMNH:261151  KJ555354.1 KJ555511.1 KJ555699.1  KJ555978.1 KJ556170.1 
Diaphus gigas Dgigas:A  AP012235.1      
Diaphus holti CSFOM-035  KJ709514.1      
Diaphus hudsoni M901-S9002  JF_0206.1 JF_0206.2 JF_0206.3  JF_0206.4 JF_0206.5 
Diaphus kapalae NMVZ11399  JF_0318.1 JF_0318.2 JF_0318.3   JF_0318.5 
Diaphus lobatus AMNH:261210 KJ555236.1 KJ555355.1 KJ555512.1 KJ555700.1  KJ555979.1 KJ556171.1 
Diaphus malayanus AMNH:261138 KJ555237.1 KJ555356.1 KJ555513.1 KJ555701.1  KJ555980.1 KJ556172.1 
Diaphus meadi NMVAUS:25104-021  KJ555357.1 KJ555514.1 KJ555702.1  KJ555981.1 KJ556173.1 
Diaphus metopoclampus NMVAUS:25104-020 KJ555238.1 KJ555358.1 KJ555515.1 KJ555703.1  KJ555982.1 KJ556174.1 
Diaphus mollis AMNH:261152 KJ555240.1 KJ555360.1 KJ555517.1 KJ555704.1  KJ555984.1 KJ556176.1 
Diaphus mollis NMVAUS:25104-019 KJ555239.1 KJ555359.1 KJ555516.1   KJ555983.1 KJ556175.1 
Diaphus nielseni AMNH:261309 KJ555241.1  KJ555518.1 KJ555705.1  KJ555985.1 KJ556177.1 
Diaphus ostenfeldi NMVZ8010  JF_0315.1 JF_0315.2 JF_0315.3  JF_0315.4 JF_0315.5 
Diaphus parri AMNH:261153_S44 KJ555242.1 KJ555361.1 KJ555519.1 KJ555706.1  KJ555986.1 KJ556178.1 
Diaphus parri AMNH:261153_S47 KJ555243.1 KJ555362.1 KJ555520.1 KJ555707.1  KJ555987.1 KJ556179.1 
Diaphus parri AMNH:261153_S70 KJ555244.1 KJ555363.1 KJ555521.1 KJ555708.1  KJ555988.1 KJ556180.1 
Diaphus perspicillatus AMNH:261124_S87  KJ555364.1 KJ555523.1 KJ555710.1  KJ555990.1 KJ556182.1 
Diaphus perspicillatus AMNH:261124_S89  KJ555365.1 KJ555524.1 KJ555711.1  KJ555991.1 KJ556183.1 
Diaphus perspicillatus NMVAUS:25111-022   KJ555522.1 KJ555709.1  KJ555989.1 KJ556181.1 
Diaphus phillipsi AMNH:261154 KJ555245.1  KJ555525.1 KJ555712.1  KJ555992.1 KJ556184.1 
Diaphus rafinesquii YFTC14528   KF139730.1    KF140525.1 
Diaphus rafinesquii ZMUB:ICHT:16828  EU148154.1      
Diaphus regani AMS:I.45489-002   KJ555526.1 KJ555713.1  KJ555993.1 KJ556185.1 
Diaphus richardsoni AMNH:261207 KJ555246.1 KJ555366.1    KJ555994.1 KJ556186.1 
Diaphus schmidti AMNH:261264 KJ555247.1 KJ555367.1 KJ555527.1 KJ555714.1  KJ555995.1 KJ556187.1 
Diaphus signatus AMNH:239371 KJ555248.1 KJ555368.1 KJ555528.1 KJ555715.1  KJ555996.1 KJ556188.1 
Diaphus splendidus AMNH:261101 KJ555254.1 KJ555373.1 KJ555534.1 KJ555720.1  KJ556002.1 KJ556194.1 
Diaphus splendidus SIO:02-047 KJ555253.1 KJ555372.1 KJ555533.1 KJ555719.1  KJ556001.1 KJ556193.1 
Diaphus suborbitalis AMNH:261159_S52   KJ555535.1 KJ555721.1  KJ556003.1 KJ556195.1 
Diaphus suborbitalis AMNH:261159_S54   KJ555536.1 KJ555722.1  KJ556004.1 KJ556196.1 
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Diaphus subtilis Ve31.1  GU071745.1      
Diaphus termophilus AMS:I.28744-003 KJ555255.1  KJ555537.1 KJ555723.1  KJ556005.1 KJ556197.1 
Diaphus theta KU:I:27971 KJ555257.1  KJ555539.1 KJ555725.1  KJ556007.1 KJ556199.1 
Diaphus theta UW:118842 KJ555256.1 KJ555374.1 KJ555538.1 KJ555724.1  KJ556006.1 KJ556198.1 
Diaphus thiollierei AMNH:261256_K1  KJ555375.1 KJ555540.1 KJ555726.1  KJ556008.1 KJ556200.1 
Diaphus thiollierei AMNH:261256_K2  KJ555376.1 KJ555541.1   KJ556009.1 KJ556201.1 
Diaphus umbroculus AMNH:261313 KJ555258.1  KJ555542.1 KJ555727.1  KJ556010.1 KJ556202.1 
Diaphus watasei AMNH:240616 KJ555260.1 KJ555378.1 KJ555544.1 KJ555729.1  KJ556012.1 KJ556204.1 
Diaphus watasei AMNH:242864 KJ555259.1 KJ555377.1 KJ555543.1 KJ555728.1  KJ556011.1 KJ556203.1 
Diaphus whitleyi AMS:I.45474-006 KJ555261.1 KJ555379.1 KJ555545.1 KJ555730.1  KJ556013.1 KJ556205.1 
Diogenichthys atlanticus AMNH:261303  KJ555381.1  KJ555732.1 KJ555852.1 KJ556015.1  
Diogenichthys atlanticus SIO:09-075_B  KJ555380.1  KJ555731.1 KJ555851.1 KJ556014.1  
Diogenichthys atlanticus SIO09-99       KJ190143.1 
Diogenichthys laternatus M615_S082:1  JF_0302.1     JF_0302.5 
Diogenichthys laternatus SIO:06-291_B  KJ555383.1  KJ555733.1 KJ555854.1   
Diogenichthys sp. AMS:I.45493-004  KJ555382.1   KJ555853.1 KJ556016.1  
Electrona antarctica AMS:I.36252-002 KJ555262.1  KJ555546.1 KJ555734.1 KJ555855.1 KJ556017.1 KJ556206.1 
Electrona antarctica Eantarctica:i2   KJ555547.1  KJ555856.1 KJ556018.1 KJ556207.1 
Electrona carlsbergi CSIRO:H-6333-03  KJ555384.1 KJ555548.1 KJ555735.1 KJ555857.1 KJ556019.1 KJ556208.1 
Electrona paucirastra CSIRO:H-6863-10  KJ555385.1 KJ555549.1 KJ555736.1 KJ555858.1 KJ556020.1 KJ556209.1 
Electrona paucirastra CSIRO:H-6882-01  KJ555386.1 KJ555550.1  KJ555859.1 KJ556021.1 KJ556210.1 
Electrona risso CSIRO:H-6855-02  KJ555388.1 KJ555552.1 KJ555738.1 KJ555861.1 KJ556023.1 KJ556212.1 
Electrona risso CSIRO:H-6856-03  KJ555389.1 KJ555553.1  KJ555862.1 KJ556024.1 KJ556213.1 
Electrona risso NMVAUS:25104-036  KJ555387.1 KJ555551.1 KJ555737.1 KJ555860.1 KJ556022.1 KJ556211.1 
Electrona subaspera ELSJR260B-1  JF_0101.1 JF_0101.2    JF_0101.5 
Gonichthys cocco MCZ:165707 KJ555263.1 KJ555390.1 KJ555554.1 KJ555739.1 KJ555863.1 KJ556025.1 KJ556214.1 
Gonichthys tenuiculus UW:111573  KJ555391.1  KJ555740.1 KJ555864.1 KJ556026.1 KJ556215.1 
Gymnoscopelus bolini Gbolini:A KJ555264.1 KJ555392.1 KJ555555.1 KJ555741.1 KJ555865.1 KJ556027.1 KJ556216.1 
Gymnoscopelus braueri AMS:I.36251-001 KJ555265.1  KJ555556.1 KJ555742.1 KJ555866.1 KJ556028.1 KJ556217.1 
Gymnoscopelus braueri Gbraueri:A KJ555266.1 KJ555393.1 KJ555557.1 KJ555743.1 KJ555867.1  KJ556218.1 
Gymnoscopelus fraseri BW-A2418  JN640656.1      
Gymnoscopelus fraseri GYF226-1-9       JF_0102.5 
Gymnoscopelus fraseri GYFJR260B-1  JF_0103.1      
Gymnoscopelus hintonoides Ghintonoides:A KJ555267.1 KJ555394.1 KJ555558.1  KJ555868.1 KJ556029.1 KJ556219.1 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi AMS:I.36247-001 KJ555268.1  KJ555559.1 KJ555744.1 KJ555869.1 KJ556030.1 KJ556220.1 
Gymnoscopelus nicholsi Gnicholsi:i2  KJ555395.1 KJ555560.1  KJ555870.1 KJ556031.1 KJ556221.1 




  KF139759.1  KF140006.1   
Gymnoscopelus piabilis Gpiabilis:A KJ555269.1 KJ555396.1 KJ555561.1 KJ555745.1 KJ555871.1 KJ556032.1 KJ556222.1 
Hygophum atratum UW:111595 KJ555270.1 KJ555397.1 KJ555562.1 KJ555746.1 KJ555872.1 KJ556033.1 KJ556223.1 
Hygophum benoiti CSFOM-050  KJ709536.1      
Hygophum hanseni AMNH:261181 KJ555271.1 KJ555398.1 KJ555563.1 KJ555747.1 KJ555873.1 KJ556034.1 KJ556224.1 
Hygophum hygomii Hhygomii:A KJ555272.1 KJ555399.1 KJ555564.1 KJ555748.1 KJ555874.1 KJ556035.1 KJ556225.1 
Hygophum proximum AMNH:261218 KJ555274.1 KJ555401.1 KJ555566.1 KJ555750.1 KJ555876.1 KJ556037.1 KJ556227.1 
Hygophum proximum UW:111673 KJ555273.1 KJ555400.1 KJ555565.1 KJ555749.1 KJ555875.1 KJ556036.1 KJ556226.1 
Hygophum reinhardtii AMNH:261219 KJ555275.1 KJ555402.1 KJ555567.1 KJ555751.1 KJ555877.1 KJ556038.1 KJ556228.1 
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Krefftichthys anderssoni CSIRO:H-6337-11 KJ555276.1 KJ555404.1 KJ555569.1 KJ555752.1 KJ555879.1 KJ556040.1 KJ556230.1 
Krefftichthys anderssoni Kanderssoni:A  KJ555403.1 KJ555568.1  KJ555878.1 KJ556039.1 KJ556229.1 
Lampadena anomala ZMUB:ICHT:16876  EU148221.1      
Lampadena chavesi ZMUB:ICHT:16880  EU148223.1      
Lampadena luminosa AMNH:261203_S22  KJ555405.1 KJ555571.1 KJ555754.1  KJ556041.1 KJ556232.1 
Lampadena luminosa AMNH:261203_S23  KJ555406.1 KJ555572.1 KJ555755.1 KJ555881.1 KJ556042.1 KJ556233.1 
Lampadena luminosa AMS:I.45494-001 KJ555277.1  KJ555570.1 KJ555753.1 KJ555880.1  KJ556231.1 
Lampadena notialis NMVZ8009  JF_0313.1  JF_0313.3  JF_0313.4 JF_0313.5 




 KJ190060.1      
Lampadena urophaos atlantica SIO:09-318 KJ555279.1 KJ555407.1 KJ555574.1 KJ555757.1 KJ555883.1 KJ556044.1 KJ556235.1 
Lampadena urophaos urophaos AMNH:261300_i1  KJ555408.1 KJ555575.1 KJ555758.1 KJ555884.1 KJ556045.1 KJ556236.1 
Lampadena urophaos urophaos AMNH:261300_i2  KJ555409.1 KJ555576.1 KJ555759.1 KJ555885.1 KJ556046.1 KJ556237.1 
Lampadena urophaos urophaos AMNH:261300_i3  KJ555410.1 KJ555577.1 KJ555760.1 KJ555886.1 KJ556047.1 KJ556238.1 
Lampadena urophaos urophaos AMNH:261300_i4   KJ555578.1 KJ555761.1 KJ555887.1 KJ556048.1 KJ556239.1 
Lampadena yaquinae Lyaquinae:A  AP012257.1      
Lampanyctodes hectoris CSIRO:H-6975-01 KJ555280.1  KJ555579.1 KJ555762.1 KJ555888.1 KJ556049.1  
Lampanyctus alatus AMS:I.45490-005   KJ555580.1 KJ555763.1  KJ556050.1 KJ556240.1 
Lampanyctus australis M909-S9055  JF_0208.1 JF_0208.2 JF_0208.3  JF_0208.4 JF_0208.5 
Lampanyctus australis NG21844-476  JX149649.1      
Lampanyctus australis NMVZ15007  JF_0312.1    JF_0312.4 JF_0312.5 
Lampanyctus crocodilus MCFS07090  KJ709788.1      
Lampanyctus festivus SIO:06-094   KJ555581.1 KJ555764.1  KJ556051.1 KJ556241.1 
Lampanyctus festivus SIO:06-095   KJ555582.1 KJ555765.1  KJ556052.1 KJ556242.1 
Lampanyctus hubbsi SIO:06-293 KJ555281.1 KJ555411.1 KJ555583.1 KJ555766.1  KJ556053.1 KJ556243.1 
Lampanyctus intricarius NMVAUS:25111-014  KJ555412.1 KJ555584.1 KJ555767.1  KJ556054.1 KJ556244.1 
Lampanyctus jordani UW:117617 KJ555282.1 KJ555413.1  KJ555768.1  KJ556055.1 KJ556245.1 
Lampanyctus macdonaldi MCZ:164404 KJ555283.1 KJ555414.1 KJ555585.1 KJ555769.1  KJ556056.1 KJ556246.1 
Lampanyctus nobilis NG21713-500  JX149659.1      
Lampanyctus parvicauda M614_B071  JF_0303.1      
Lampanyctus parvicauda USNM:FISH:422304  MF956744.1      
Lampanyctus parvicauda UW:111675   KJ555586.1 KJ555770.1  KJ556057.1 KJ556247.1 
Lampanyctus photonotus NG2170-507  JX149650.1      
Lampanyctus pusillus KU:I:26890 KJ555284.1 KJ555415.1 KJ555587.1 KJ555771.1  KJ556058.1 KJ556248.1 
Lampanyctus tenuiformis SIO:05-080 KJ555285.1  KJ555588.1 KJ555772.1  KJ556059.1 KJ556249.1 
Lampanyctus turneri AMNH:261160 KJ555286.1 KJ555416.1 KJ555589.1 KJ555773.1  KJ556060.1 KJ556250.1 
Lampanyctus vadulus AMS:I.45494-004   KJ555590.1 KJ555774.1  KJ556061.1 KJ556251.1 
Lampichthys procerus CSIRO:H-6857-03 KJ555287.1  KJ555591.1 KJ555775.1 KJ555889.1 KJ556062.1 KJ556252.1 
Lampichthys procerus CSIRO:H-6857-04 KJ555288.1  KJ555592.1 KJ555776.1 KJ555890.1 KJ556063.1 KJ556253.1 
Lepidophanes gaussi NG2175-544  JX149644.1      
Lepidophanes guentheri KU:I:28493 KJ555289.1 KJ555417.1 KJ555593.1 KJ555777.1  KJ556064.1 KJ556254.1 
Lepidophanes guentheri MCZ:165730 KJ555290.1 KJ555418.1 KJ555594.1 KJ555778.1  KJ556065.1 KJ556255.1 
Lobianchia dofleini NMVAUS:25104-039 KJ555291.1 KJ555419.1 KJ555595.1 KJ555779.1  KJ556067.1 KJ556256.1 
Lobianchia gemellarii KU:I:26901 KJ555292.1 KJ555420.1 KJ555596.1 KJ555780.1  KJ556068.1 KJ556257.1 
Loweina rara SIO:10-171  KJ555421.1 KJ555597.1 KJ555781.1 KJ555892.1 KJ556069.1 KJ556258.1 
Metelectrona ventralis CSIRO:H-6853-02 KJ555293.1 KJ555422.1 KJ555598.1 KJ555782.1 KJ555893.1 KJ556070.1 KJ556259.1 
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Metelectrona ventralis CSIRO:H-6854-01  KJ555423.1 KJ555599.1 KJ555783.1 KJ555894.1   
Metelectrona ventralis CSIRO:H-6875-01 KJ555294.1 KJ555424.1 KJ555600.1 KJ555784.1 KJ555895.1 KJ556071.1 KJ556260.1 
Myctophum affine MCZ:165770 KJ555295.1 KJ555425.1 KJ555601.1 KJ555785.1 KJ555896.1 KJ556072.1 KJ556261.1 
Myctophum asperum AMNH:240603 KJ555296.1 KJ555426.1 KJ555602.1 KJ555786.1 KJ555897.1 KJ556073.1 KJ556262.1 
Myctophum aurolaternatum UW:111625 KJ555297.1 KJ555427.1 KJ555603.1 KJ555787.1 KJ555898.1 KJ556074.1 KJ556263.1 
Myctophum brachygnathum UW:111558 KJ555298.1 KJ555428.1 KJ555604.1 KJ555788.1 KJ555899.1 KJ556075.1 KJ556264.1 
Myctophum lychnobium UW:111723 KJ555299.1 KJ555429.1 KJ555605.1 KJ555789.1 KJ555900.1 KJ556076.1 KJ556265.1 
Myctophum nitidulum UW:111635  KJ555430.1 KJ555606.1   KJ556077.1 KJ556266.1 
Myctophum obtusirostre UW:114331 KJ555300.1 KJ555431.1 KJ555607.1 KJ555790.1 KJ555901.1 KJ556078.1 KJ556267.1 
Myctophum orientale AMNH:261099 KJ555301.1 KJ555432.1 KJ555608.1 KJ555791.1 KJ555902.1 KJ556079.1 KJ556268.1 
Myctophum phengodes AMS:I.41889-001 KJ555302.1 KJ555433.1 KJ555609.1 KJ555792.1 KJ555903.1  KJ556269.1 
Myctophum punctatum KU:I:28499 KJ555303.1 KJ555434.1 KJ555610.1 KJ555793.1 KJ555904.1 KJ556080.1 KJ556270.1 
Myctophum selenops AMNH:261299_i1  KJ555435.1 KJ555611.1 KJ555794.1 KJ555905.1 KJ556081.1 KJ556271.1 
Myctophum selenops AMNH:261299_i2  KJ555436.1 KJ555612.1 KJ555795.1 KJ555906.1 KJ556082.1 KJ556272.1 
Myctophum selenops AMNH:261299_i3  KJ555437.1 KJ555613.1 KJ555796.1 KJ555907.1 KJ556083.1 KJ556273.1 
Myctophum spinosum AMNH:261096  KJ555439.1 KJ555615.1 KJ555798.1 KJ555909.1 KJ556085.1 KJ556275.1 
Myctophum spinosum AMNH:261116  KJ555438.1 KJ555614.1 KJ555797.1 KJ555908.1 KJ556084.1 KJ556274.1 
Nannobrachium achirus Nachirus:A  KJ555440.1 KJ555616.1 KJ555799.1  KJ556086.1 KJ556276.1 
Nannobrachium atrum AMS:I.28740-004  KJ555441.1 KJ555617.1 KJ555800.1  KJ556087.1 KJ556277.1 
Nannobrachium atrum RIE0175  MF041558.1      
Nannobrachium bristori SIO:10-169_B  KJ555442.1 KJ555618.1 KJ555801.1  KJ556088.1 KJ556278.1 
Nannobrachium cuprarium KUT264  KF930167.1      
Nannobrachium fernae SIO:10-165   KJ555619.1 KJ555802.1  KJ556089.1 KJ556279.1 
Nannobrachium fernae SIO:10-169_C  KJ555443.1      
Nannobrachium hawaiiensis SIO:10-169_i1   KJ555620.1 KJ555803.1  KJ556090.1 KJ556280.1 
Nannobrachium hawaiiensis SIO:10-169_i2   KJ555621.1 KJ555804.1  KJ556091.1 KJ556281.1 
Nannobrachium idiostigma NMVZ8176  JF_0311.1  JF_0311.3  JF_0311.4 JF_0311.5 
Nannobrachium lineatum MCZ:159035 KJ555304.1 KJ555444.1 KJ555623.1 KJ555806.1  KJ556093.1 KJ556283.1 
Nannobrachium lineatum Nlineatum:A   KX227832.1    KX228045.1 
Nannobrachium lineatum RIE0996  MF041638.1      
Nannobrachium phyllisae NMVZ14081  JF_0310.1    JF_0310.4 JF_0310.5 
Nannobrachium regale SIO:08-031_A KJ555305.1 KJ555445.1  KJ555807.1  KJ556094.1 KJ556284.1 




    EU001917.1 EU001997.1 EU001881.1 
Neoscopelus microchir AMNH:239306  KJ555447.1 KJ555626.1 KJ555810.1 KJ555911.1 KJ556097.1 KJ556287.1 
Neoscopelus microchir AMNH:239376  KJ555446.1 KJ555625.1 KJ555809.1 KJ555910.1 KJ556096.1 KJ556286.1 
Neoscopelus porosus AMNH:240619  KJ555448.1 KJ555627.1 KJ555811.1 KJ555912.1 KJ556098.1 KJ556288.1 
Notolychnus valdiviae AMS:I.45483-001 KJ555308.1  KJ555629.1 KJ555813.1 KJ555914.1  KJ556290.1 
Notolychnus valdiviae SIO:06-2932 KJ555307.1 KJ555449.1 KJ555628.1 KJ555812.1 KJ555913.1  KJ556289.1 
Notoscopelus bolini ZMUB:ICHT:18386  EU148275.1      
Notoscopelus caudispinosus MCZ:161917 KJ555309.1 KJ555450.1 KJ555630.1  KJ555915.1 KJ556099.1 KJ556291.1 
Notoscopelus elongatus kroyeri NRM:46245  KJ128565.1      
Notoscopelus elongatus kroyeri ZMUB:ICHT:18388  EU148278.1      
Notoscopelus resplendens NMVAUS:25104-037 KJ555310.1 KJ555451.1 KJ555631.1 KJ555814.1 KJ555916.1 KJ556100.1 KJ556292.1 
Parvilux ingens SIO:08-145  KJ555452.1 KJ555632.1 KJ555815.1  KJ556101.1 KJ556293.1 
Protomyctophum andriashevi CSIRO:H-6352-01  KJ555454.1 KJ555634.1  KJ555918.1 KJ556103.1 KJ556295.1 
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Protomyctophum andriashevi CSIRO:H-6388-03  KJ555453.1 KJ555633.1 KJ555816.1 KJ555917.1 KJ556102.1 KJ556294.1 
Protomyctophum arcticum ZMUB:ICHT:18402  EU148295.1      
Protomyctophum bolini CSIRO:H-6338-01  KJ555455.1 KJ555635.1 KJ555817.1 KJ555919.1 KJ556104.1 KJ556296.1 
Protomyctophum bolini Pbolini:i353  KJ555456.1 KJ555636.1     




  KF139853.1  KF140096.1 KF140429.1 KF140613.1 
Protomyctophum crockeri SIO:08-031_B KJ555311.1 KJ555457.1 KJ555637.1 KJ555818.1 KJ555920.1 KJ556105.1 KJ556297.1 
Protomyctophum gemmatum CSIRO:H-6338-04  KJ555458.1 KJ555638.1  KJ555921.1 KJ556106.1 KJ556298.1 
Protomyctophum gemmatum CSIRO:H-6863-05  KJ555459.1 KJ555639.1  KJ555922.1 KJ556107.1 KJ556299.1 
Protomyctophum parallelum CSIRO:H-6337-03   KJ555640.1 KJ555819.1 KJ555923.1 KJ556108.1 KJ556300.1 
Protomyctophum parallelum CSIRO:H-6337-04   KJ555641.1  KJ555924.1 KJ556109.1 KJ556301.1 
Protomyctophum tenisoni PRE184-2-63  JF_0105.1 JF_0105.2    JF_0105.5 
Protomyctophum tenisoni R4357-1PRE500LI  JF_0104.1 JF_0104.2    JF_0104.5 
Protomyctophum thompsoni  KU:I:27969   KJ555643.1 KJ555820.1 KJ555926.1 KJ556111.1 KJ556303.1 
Protomyctophum thompsoni  UW:118841 KJ555312.1 KJ555460.1 KJ555642.1  KJ555925.1 KJ556110.1 KJ556302.1 
Scopelengys tristis KU:I:28210  KJ555461.1 KJ555645.1 KJ555821.1 KJ555928.1 KJ556113.1 KJ556305.1 
Scopelengys tristis Stristis:i2  KJ555462.1 KJ555646.1  KJ555929.1 KJ556114.1 KJ556306.1 
Scopelopsis multipunctatus AMS:I.28740-002 KJ555313.1 KJ555463.1 KJ555647.1 KJ555822.1 KJ555930.1 KJ556115.1 KJ556307.1 
Scopelopsis multipunctatus NMVAUS:25104-025 KJ555314.1  KJ555648.1 KJ555823.1 KJ555931.1 KJ556116.1 KJ556308.1 
Solivomer arenidens Sarenidens:A  KJ555464.1 KJ555649.1 KJ555824.1 KJ555932.1 KJ556117.1 KJ556309.1 
Stenobrachius leucopsarus KU:I:28125 KJ555315.1 KJ555465.1 KJ555650.1 KJ555825.1   KJ556310.1 
Stenobrachius nannochir TZ05-FROSTI-385  FJ165391.1      
Symbolophorus barnardi ADC09_86.1191  JF494617.1      
Symbolophorus barnardi NMVZ8008  JF_0314.1 JF_0314.2    JF_0314.5 
Symbolophorus californiensis AMNH:259818  KJ555466.1 KJ555651.1 KJ555826.1 KJ555933.1 KJ556118.1 KJ556311.1 
Symbolophorus californiensis AMNH:259819  KJ555467.1 KJ555652.1 KJ555827.1 KJ555934.1 KJ556119.1 KJ556312.1 
Symbolophorus evermanni UW:111614 KJ555316.1 KJ555468.1 KJ555653.1 KJ555828.1 KJ555935.1 KJ556120.1  
Symbolophorus reversus UW:114349 KJ555317.1 KJ555469.1 KJ555654.1 KJ555829.1 KJ555936.1 KJ556121.1  
Symbolophorus rufinus UW:111555 KJ555318.1 KJ555470.1 KJ555655.1 KJ555830.1 KJ555937.1 KJ556122.1  
Symbolophorus veranyi CSFOM-101  KJ709643.1      
Taaningichthys bathyphilus Tbathyphilus:A KJ555319.1 KJ555471.1 KJ555656.1 KJ555831.1 KJ555938.1 KJ556123.1 KJ556313.1 
Taaningichthys minimus AMNH:261302  KJ555472.1 KJ555657.1 KJ555832.1 KJ555939.1 KJ556124.1 KJ556314.1 
Tarletonbeania crenularis KU:I:27938 KJ555321.1 KJ555474.1 KJ555659.1 KJ555834.1 KJ555941.1 KJ556126.1 KJ556316.1 
Tarletonbeania crenularis UW:112165 KJ555320.1 KJ555473.1 KJ555658.1 KJ555833.1 KJ555940.1 KJ556125.1 KJ556315.1 
Triphoturus mexicanus AMS:I.35018-003 KJ555322.1 KJ555475.1 KJ555660.1   KJ556127.1 KJ556317.1 
Triphoturus mexicanus AMS:I.35018-018    KJ555835.1    
Triphoturus nigrescens AMS:I.45492-018  KJ555476.1 KJ555661.1 KJ555836.1   KJ556318.1 














Figure S3.1 Example of myctophid image (Diaphus dumerilii) used in the IS3 identification software. 
Image reference points (red dots) and lateral photophores used to measure pattern dissimilarity (blue 





































































Figure S3.2 Matrices of pairwise overlap values for (a) spatial range, (b) niche, (c) genetic distance, (d) 
photophore dissimilarity, and (e) depth overlap between all species of lanternfish analysed. In all 
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Abstract 
Predicting how species will respond to climate change is a growing field in marine ecology, yet 
knowledge of how to incorporate the uncertainty from future climate data in to these 
predictions remains a significant challenge. To help overcome it, this review separates climate 
uncertainty in to its three components (scenario uncertainty, model uncertainty, and internal 
model variability) and identifies four criteria that constitute a thorough interpretation of an 
ecological response to climate change in relation to these parts (awareness, access, 
incorporation, communication). Through a literature review, the extent to which the marine 
ecology community has addressed these criteria in their predictions was assessed. Despite a 
high awareness of climate uncertainty, articles favoured the most severe emission scenario, and 
only a subset of climate models were used as input in to ecological analyses. In the case of sea 
surface temperature, these models can have projections unrepresentative against a larger 
ensemble mean. Moreover, 91% of studies failed to incorporate the internal variability of a 
climate model in to results. I explored the influence that the choice of emission scenario, 
climate model, and model realisation can have when predicting the future distribution of the 
myctophid fish, Electrona antarctica. Future distributions were highly influenced by the choice 
of climate model, and in some cases internal variability was important in determining the 
direction and severity of the distribution change. Increased clarity and availability of processed 
climate data would facilitate more comprehensive explorations of climate uncertainty and 











Climate change is having an unprecedented effect on marine biodiversity, with recorded shifts 
in species phenology (Edwards & Richardson, 2004), biogeography (Perry et al., 2005), and 
extinction risk (Dulvy et al., 2003; Barnosky et al., 2011). Specifically, increasing ocean 
temperatures due to rising anthropogenic carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions is recognised as one 
of the biggest threats to marine ecosystems and the goods and services they provide (Hoegh-
Guldberg & Bruno, 2010; Doney et al., 2012; Gattuso et al., 2015). The geographic distribution of 
a number of marine species is found to be tracking temperature changes: a meta-analysis of 857 
species calculated a mean distribution shift of 72km decade-1 at leading range edges, which is 
estimated to be an order of magnitude faster than that observed for terrestrial species 
(Poloczanska et al., 2013). 
While some impacts are already visible and come with a moderate to high degree of certainty, 
efforts to understand how climate change will affect ecosystems in the future require 
projections using existing observations and modelling efforts (Barange et al., 2016). Predicting 
how species and their environments will respond to future climate change is becoming 
increasingly necessary to strengthen ecosystem and resource management, impact assessments, 
policy decisions, and conservation priorities (Guisan et al., 2013). This is highlighted by the 
growing number of marine climate impact publications, increasing tenfold between 1990-2010 
(Brander et al., 2013), and the evolving sophistication of research, moving from simple, short-
term experiments to complex, high resolution modelling at the species, community, and 
ecosystem levels (Barange et al., 2016). 
Ecological Niche Models (ENMs), whether correlative or mechanistic, are the dominant model 
class for evaluating the susceptibility of species to climate change (Guisan & Zimmermann, 
2000; Guisan & Thuiller, 2005; Elith & Leathwick, 2009; Kearney & Porter, 2009; Elith et al., 
2010; Kearney et al., 2010), and they are becoming an increasingly common tool in marine 
science (Dambach & Roedder, 2011; Robinson et al., 2011). Multiple ENMs can be used together 
to assess changes in community structure and biodiversity patterns (Barton et al., 2016), or they 
can be extended with additional parameters. For example, the Dynamic Bioclimate Envelope 
Model (DBEM) an extension of the ENM concept, has been used to project changes in fish size 
distributions (Cheung et al., 2013), as well as fisheries catch potential (Cheung et al., 2010). 
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Models with population-dynamic (Maury, 2010), trophic interaction (Chaalali et al., 2016), and 
biogeochemical cycling (Yool et al., 2013) parameters have also been used to predict complex 
community and ecosystem level responses to climate change. 
With numerical models and predictions comes inherent uncertainty in their outputs, both in 
relation to the parameters of the biological model, and in the climate data used to determine 
future ocean conditions. Though the potential uncertainty arising from the former has received 
attention in recent years (Thuiller, 2004; Diniz et al., 2009; Garcia et al., 2012; Frölicher et al., 
2016; Benedetti et al., 2018) investigating how the variation within future climate data affects 
species predictions has been less systematic. This may be due to the multi-faceted nature of 
climate projections; most studies incorporate only a subset or single strand of it (see section 4.2. 
for discussion on climate projections and their uncertainties). For marine species, the extent to 
which ENM results are affected by the choice of climate data has been found to be minimal 
(Hare et al., 2010; Hare et al., 2012), considerable (Jones et al., 2013b; Jones & Cheung, 2015), or 
changing in significance over time (Buisson et al., 2010). However, a full and inclusive 
exploration of climate uncertainties and their impact on ecological predictions has yet to be 
achieved for any marine species. 
From here on I define “climate uncertainty” simply as the variability between future climate 
projections. Knowledge of how to include, control, and communicate climate uncertainty in to 
ecological analyses remains one of the most recognised and challenging issues for climate 
change research in the oceans (Planque et al., 2011; Hollowed et al., 2013; Jones & Cheung, 2015; 
Frölicher et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2016; Planque, 2016). Consequently, there has been a call for a 
standard framework when reporting climate uncertainty to move towards creating risk 
assessments based on the magnitude and probability of change, ultimately facilitating 
discussions for mitigation and adaptation (Payne et al., 2016). However, before such an 
idealistic way of reporting can be realised, we must first fully understand the current trends and 
attitudes towards climate uncertainty when predicting marine responses to climate change. 
Only once this has been achieved through a systematic and formal means can we highlight the 
factors preventing robust predictions, and the steps necessary for progress.  
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In this review, I aim to give an overview of the main sources of climate uncertainty and identify 
four criteria that constitute a thorough interpretation of an ecological response to climate 
change in relation to these (awareness, access, incorporation, and communication of climate 
uncertainty). I then assess the literature to investigate the extent to which the marine ecology 
community has addressed these four criteria in their predictions. Next, I demonstrate, by using 
a mesopelagic fish species, the range of future distributions that result from using 62 future 
climate simulations as inputs in to ENMs. I conclude by discussing solutions that may overcome 
current limitations and ensure that interpretations of ecological predictions are as 
representative and robust as possible. 
4.2. The cascade of climate uncertainty 
The Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5) Earth System Models (ESMs) are 
the latest group of climate models used within the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
AR5 report (IPCC, 2013). They include and interweave the complex relationships between the 
climate, human activities, and ecosystem health, and have projected alternative futures for the 
21st century under scenarios of varying severity (Moss et al., 2010). There are four scenarios, 
known as Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs):  2.6, 4.5, 6, and 8.5 Watts m-2. These 
refer to the radiative forcing projected for the year 2100 given alternative greenhouse gas 
concentration trajectories (Moss et al., 2010). Within each ESM are multiple realisations which 
are generated by running the model with different, but equally realistic, initial conditions.  
Crucially, climate models are not exact predictions for the coming decades, but rather represent 
an envelope that future climate could conceivably occupy (Porfirio et al., 2014). Within this 
envelope of future climate is a cascade of uncertainty, from the severity of RCP, to the 
parameters of the ESM, to the realisation number that sets the initial state of the model (Figure 
4.1). These three levels of climate uncertainty (scenario uncertainty, model uncertainty, and 
internal variability) are common terms used in the literature (Hawkins & Sutton, 2009) and 
have been discussed elsewhere (Frölicher et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2016). Thus, here I will give a 













Figure 4.1 A simplified diagram of the CMIP5 structure. The global mean sea surface temperature (SST) 
anomalies of each simulation are shown relative to the baseline period (1982-2001). The three levels of 
the pyramid highlight the ‘cascade of uncertainty’ due to the different Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCP,) Earth System Models (ESM), and realisations (shown here as the mean of the 
realisations included). Coloured lines denote the position of the most commonly used ESMs within the 
marine literature, grey lines indicate the other 11 ESMs used in this study. The intersection on the top 
row of each time period is the multi-scenario, multi-model, multi-realisation mean. Adapted from 
(Wilby & Dessai, 2010). 
4.2.1. Scenario uncertainty  
Scenario uncertainty stems from the different trajectories of future greenhouse gas emissions. 
Whilst other sources of uncertainty can potentially be reduced through progress in climate 
science, there is considerable intrinsic uncertainty in how society will alter emissions as it 
depends on socio-economic policies, international agreements, and technological advances 
(Moss et al., 2010). By 2100, scenario uncertainty dominates the variability in projections of 
ocean stressors, particularly for global surface pH and for sea surface temperature (SST) at low 





4.2.2. Model uncertainty 
Model uncertainty stems from how each model has been built and parameterized. Under the 
same radiative forcing, models can project quite different changes in climate. For this reason, 
model uncertainty for SST varies greatly between regions (~2000km) and has greatest 
uncertainty in polar regions due the particular importance of climate feedbacks at these 
latitudes. As such, model uncertainty of SST remains of greater importance than scenario 
uncertainty at high latitudes until  the end of the century (Hawkins & Sutton, 2009). On a 
similar timescale, model uncertainty can dominate the variability in the projections of other 
ocean stressors, including primary productivity at low to mid latitudes, and sub-surface oxygen 
at high latitudes and in low oxygenated waters (Frölicher et al., 2016). 
4.2.3. Internal variability 
Internal variability comes from the natural variability inherent in the complex climate system. 
Initialisation of the model at different starting states (i.e. the realisations of a model) can 
propagate variability throughout the model. This can be amplified by its internal variability, 
which includes chaotic behaviours, nonlinearities, and feedbacks (Payne et al., 2016). Internal 
variability dominates the variability of projections at shorter timescales for pH, SST, and sub-
surface oxygen, however it remains important source of uncertainty for primary productivity 
towards the end of the 21st century (Frölicher et al., 2016). Internal variability also varies 
regionally, for example with pH it has a relatively greater impact in the Pacific and Southern 
Oceans (Frölicher et al., 2016). 
4.2.4. Model bias and resolution 
Additional complications that come with climate data include model bias (the initial over- or 
under-estimate of present-day climate variables), and the available resolution of ESMs which are 
often too coarse to make ecologically relevant conclusions. Both of these have the potential to 
artificially increase or decrease a species' predicted response to change, rendering predictions at 
best highly variable and, at worst, inaccurate. These uncertainties are not the focus of this 




4.2.5. Identifying a thorough interpretation of an ecological response to climate change  
There are now several reviews aimed at ecological modellers (Beaumont et al., 2007; Beaumont 
et al., 2008; Tabor & Williams, 2010; Fordham et al., 2011; Stock et al., 2011; Gould et al., 2014; 
Harris et al., 2014) which provide an overview of the climate model structure and outline 
recommendations for their use in ecological applications (see Table S4.1 for a summary of these 
recommendations). The principal suggestions of these reviews are that ecologists should (i) 
prepare climate model projections through bias correction and appropriate downscaling 
techniques, (ii) strive to achieve a multi-model, multi-RCP approach in order to capture the 
variation and inherent uncertainty of climate projections, and (iii) properly communicate 
results so that the full range of possible outcomes are retained and passed down to end users 
and decision makers. Despite these guidelines, methods to source and prepare climate data are 
often overlooked in the literature, and a multi-model, multi-RCP approach in applied ecological 
or conservation studies is rare (though see Porfiro et al., 2014 and Goberville et al., 2015 for 
exceptions). In marine science specifically, Payne et al. (2016) suggested there is a lack of any 
formal treatment of climate uncertainty, irrespective of ecological sub-discipline. 
To further investigate the use and reporting of climate uncertainty by marine ecologists when 
making ecological predictions, I grouped concepts and suggestions from the literature into four 
assessment criteria. Firstly, I asses if there is a general awareness of the uncertainties arising 
from climate data. An awareness of the potential biases and limitations of the selected climate 
data is important because it demonstrates knowledge of these uncertainties and exercises 
caution to readers less familiar with the topic. The second assessment criterion is clear and 
knowledgeable access to climate data. This criterion creates a link between awareness and 
incorporation. Reporting information on source datasets, processing procedures, and formatting 
methods also encourages sharing of information and facilitates progress. Thirdly, I assess the 
extent of incorporation of climate uncertainty in to ecological predictions. Using multiple 
realisations, climate models, and scenarios controls for sources of climate uncertainty and 
improves the interpretation of an ecological prediction. Finally, informative communication of 
all possible outcomes arising from a multi model ensemble approach is the fourth criterion. This 
is important, particularly for conservation and marine management, so that a range of results 
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are made transparent to allow for informed decision making. I use these criteria to assess the 
robustness of ecological predictions in the marine ecology literature. 
4.3. Literature review 
To investigate the use and reporting of climate uncertainty in marine prediction studies, I 
conducted a literature search within the ISI Web of Science database, using the following 
criteria: (“ocean” OR “marine”) AND (“climate change”) AND (“future” OR “impacts” OR 
“projection” OR “prediction”) AND (“species distribution” OR “bioclimatic”). This was 
conducted on the 2nd of February 2017 and revealed 511 journal articles published in the last 
five years (2013-2017). From these, I only included articles that specifically used the CMIP5 
simulations to predict either a species, community, or ecosystem level response to changes in 
the marine environment. I included papers that predicted either distribution shifts, changes to 
ecosystem function, or changes to phenology, growth, or abundance. I also included those 
which predicted changes to fisheries productivity and those which assessed future 
vulnerabilities of species, communities, or ecosystems.  
For each article, I explored the extent to which they incorporated the levels of climate 
uncertainty found within the CMIP5 structure, specifically the scenario, model, and internal 
variability. This was measured by the number of RCPs, ESMs, and realisations used within the 
study, respectively. For those that used more than one ESM, I also noted the choice of 
communication method for multi model ensemble results. I made additional notes on whether 
or not articles reported the source of present and future climate variables, and if the article 
discussed general limitations of the climate data used.  
The final number of articles assessed in the literature review was 48 (Table S4.2). Of these, 50% 
focused on predicting species distributions in the 21st century. Predicting impacts to fisheries 
were also common (8%) as was the undertaking of vulnerability assessments (7%). The majority 
of studies were conducted at a global scale (38%), or within the North Atlantic (25%). 
4.3.1. Awareness 
Overall, most articles demonstrated an awareness of climate uncertainty; 33 out of the 48 
studies discussed the limitations of their results in the context of the climate data that had been 
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selected as input. This varied however, from briefly mentioning the need for other scenarios, 
ESMs, and/or realisations to be included, to additional information justifying why specific ESMs 
or scenarios were chosen to represent future conditions. In total, three studies (6%) gave a 
justification for why a specific ESM was chosen; either because of its resolution, specific 
parameterisations, or its skill (i.e. how closely it simulated observed data over a historical time 
period). Examples of poor awareness of the uncertainties in climate data were also found. There 
were cases in which basic information regarding the number of and name(s) of the ESM(s) used 
in the study were unreported (Joo et al., 2015; Seebens et al., 2016), and one article which also 
failed to report the emission scenario used (Saeedi et al., 2016). Each of these studies also failed 
to discuss how the climate data used to represent future conditions may have affected the 
ecological results they present. 
4.3.2. Access 
The most commonly reported sources of species occurrence data were the Ocean Biogeographic 
Information System (OBIS) and Fish Base. The most frequently reported sources of SST data 
(which was also the most frequently used environmental variable) were National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Association’s (NOAA) World Ocean Atlas (WOA) and Optimum Interpolated 
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR-OI). For the CMIP5 climate data, 68% of 
papers lacked clear information on the source of their data. The remaining 32% used official 
CMIP5 data portals through the Earth System Grid Federation such as the PCMDI 
(http://pcmdi9.llnl.gov/), BADC (http://esgf-index1.ceda.ac.uk) and DKRZ (http://esgf-
data.dkrz.de), as well as the NOAA Climate Change Web Portal 
(https://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ipcc/ocn/) and KNMI climate explorer tool 
(https://climexp.knmi.nl/start.cgi).  
4.3.3. Incorporation 
The amount of climate uncertainty incorporated into an ecological study generally decreased 
through the CMIP5 structure. Most studies used data simulated under multiple RCPs but not 
multiple realisations (Figure 4.2). The most frequent number of RCPs used by a study was two, 
the most common being RCP 8.5 (83%) and RCP 4.5 (45%; Figure 4.2). The number of ESMs 
used as input into an ENM ranged from one to 35, with 43% of studies using only one ESM to 
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simulate future ocean conditions. 91% of studies failed to report information regarding the 
incorporation of internal model variability in to their study (Figure 4.2). Specifically, only four 
studies out of the 48 declared the number or name of ESM realisations used (Deutsch et al., 
2015; Bruge et al., 2016; Butzin & Pörtner, 2016; Cheung et al., 2016). Deutsch et al. (2015) was 
the only article to report using multiple realisations of each ESM used to simulate future climate 
in their predictions of future metabolically viable marine habitats and species ranges. 
I found that certain ESMs were utilised more than others in the literature, perhaps due to the 
larger number and variety of climate variables that are available for these models on the Earth 
System Grid data portals. The most frequently used ESMs by ecological studies were those of the 
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL-ESM2M), Max Planck Institute for Meteorology 
(MPI-ESM-LR), Met Office Hadley Centre (HadGEM2-ES), and the Institut Pierre-Simon 
Laplace (IPSL-CM5A-MR), whilst those of the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research 
Organization and Bureau of Meteorology (ACCESS1.3), Centro Euro-Mediterraneo sui 
Cambiamenti Climatici (CMCC_CESM), and China’s First Institute of Oceanography (FIO-ESM) 
have been cited only once each. In comparison to the 15 ESMs used within this study, the 
popular ESMs lie either at the extreme high or extreme low end of projections for SST at a global 
scale, regardless of emission scenario and future time period (Figure 4.1). For example, IPSL-
CM5A-MR has one of the highest SST anomaly values under both RCP 4.5 and 8.5 whilst GFDL-
ESM2M has one the lowest. Of the four most common ESMs, MPI-ESM-LR lies below, but 
closest to, the multi-model mean. A similar pattern is found when comparing the Transient 
Climate Response (TCR) of these ESMs. The TCR is a method of calculating the overall climate 
sensitivity of a model, and is defined briefly as the temperature change of a simulation at the 
time of CO2 doubling (Flato et al., 2013). GFDL-ESM2M has a TCR value of 1.3, well below the 
multi-model ensemble mean of 1.8, whilst HadGEM2-ES has the 2nd highest TCR value 
compared to all other CMIP5 models at 2.5 (Flato et al., 2013).  
4.3.4. Communication 
Of the 23 studies that used more than one ESM to project an ecological response in to the 
future, 29% of them chose the multi-model ensemble mean or median as the only method to 
communicate results. A further 29% combined this metric with a measurement to show the 
range of results, either using the standard deviation, between-model range, or the coefficient of 
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variation. Six studies went one step further and provided the ensemble mean, a range, as well as 
comparison of the ENMs based on different climate models. It is worth noting that out of all the 
papers in this review that modelled species distributions, only one article successfully 
incorporated multiple niche model algorithms, RCPs, and ESMs, as well as communicating the 
mean and range of their results, to show the probable southward range expansion of the 
introduced American Jackknife clam, Ensis directus (Raybaud et al., 2015).  












Figure 4.2 Summary of findings from a literature review of marine ecology publications which predict ecological responses under climate change. Graphs indicate 
the extent to which the articles incorporated climate uncertainty in to analyses by measuring (a) the number and severity of emission scenario used, (b) the 
number of Earth System Models (ESMs) used, and (c) whether information regarding the internal variability of ESMs was reported.
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4.4. Case study 
Lanternfishes (Myctophidae) are an abundant and species rich group of mesopelagic fishes, with 
252 species distributed globally between the surface waters and 1000m (Catul et al., 2011). In 
the Southern Ocean, Electrona antarctica (Günther, 1878) is one of the most dominant pelagic 
fish species in terms of abundance and biomass (Greely et al., 1999) and is one of the few 
myctophids to exhibit a true Antarctic distribution south of the Antarctic Polar Front (Duhamel 
et al., 2014). Strong, circumpolar frontal systems such as the Polar Front play an important role 
in delimiting different water masses as well as the spatial distribution of the Southern Ocean 
pelagic ichthyofauna (Collins et al., 2012; Duhamel et al., 2014). This region coincides with the 
area in which model uncertainty, rather than emission scenario uncertainty, dominates the 
variability among climate projections of SST until the end of the 21st century (Frölicher et al., 
2016). Thus E. antarctica provides an opportunity to demonstrate the extent of variation that is 
possible when predicting species responses to climate change under multiple ESMs, and to 
investigate the additional variation that can be produced when multiple realisations and 
emission scenarios are also incorporated in to analyses, even if they are not the dominant source 
of climate uncertainty at the temporal and spatial scale being investigated. 
Not only is E. antarctica usefully geographically located for this study, it is also of significant 
ecological importance. The vast abundance and biomass of this species lends it to having a key 
role ecosystem functioning, particularly as a dominant krill predator (Greely et al., 1999) and in 
turn, being an important component in the diet of many charismatic Antarctic fauna including 
penguins (Guinet et al., 1996), flighted seabirds (Barrera-Oro, 2002), and elephant seals (Cherel 
et al., 2008). E. antarctica is also a major component of the diurnal vertical migration (DVM) in 
the Southern Ocean, in which mesopelagic fauna migrate to surface waters each night and 
return to depths at dawn, and so it is likely to play a significant role in the export of carbon to 
deeper waters (Collins et al., 2012). This importance provides another reason to investigate E. 






4.4.1.1. Occurrence records 
1,186 occurrence records of E. antarctica were downloaded from the Global Biodiversity 
Information Facility (GBIF; http://www.gbif.org/) facilitated by the software ModestR (Garcia-
Rosello et al., 2013). All occurrence records were then cleaned for unreliable data including 
duplicated records, records with identical latitude and longitude, and records with a latitude 
and longitude corresponding to a terrestrial location. 
4.4.1.2. Environmental predictors 
Sea Surface Temperature (SST) and bathymetry were used as environmental predictors in the 
model. By relying on SST, the modelled distributions presented here are valid for surface waters 
only. This is suitable for the aims of this study, which is to demonstrate the variability in ENM 
projections that can result from multiple levels of climate uncertainty. SST data was 
downloaded from Optimum Interpolation Sea Surface Temperature V2 dataset (Reynolds et al., 
2002). This dataset includes monthly mean SST values over a global grid of 1˚ x 1˚ resolution 
(approx. 111km at the equator) taken from both satellite measurements and in situ recordings for 
the years 1981-2016, and is used as the observed SST baseline when processing future climate 
data. Bathymetry was determined from a global 30 arc second resolution (approx. 1 km) (Becker 
et al., 2009) and was re-sampled to the same resolution as SST using the bi-linear resample tool 
in ArcGIS v. 10.5.1 (ESRI, Redlands, California). 
4.4.1.3. Future climate data 
I processed SST climate projections from 15 CMIP5 ESMs, nine of which are an ensemble of 
three realisations (Table 4.1). The SST variable “tos” (temperature of surface) data were 
downloaded from 15 ESM’s for both RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 emission scenarios which are available 
from the World Climate Research Programme data portal: https://esgf-
index1.ceda.ac.uk/search/cmip5-ceda/. Up to three realisations were downloaded for each ESM 
with 31 realisations used in total. Each realisation gives monthly mean SST estimates on a global 
grid of coarse resolution between the years 2006-2100 (Table 4.1 for model resolutions). SST 
values from the historical realisations used to guide each ESM realisation, running from 1850-
2005, were also downloaded from the same data portal to provide model baselines.  
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Data were processed to extract monthly mean SST values from both the 1982-2001 and 2081-
2100 time slices. The 1982-2001 data were taken from both the climate model and observed 
baselines whilst the future climate data (2081-2100) were extracted from each ESM. Mean 
calculations were carried out using the NetCDF Record Averager “ncra” command of the 
NetCDF Operator (NCO) utility for Linux (http://nco.sourceforge.net/). Hereafter, these time 
slices are referred to as “baseline” (1982-2001) and “2090” (2081-2100). 
I implemented a bias correction procedure to minimize the difference between observed and 
simulated recent climates. This is a simple and quick method to deal with bias uncertainties 
when processing many global datasets and is similar to the change-factor method described by 
Tabor and Williams (2010). Specifically, projected SST anomalies from a model baseline (1982-
2001) were added to the baseline derived from the observed SST dataset. The processing 
workflow proceeds as follows (Figure S4.1). For each ESM, the projected change in SST for each 
grid cell for a future time period (i.e. the 2090 anomaly) was calculated by creating a new raster 
in which the model baseline cell values were subtracted from the 2090 cell values. Each 
anomaly raster was then added to the observed baseline SST raster. In this way, the projected 
change in SST simulated by the model is retained for each grid cell, but is shifted on to the more 
realistic baseline, giving an adjusted projection of future SST across the globe. 
All environmental variables for both present and future time periods were cropped to a 
latitudinal extent of 30-75˚S and interpolated to 0.25˚ x 0.25˚ resolution (~27.75km at the 
equator) using a regularized spline interpolation of vector points implemented in ArcGIS. This 
method uses a mathematical function that minimizes overall surface curvature, resulting in a 
smooth surface appropriate for data such as temperature (Hijmans et al., 2005). This resolution 
is common in the marine literature (Fly et al., 2015; Alabia et al., 2016; Byrne et al., 2016) and is 
appropriate to capture both the large distributional range of pelagic species and the dynamic 
oceanography of the Southern Ocean. 
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Table 4.1 Summary of the 15 Earth System Models (ESMs) used. The institute, resolution, and the realisations of each model are shown. Global mean sea surface 
temperature (SST) at the baseline (1982-2001) and predicted mean increase in SST by the end of the 21st century (2081-2100) under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 emission 
scenarios are given. Mean SST values over all climate models are given in bold with standard deviation (±1 SD) in parentheses. 
 
Institute Model name 
Realisations 
included in ESM 
Resolution Model baseline SST 
(˚C) 
Mean projected SST anomaly from 
baseline (˚C) 
RCP4.5 RCP8.5 lon lat 4.5 end 8.5 end 
Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization and 
Bureau of Meteorology, Australia 
ACCESS-1.3 1 1 360 300 14.55 1.39 2.68 
Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, Canada CAN-ESM2 1,2,4 1,2,4 256 192 14.18 1.58 3.03 
National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA CCSM4 1,3,5 1,3,5 320 384 14.56 1.13 2.32 
Centre National de Recherches Météorologiques / Centre Européen de 
Recherche et Formation Avancée en Calcul Scientifique, France  
CNRM-CM5-2 1 1,2,4 362 292 14.60 1.33 2.45 
EC-EARTH consortium, EU EC-EARTH 2,3,7 2,3,7 362 292 14.09 1.27 2.44 
The First Institute of Oceanography, SOA, China FIO-ESM 1,2,3 1,2,3 320 384 14.33 0.74 2.26 
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA 
GFDL-ESM2G 1 1 360 210 14.40 0.62 1.74 
GFDL-ESM2M 1 1 360 210 14.76 0.73 1.64 
Met Office Hadley Centre (additional HadGEM2-ES realizations 
contributed by Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais), UK 
HADGEM2-ES 1,2,4 1,2,4 360 216 14.38 1.74 3.24 
Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France 
IPSL-CM5A-LR 1,2,4 1,2,4 182 149 13.50 1.53 3.02 
IPSL-CM5A-MR 1 1 182 149 13.99 1.63 3.03 
Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and Technology, Atmosphere 
and Ocean Research, and National Institute for Environmental 
Studies, Japan 
MIROC-ESM 1 1 256 192 14.17 1.72 3.31 
Max-Planck-Institut für Meteorologie (Max Planck Institute for 
Meteorology), Germany 
MPI-ESM-LR 1,2,3 1,2,3 802 404 14.20 1.09 2.27 
MPI-ESM-MR 1,2,3 1 802 404 14.41 1.10 2.22 
Norwegian Climate Centre, Norway NORESM1-ME 1 1 320 384 13.90 1.00 2.02 
  
     14.27 (0.31) 1.24 (0.35) 2.51 (0.51) 
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4.4.1.4. MaxEnt ecological niche models 
Occurrence and environmental data were fitted to the ecological niche modelling algorithm 
MaxEnt (Phillips & Dudik, 2008; Elith et al., 2010; Elith et al., 2011). MaxEnt is a machine 
learning, presence only algorithm and is described fully Chapter 2 (section 2.2.4). In brief, the 
environment is sampled from a range of random locations across the study region (“background 
sites”) to discriminate against the environment at locations where species are known to be 
present (“presence sites”). In doing so, the model predicts the relative suitability of the 
environment across the study region for a given species. 
This ENM was run using a 10-k cross validation method and 30% of occurrence data were 
reserved for model testing. Auto feature classes were selected, all other settings remained as 
default and only one occurrence record per grid cell was used in the model. The predictive 
performance of the model was evaluated using both Area Under the receiving operator 
characteristic Curve (AUC) values and the Omission Rate (OR). The Omission Rate was 
determined as the proportion of presence localities that fall below the prediction threshold as 
set by the “minimum training presence” and AUC score is a rank-based measure of predictive 
accuracy that can be interpreted in the context of MaxEnt as the probability that a randomly 
chosen presence location is ranked higher than a randomly chosen background point (Merow et 
al., 2013). For a fuller description of these metrics see Chapter 2 (section 2.2.5). 
This present-day model was then used to predict the future distribution of E. antarctica under 
each climate simulation for the year 2090 (31 simulations under two scenarios, equalling 62 
simulations in total). Logistic outputs, which give the conditional probability of occurrence 
between 0-1 for each grid cell in the study region, were then thresholded using the Reclassify 
tool in ArcGIS to create a binary presence-absence map of E. antarctica’s future distribution. For 
all outputs the threshold used was 0.41 as informed by the “maximum test sensitivity and 
specificity” threshold recommended by (Liu et al., 2013; Liu et al., 2016) for its higher 
performing objectivity, equality, and discriminability against other threshold criteria when 
using presence only data.  
I then quantified the variation in the predicted suitable area amongst the 62 outputs. The 
predicted area of suitable habitat, taken as the area with a probability of presence above the 0.41 
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threshold, was calculated for each output using the R package “raster” (Hijmans, 2015) and 
subtracted from the present-day suitable area. To quantify the spatial variability in future 
predictions, pairwise range overlap metrics for each of the 62 future distribution maps were 
calculated using the range overlap function in the software ENMTools v.1.3 (Warren et al., 
2010). In order to visualise how the use of different model realisations can affect ENM results, 
the future distribution maps created from using each realisation of an ESM were summed 
together, thus showing the level of agreement between them (i.e. a value of three = high 
agreement in the future distribution of the species; the location is predicted to be suitable when 
using any of the three realisations , a value of one = low agreement in the future distribution of 
the species; the location is predicted to be suitable by only one of the three realisations). 
Similarly, the future distribution maps created from using each of the 15 ESMs were summed 
together to show the level of agreement between them, ranging from 15 (the location is 
predicted to be suitable regardless of the ESM used as input in to the ENM) to one (the location 
is predicted to be suitable by only one ESM). 
4.4.2. Results 
The ecological niche model had good predictive performance based on AUC and Omission Rate 
metrics (mean AUC = 0.829 ±0.009, OR = 0.001 ±0.003). Under this model, E. antarctica has 
an upper latitudinal distribution of ~55˚S in the Pacific region of the Southern Ocean, to ~45˚S 
in the Atlantic region, coinciding closely with the Polar Front (Figure 4.3) and has a predicted 
current suitable habitat of 17.5 million km2 based on the 0.41 threshold criteria. Future climate 
ENM results based on 62 climate simulations all indicate a change in the future suitable habitat 
for E. antarctica, but the direction and severity of this change is highly dependent on the choice 

















Figure 4.3 The current distribution of Electrona antarctica between 35-75˚S as predicted by the species 
distribution model algorithm MaxEnt. Output is the logistic conditional probability of presence ranging 
from 1 (high probability of occurrence) to 0 (low probability of occurrence). The position of the main 
oceanographic fronts in the Southern Ocean are shown; Subtropical Front (dashed black line), 
Subantarctic Front (black line), Polar Front (red line), Southern Antarctic Cicumpolar Current Front 
(black dotted line). 
4.4.2.1. Scenario uncertainty 
The severity of E. antarctica’s response to climate warming is influenced firstly, and inherently, 
by the choice of emission scenario as input in to the ENM. By 2090, under the stabilising 
scenario RCP 4.5, ENMs predict that E. antarctica will lose, on average, 6% of suitable habitat. 
This increases to a loss of ~13% when the more severe scenario RCP 8.5 was used as input 
(Figure 4.4). The variation amongst ENM outputs is also elevated when using simulations from 




4.4.2.2. Model uncertainty 
Much of the variability in predictions of E. antarctica’s future distribution can be attributed to 
the climate model used to represent future climate conditions (Figure 4.4). At the extremes, the 
use of certain ESMs predicted a loss of suitable area of up to 29% (CCSM4, RCP 8.5) to an 
increase in suitable area of 3% (MPI-ESM-LR, RCP 8.5). This variation equates to differences in 
suitable habitat of over 5 million km2. Although most ESMs projected a more severe change to 
E. antarctica’s distribution under RCP 8.5 (either losing or gaining more suitable area), the ENM 
based on the GFDL-ESM2G climate model predicted a loss of area of 13 % under RCP 4.5 and 
only 6% under RCP 8.5 (Figure 4.4). Range overlap of future distributions based on different 
ESMs was on average 0.87 (±0.07) for RCP 4.5 and 0.88 (±0.08) for RCP 8.5. Lowest range 
overlap of 0.64 was between predictions based on CNRM-CM5-2 and GFDL-ESM2G climate 
models (Table 4.2). Overall, spatial agreement in future distributions under different ESMs is 
highest in the core range of E. antarctica and decreases towards range edges, specifically in the 
leading edge surrounding the Western Antarctic Peninsula and Weddell Sea (Figure 4.5). 
4.4.2.3. Internal variability 
The variability in predictions of E. antarctica’s future distribution that can be attributed to the 
internal variability of an ESM was highly dependent on the ESM used (Figures S4.2 and S4.3). In 
the most extreme case (when using different realisations of the CNRM-CM5-2 climate model, 
RCP 8.5, as input in to the ENM) the area of predicted suitable habitat differs by almost 
700,000km2 between the realisations, ~4% of E.antarctica’s total range (Figure 4.4). 
Additionally, when using different realisations of the climate model MPI-ESM-MR, RCP 4.5, two 
out of the three realisations predicted a loss of suitable area (3.37 and 2.53%) whilst one 
realisation predicted a slight increase in area (0.45%; Figure 4.4). When comparing model 
outputs that used different realisations of the same ESM, range overlap in the predicted 
distributions varied from being 0.99 ±0.004 (CCSM4, RCP8.5) to 0.95 ±0.012 (MPI-ESM-LR, 
RCP 4.5). There was generally high spatial agreement in the predicted distributions of E. 
Antarctica when different realisations of the same ESM were used (Figure 4.5). However, this 
agreement tended to decrease in leading range edges, specifically around the Weddell Sea and 




















Figure 4.4 The percentage loss or gain of suitable habitat area for Electrona antarctica by 2090 (2081-
2100) relative to 1992 (1982-2001) as predicted by species distribution models using 31 different climate 
simulations from 15 climate models and two emission scenarios, (a) RCP 4.5 and (b) RCP 8.5. 
Simulations are grouped by climate model and by the severity of the predicted change in suitable area. 
Realisations of the same model are denoted by realisation (r) number. 














Figure 4.5 Quantifying the level of agreement in predictions of Electrona antarctica’s future distribution, when future climate conditions are simulated by (a) 15 
different Earth System Models (ESMs), and (b) three realisations of each ESM. Predictions under both emission scenarios RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5 are shown.  
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Table 4.2 Matrix of pairwise range overlap values for 30 future distribution maps of E. antarctica, each generated by one of 15 Earth System Models (ESMs) under 
emission scenario RCP 4.5 (upper triangle) or RCP 8.5 (lower triangle). Values range from 0-1, with 1 being full spatial overlap. If multiple realisations of an ESM 































ACCESS-1.3 1 0.94 0.94 0.84 0.88 0.95 0.78 0.88 0.87 0.94 0.90 0.86 0.90 0.87 0.89 
CAN-ESM2 0.93 1 0.96 0.86 0.90 0.94 0.74 0.83 0.87 0.96 0.94 0.90 0.92 0.89 0.87 
CCSM4 0.92 0.95 1 0.83 0.90 0.93 0.72 0.81 0.86 0.97 0.97 0.88 0.97 0.95 0.97 
CNRM-CM5-2 0.93 0.87 0.83 1 0.93 0.87 0.64 0.78 0.91 0.81 0.82 0.92 0.82 0.84 0.76 
EC-EARTH 0.94 0.90 0.89 0.97 1 0.92 0.71 0.81 0.91 0.86 0.86 0.97 0.87 0.86 0.82 
FIO-ESM 0.94 0.94 0.88 0.88 0.92 1 0.71 0.81 0.87 0.96 0.94 0.91 0.93 0.90 0.89 
GFDL-ESM2G 0.73 0.71 0.72 0.64 0.68 0.68 1 0.76 0.72 0.81 0.80 0.70 0.82 0.80 0.81 
GFDL-ESM2M 0.79 0.78 0.84 0.77 0.76 0.80 0.77 1 0.81 0.89 0.87 0.80 0.90 0.89 0.88 
HADGEM2-ES 0.93 0.87 0.86 0.98 0.95 0.91 0.66 0.76 1 0.85 0.85 0.91 0.87 0.86 0.80 
IPSL-CM5A-LR 0.98 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.96 0.97 0.81 0.86 0.95 1 0.94 0.85 0.90 0.89 0.92 
IPSL-CM5A-MR 0.87 0.92 0.99 0.86 0.86 0.91 0.79 0.85 0.86 0.94 1 0.84 0.91 0.88 0.92 
MIROC-ESM 0.94 0.90 0.89 0.95 0.95 0.92 0.71 0.78 0.95 0.96 0.86 1 0.87 0.84 0.81 
MPI-ESM-LR 0.96 0.96 0.97 0.96 0.96 0.95 0.82 0.89 0.95 0.93 0.94 0.96 1 0.95 0.92 
MPI-ESM-MR 0.89 0.91 0.96 0.93 0.90 0.91 0.76 0.87 0.91 0.92 0.90 0.89 0.95 1 0.89 
NORESM1-ME 0.83 0.84 0.92 0.73 0.78 0.79 0.75 0.83 0.78 0.91 0.93 0.80 0.91 0.89 1 
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4.5. Discussion 
By using a case study species, Electrona antartica, and by deconstructing future climate data to 
three sources of uncertainty, I have demonstrated the large variability in predictions of species 
responses to climate change that can arise from incorporating internal, model, and emission 
scenario uncertainty in to analyses. Predicted loss of habitat, on average, doubled under a more 
severe Representative Concentration Pathway. Species predictions based upon different ESMs 
ranged from substantial habitat loss of ~30%, to a marginal gain of 3%. When basing species 
predictions on multiple realisations within individual ESMs, there was generally high spatial 
consistency, though in one instance, ENM outputs had levels of variation which was still enough 
to give opposing conclusions to the species response to change.   
To my knowledge this is the first example of a systematic exploration of the effect that all three 
levels of climate uncertainty can have when predicting the future distribution of a marine 
species. Previous studies have focused on understanding the effect of using multiple RCPs and 
ESMs when simulating future climate conditions, for example with the commercially important 
grey snapper Lutjanus griseus (Hare et al., 2012), or on comparing structural uncertainty of 
ENM results between different ecological and climate models (Jones & Cheung, 2015; Benedetti 
et al., 2018). More broadly, my findings of large variation in ENM outputs caused by the choice 
of ESM used to represent future conditions is in line with similar analyses, for example on 
European trees (Goberville et al., 2015) and plants (Thuiller, 2004), freshwater fish assemblages 
(Buisson et al., 2010), and African vertebrates (Garcia et al., 2012). Beaumont et al. (2007) 
investigated the effect of incorporating internal variability when predicting the future 
distributions of Australian butterflies and, similar to these findings, reported variability in ENM 
results due to multiple realisations of a single climate model. 
It is clear from these examples that choosing which climate data to base an ecological prediction 
upon must be made carefully, and that using a single realisation, ESM, or emission scenario as 
input for an ecological prediction can lead to misleading and uninformative results. Yet from my 
literature review I find evidence of only moderate incorporation of climate uncertainties, with 
some receiving greater attention than others. Articles were more likely to include multiple RCPs 
than ESMs, and over 90% of studies failed to report information regarding the realisations or 
initializations used, with only one study explicitly stating that they had incorporated multiple 
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realisations in to analyses. The lack of similar reviews in other ecological disciplines means I am 
unable to compare the marine community’s efforts to others. However, half of the studies 
investigated here had based their predictions on two or more ESMs, 10% more than was found 
by Porfirio et al. (2014) when investigating the terrestrial ENM literature dating between 1982-
2013. Additionally, my findings are in support of Payne et al. (2016) who suggested that climate 
uncertainty is generally treated as one element, and that the internal variability of ESMs is rarely 
accounted for in the marine ecology literature.  
Whilst the marine literature had a higher percentage of studies using multiple ESMs than was 
recorded for terrestrial studies, the most commonly used ESMs tend either to over- or under 
project future SST relative to a multi model mean (Figure 4.1) and have previously been found to 
have relatively high levels of internal variability for marine variables (Frölicher et al., 2016). 
Although studies that use these four common ESMs together may be incorporating a broad 
range of possible SST conditions, the reliance of any one of these alone (which was the case for 
40% of studies that used a single climate model) may affect the magnitude of the ecological 
response being investigated. Indeed, this study highlights that climate models can project 
extremely different rates of change, both temporally and spatially, and that these differences are 
reflected in the ecological predictions that are made. For example, the climate models which 
generated predictions of extreme loss or gain of E. antarctica habitat are also those that have the 
highest and lowest rates of SST warming in the Southern Ocean respectively. Regions that had 
decreased agreement between ENM outputs (e.g. the Weddell and Ross Seas) are also regions 
characterised by high variability in climate model projections of SST. 
Variability in predicted species responses to climate change due to different emission scenarios 
is arguably the most obvious and inherent source of climate data uncertainty, and by the end of 
the 21st century (2070-2100), which is the most frequently used time period for marine 
prediction studies, scenario uncertainty is expected to dominate over the other sources for a 
large proportion of the Earth’s surface (Hawkins & Sutton, 2009). Thus, it is perhaps 
unsurprising it has been given priority in the literature. Yet my case study demonstrates large 
variation in a species response to climate change, and that when multiple realisations are 
available, using all three levels of uncertainty to simulate the future climate is the most 
appropriate action. It is often necessary to make compromises in which uncertainties can be 
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integrated into a study due to the amount of data processing, resource constraints, or when a 
research question focuses on other sources of uncertainties. If such decisions are to be made, 
ecologists must consider how climate uncertainties interact and which ones are of greatest 
concern for their study region, time period of interest, and the environmental variables being 
used (Frölicher et al., 2016; Payne et al., 2016). 
Once used, predicted distributions obtained under multiple RCPs, ESMs, and realisations must 
be communicated transparently and effectively in order to convey the full range and confidence 
of the ecological predictions being made. There are multiple ways of summarising ensemble 
results, for instance by delimiting the area in which at least one model, or all models, predicts 
suitable habitat (bounding box), delimiting the area in which 50% of predictions show overlap 
(consensus forecast), and calculating the probability of distribution change as a probability 
density function (Araujo & New, 2007; Harris et al., 2014; Porfirio et al., 2014). A range of these 
were found in the marine literature and the presence of a variety of communication methods is 
promising but also highlights that there is no standard approach in communicating species 
predictions. Half of studies from the literature review chose only to use the multi-model mean, 
despite advice that this should be avoided in most circumstances (Beaumont et al., 2007). To 
summarise the results for E. antarctica, I present future distribution maps based upon 
realisation and ESM agreement (Figure 4.5). This method has been favoured among 
conservation mangers due to it showing clear priority areas for conservation (Porfirio et al., 
2014). It also conveys the range of potential outcomes and the level of confidence in the 
findings. 
Uncertainty in predictions of ecological responses can also arise from parameters and data used 
in the biological model, for example in evaluation of parameter estimates, model performance, 
or the spatial and temporal scale of the model (Beaumont et al., 2008). These sources of 
uncertainty were reviewed in a similar manner to the study by Planque et al. (2011). The authors 
reviewed the marine literature to determine if studies predicting species distributions had 
adequately reported uncertainty arising from modelling procedures, concluding that there was 




These issues can be somewhat ameliorated by recent developments in the wider ENM literature, 
where how to improve predicted distributions is now widely discussed (Araujo & Guisan, 2006; 
Beaumont et al., 2008; Elith & Leathwick, 2009; Elith et al., 2010; Beale & Lennon, 2012; 
Porfirio et al., 2014; Jarnevich et al., 2015). There are also specific publications guiding ecologists 
through many of the common sources of uncertainty, for example, regarding observation bias 
(Wisz et al., 2008; Stolar & Nielsen, 2015), modelling approaches (e.g. empirical and 
mechanistic) (Kearney et al., 2010), algorithm settings (Merow et al., 2013; Boria et al., 2017) and 
comparisons (Elith et al., 2006; Ortega-Huerta & Peterson, 2008; Guillera-Arroita et al., 2015), 
evaluation metrics (Lobo et al., 2008), and collinearity (Braunisch et al., 2013; Dormann et al., 
2013). Given the amount of literature addressing this subject, I focused here only on the use of 
climate uncertainty, but I stress the need to account for all sources of uncertainty and 
incorporate, where appropriate, multiple modelling algorithms. There is recent evidence of this 
being applied to marine ecology research (Jones & Cheung, 2015; Frölicher et al., 2016; Legrand 
et al., 2016).  
One insight from my review is that a major limitation when creating robust predictions of 
ecological responses in marine ecology is having adequate access to CMIP5 data, and/or 
knowledge of how to process raw climate data. In over 65% of studies, sourcing of the CMIP5 
climate data used was not reported. When it was, the data are often in a format (NetCDF) that 
requires complex processing to become smaller, manageable raster files most commonly used in 
ecological modelling. Though this is a problem that could be encountered by all ecologists, it is 
particularly restrictive in the marine community as databases that contain a broad range of 
future environmental variables (not only SST but O2, pH, salinity and primary productivity) 
from multiple ESMs in a rasterized format are largely lacking or only provide data from the 
previous CMIP3 modelling efforts (though see interactive tools such as NOAA’s climate change 
web portal and Clim System’s SimCLIM for ArcGIS). Further development of these tools to 
include more ocean variables and realisations, greater communication between marine and 
climate scientists, as well as increased data sharing amongst marine ecologists will be necessary 
to improve data clarity and accessibility (Beaumont et al., 2008; Harris et al., 2014; Payne et al., 
2016). As a step towards this view, the 62 global SST simulations used in this study will be made 
available via the Dryad Data Repository, providing a resource for ecological, conservation, and 




Predicting species and ecological responses in the face of climate warming can be a useful 
exercise when implemented correctly, with growing practical applications. Whilst it is 
impossible to remove climate uncertainty, and much will only be helped by advances in climate 
science (e.g. in parameterisation and resolution), ignorance of these uncertainties by ecologists 
can be highly detrimental to those acting upon published results. I have reviewed the marine 
literature and found evidence that the marine ecology community is only moderately addressing 
climate uncertainty, despite a general high awareness of it, with improvement necessary in the 
incorporation of internal variability, broader representation of ESMs, and clearer 
communication of results. Moreover, with my case study species, Electrona antarctica, I 
demonstrated that a full and transparent incorporation of climate uncertainty is possible, and 
that it plays a crucial role in creating reliable predictions. I identified possible solutions which 
may overcome current limitations in utilising climate data. This includes easier access to 
processed climate data that includes, to some extent, all levels of climate uncertainty, which 
would provide an incentive for marine ecologists to increase the amount of uncertainty being 
incorporated in to their analyses. This should, in turn, promote clearer communication of all 
possible outcomes and an overall increase in the quality and standard of studies that predict 
ecological responses in a changing ocean.  
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Table S4.1 The uncertainties that should be accounted for when using climate projections in ecological 
analyses and the recommended courses of action are summarised. References numbered in text 
correspond to following citations: 1Beaumont et al, 2008; 2Harris et al, 2014; 3Fordham et al, 2011; 4IPCC, 
2013; 5Goberville et al, 2015; 6Beaumont et al, 2007; 7Tabor and Williams, 2010; 8Araujo and New, 2007. 
Origin of 
Uncertainty 
Reason for uncertainty and 
potential impact 




RCP's differ in their severity of change, 
not all trajectories are equally likely, 
and large divergences between RCP's 
only become apparent from the middle 
of century onwards1,2. 
Using both a high- and low-end emission scenario, 
e.g. RCP 8.5 (increasing emissions) and RCP 4.5 
(stabilising), can highlight potential impacts as well as 
the importance of mitigation2. Compromise between 
the number of emission scenarios and ESMs included 
is sometimes necessary and if only one RCP can be 
used, select the scenario that current emissions are 
tracking, RCP 8.52. 
Between-model 
variation 
Variation between ESM simulations 
can be high due to technical, 
parameterization and feedback 
issues1,2. Selecting only one ESM on 
which to base an ecological prediction 
will result in a loss of variation and 
over confidence in the single projected 
outcome. 
Use multiple models based on data availability, 
resolution and independence2.  Skill statistics can be 
used to rank how well model simulations perform 
against observed present-day values and then poor 
performing models can be excluded1,3. However the 
IPCC does not rank ESMs, considering each one 
equally plausible4. More appropriate action may be to 
group or sub-select ESMs by projection trend (e.g. 
"optimistic", "pessimistic", "likely") thus capturing the 
whole range of possible futures5. 
Within-model 
variation 
ESMs are run using several realisations 
(perturbations in the initial state) 
which results in different simulations 
caused by the internal variability of the 
model. These can give as equally 
conflicting conclusions on species 
distribution shifts as between-model 
variability6. 
Each climate model used should be represented by 
multiple realisations to adequately capture 
uncertainty. Using the average output of realisations is 
likely to be more robust than a single realisation6. 
Model Bias 
Model bias is the over or under-
estimate of present-day climate in a 
model. If not corrected for, any shifts 
in species distributions may be over or 
under estimated due to the original 
bias of the present-day baseline7. 
One method of correcting for model bias is to add the 
climate anomaly simulated by the model on to a 
present-day baseline of observed values7 (see section 
4.4.1.3). 
Downscaling 
The resolution of climate projections 
(~100km) is much coarser than the 
scale at which most biological process 
occur. Thus, models fitted using a low 
resolution can over-estimate the 
impacts of climate change on species 
distributions1,2,7. 
Dynamic, statistical, and change-factor downscaling 
methods are available with their advantages and 






When many ESMs and RCPs are used, 
summarising information can be 
difficult and if done improperly (e.g. 
only showing the ensemble mean) the 
range of results are lost and the output 
becomes less reliable to end users1,2,4. 
A number of methods are suggested including 
presenting: the mean and range of the ensemble1,2,5,8; 
the area in which at least one model projects species 
occurrence (bounding box); the area in which 50% of 
projections show overlap (consensus forecast); the 
probability of distribution change in a probability 
density function (PDF)2,8. 
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Figure S4.1 Diagrammatic work-flow for processing climate projection data. Workflow begins with the 
raw CMIP5 files and ending with a multi-realisation, multi-ESM, and multi-RCP ensemble of de-biased 
SST projections for the year 2090 (mean of 2081-2100). Roman numerals indicate the major processing 


















Figure S4.2 Predicted future distribution of the Southern Ocean myctophid Electrona antarctica by 
2090 (2081-2100) for multiple climate simulations under emission scenario RCP 4.5. Distributions were 
generated using MaxEnt and were changed from a continuous to binary presence/absence map based on 
the maximum test sensitivity and specificity threshold. Each climate model is shaded differently, with 
eight models (upper four rows) having three realisations each (r1, r2, r3) and seven models (bottom row) 




















Figure S4.3 Predicted future distribution of the Southern Ocean myctophid Electrona antarctica by 
2090 (2080-2100) for multiple climate simulations under emission scenario RCP 8.5. Distributions were 
generated using MaxEnt and were changed from a continuous to binary presence/absence map based on 
the maximum test sensitivity and specificity threshold. Each climate model is shaded differently, with 
eight models (upper four rows) having three realisations each (r1, r2, r3) and seven models (bottom row) 
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Lanternfishes (Myctophidae) are one of the most abundant and ecologically important families 
of pelagic teleosts, yet how these species will respond to climate change is unclear, especially 
within polar regions. The aim of this study is to predict the impact of climate change on the 
distribution of Southern Ocean lanternfishes, and to relate these responses to species traits. I 
used MaxEnt ecological niche models to estimate the present and predict the future 
distributions of ten biomass-dominant lanternfish species throughout the region. Future 
conditions were simulated by eight climate models, in both stabilising (RCP 4.5) and rising 
(RCP 8.5) emission scenarios, for the time periods 2006-2055 and 2050-2099. Species 
responses were then related to species realised thermal niche (i.e. thermal tolerance range), 
latitudinal preference, and body size. Despite large variation between climate model 
simulations, all but one species are consistently predicted to undergo a poleward distribution 
shift. Species show contrasting projections relating to a gain or loss of suitable habitat which 
was best explained by their thermal niche. Overall, high latitude species were found to have 
narrower thermal niches and a higher likelihood of losing habitat than sub-Antarctic species. 
The direction of a species response was dependent on the interplay between physiology 
(thermal tolerance range) and biogeography (latitudinal preference). Antarctic species with 
restricted thermal niches and available habitat in which to disperse will be the most vulnerable 
group of Southern Ocean lanternfishes in the face of climate change. Predicted range shifts may 
alter the size structure of the myctophid community as smaller, sub-Antarctic species reach 
further south. This could have implications for trophic interactions and thus the wider Southern 









Despite being largely isolated from the world’s human population, the waters of the Southern 
Ocean (here-after defined as waters south of the Subtropical Front ca. 40-45°S) have 
experienced anthropogenic pressure since the exploitation of seals and whales began over 200 
years ago (Laws, 1977). Within the last 50 years there have been observations of physical 
environmental change including regional changes in sea ice extent (Curran et al., 2003; de la 
Mare, 2009), increased acidification (Turner et al., 2014), freshening of Antarctic Bottom Water 
(Rintoul, 2007) and poleward shifts in the position of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current 
(Sokolov & Rintoul, 2009). These observations have been linked to anthropogenic climate 
change (Gillett et al., 2008) and are projected to increase in the coming decades (Bopp et al., 
2013). 
Globally, climate change is triggering a host of marine biological responses including poleward 
range shifts as species track optimal environmental conditions (Doney et al., 2012; Poloczanska 
et al., 2013) and changes within the Southern Ocean will similarly impact marine organisms 
there. Polar ecosystems are thought to be inherently vulnerable to change due to the dominance 
of relatively short food chains (Murphy et al., 2007), the lower acclimation capacity of fauna 
(Peck et al., 2014), and the predicted threat of invasion from subtropical species shifting 
distributions towards sub-Antarctic latitudes (Cheung et al., 2009; Jones & Cheung, 2015; 
Molinos et al., 2016). Though the underlying mechanisms determining whether a species range 
may shift, contract or expand are not well understood, a species response to change will depend 
upon their physiological sensitivity (especially thermal tolerance), resilience (e.g. ability to 
disperse) and exposure to climate warming (Constable et al., 2014; Sunday et al., 2015; Day et al., 
2018). Specific traits including body size (Daufresne et al., 2009) and latitudinal range (Sunday 
et al., 2015) may also affect the direction and magnitude of species responses. 
Whilst some iconic species such as penguins and Antarctic krill have been monitored over the 
last few decades, making species-specific vulnerability assessments for Southern Ocean fauna 
has been hindered by difficulties in obtaining spatial and temporal coverage of both species 
records and environmental data (Constable et al., 2014). Thus, predicting species’ responses 
under future climate conditions, rather than directly monitoring them, can help determine how 
resilient or vulnerable polar species may be. For example, the modelling undertaken by Cheung 
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et al. (2008) suggests that suitable habitat of benthopelagic Antarctic toothfish, Dissostichus 
mawsoni, would rapidly diminish within three decades, whilst changes in the distribution of a 
key phytoplanktonic species, Fragilariopsis kerguelensis, is predicted to be minimal even under a 
high emission scenario (Pinkernell & Beszteri, 2014). Byrne et al. (2016) also predicted 
favourable conditions for the invasive Arctic seastar, Asterias amurensis, to expand its 
introduced range in Southern Australia to waters surrounding sub-Antarctic and Antarctic 
islands. This diverse set of outcomes warrants further investigation into the impact of climate 
change on other important species groups and into the possible mechanisms driving these 
different responses. 
There has been growing appreciation for the ecological importance of lanternfishes (family 
Myctophidae), a speciose and abundant group of fishes that inhabit the mesopelagic zone of the 
open ocean (200-1000m). In the Southern Ocean they are the most successful pelagic fish 
species in terms of diversity, biomass and abundance, with over 60 species recorded below the 
Subtropical Front (Duhamel et al., 2014) and an estimated biomass of between 212-396 Mt 
(Lubimova et al., 1987) though could be an order of magnitude higher (Kaartvedt et al., 2012). 
Their dominance lends them to having a vital role in ecosystem functioning, particularly as a 
trophic link between primary consumers (e.g. copepods and euphausiids) and megafauna 
including flighted seabirds, penguins and pinnipeds (Cherel et al., 2008; Saunders et al., 2015c). 
Importantly, in years when krill are scarce, lanternfishes have a key role in an alternative trophic 
pathway which provides a buffer to the Antarctic food web under environmental change and 
may maintain population stability in the long term (Murphy et al., 2007). Additionally, most 
lanternfish species are vertically migrating fauna, moving between deeper depths during the day 
and shallow waters at night. Globally, this daily behaviour has a key role in the export of carbon 
from the euphotic zone (Steinberg et al., 2000) and the respiration of ~10% of primary 
production in deep waters (Irigoien et al., 2014). Given their significant ecological importance, 
any redistribution or loss of these species would likely have consequences for the foraging 
success of predators, biogeochemical cycling, as well as wider implications for ecosystem 
functioning (Constable et al., 2014). 
Here I examine the impact of climate change on ten biomass-dominant lanternfish species in 
the Southern Ocean. I use ecological niche models (ENMs) that account for both surface and 
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deep water environmental conditions to predict distributions under current conditions and for 
projected distributions under multiple future scenarios and time periods. I then relate these 
responses to three different species traits: thermal tolerance range, latitudinal preference, and 
body size. Recent investigations into this lanternfish community have found that complex 
macroecological patterns governing their distribution and size structure are likely to affect 
species responses to change. Saunders and Tarling (2018) show that the majority of Southern 
Ocean myctophids follow Bergmann’s rule, with intraspecific and interspecific body size 
increasing with increasing latitude and decreasing temperature. Moreover, all but two of the 
species studied by Saunders et al. (2017) are suspected to spawn and recruit in regions to the 
north of the Southern Ocean, with only individuals from older, mature age classes reaching 
higher latitudes as expatriates. In light of these findings, I anticipate that small and large-bodied 
species will show different responses to climate change as species body size is likely to affect 
latitudinal distribution patterns and in turn the environmental conditions experienced now and 
in the future. 
5.2. Methods 
This chapter uses the same data and model settings as was previously described in Chapter 2 
following the ‘2D’ modelling approach (Section 2.2). These methods are described briefly below 
with a focus on the projection of model outputs under future conditions. 
5.2.1. Species occurrence records 
Occurrence records of Electrona antarctica, Electrona carlsbergi, Gymnoscopelus bolini, 
Gymnoscopelus braueri, Gymnoscopelus fraseri, Gymnoscopelus nicholsi, Gymnoscopelus 
opisthopterus, Krefftichthys anderssoni, Protomyctophum bolini, Protomyctophum tenisoni 
between 35-75˚S were downloaded from the Global Biodiversity Information Facility 
(http://www.gbif.org/; Figure S5.1). All occurrence records were cleaned for unreliable data and 
only occurrence records from only records from October-March and between 1960-2005 were 
used to correspond with the baseline period of environmental predictors. 
5.2.2. Environmental predictors 
Seven environmental predictors were selected on which to build species distribution models. 
These were sea surface temperature, sea surface salinity, temperature at 200m, salinity at 
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200m, primary productivity, dissolved oxygen, and bathymetry. Climatological means for 
temperature, oxygen and salinity predictors were extracted from the World Ocean Atlas 2013 
database at a resolution of 0.25° x 0.25° for the months October-March across the baseline 
temporal period 1956-2005 (Locarnini et al., 2013; Zweng et al., 2013; Garcia et al., 2014b). 
Bathymetry data (i.e. maximum water depth) had an original resolution of 30 arc 
seconds (Becker et al., 2009) and were re-sampled to the same resolution as the other variables 
using the bi-linear resample tool in ArcGIS v.10.5.1 (ESRI,  Redlands, California). Primary 
productivity is the primary organic carbon production by all types of phytoplankton and data 
used correspond to the ensemble mean of 1956-2005 Earth System Model historical runs.  
5.2.3. Future climate data  
Future climate data were derived from the fifth phase of the Coupled Model Intercomparison 
Project (CMIP5) and are detailed extensively in the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change 
(IPCC) AR5 report (Flato et al., 2013). Climate simulations were used from eight Earth System 
Models (ESMs; CESM1-BGC, CMCC-CESM1, GFDL-ESM2G, GFDL-ESM2M, HADGEM2-ES, 
IPSL-CM5A-LR, IPSLCM5A-MR, MPI-ESM-MR), under two Representative Concentration 
Pathways (RCP’s; RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5), for two time periods (2006-2055 and 2050-2099). 
These two RCP’s represent very different emission scenarios in which CO2 emissions have 
stabilised without overshoot to ~650 ppm by 2100 (RCP 4.5) or have continued to rise under 
the current trajectory to ~1370ppm by 2100 (RCP 8.5) (Moss et al., 2010). Only five of the eight 
ESMs included all of the environmental predictors under RCP 4.5 and only one realisation 
(r1i1p1) was applied for each ESM. Details of all climate models are given in Table S5.1. 
The projected anomalies for six of the seven environmental predictors (bathymetry remained 
unchanged) were extracted for each ESM, RCP, and time period using the NOAA/ESRL Physical 
Sciences Division Climate Change Web Portal (Scott et al., 2016) available at: 
www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/ipcc. Only environmental conditions for the study region (-180, 180, -35, 
-75) and from October-March were used to match present-day predictors. These data were 
processed through a bias correction procedure similar to the change factor technique described 
by Tabor and Williams (2010) and detailed in Chapter 4 (section 4.4.1.3.). Briefly, the anomaly 
of a predictor in any given cell relative the model baseline was added to an observed baseline 
value (i.e. the present-day environmental predictors). In this way, the projected change in a 
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predictor simulated by a model is retained for each grid cell, but is shifted on to the more 
realistic baseline, giving an adjusted projection of future conditions. Individual and climate 
model ensemble anomalies for each environmental predictor are given in Table S5.2.  
5.2.4. MaxEnt ecological niche models 
For each species, occurrence records and environmental predictors were fitted to the presence-
only ecological niche modelling algorithm MaxEnt v. 3.3.3 (Phillips et al., 2006; Phillips & 
Dudik, 2008; Elith et al., 2011) which is explained in detail in Chapter 2 (Section 2.2.4). MaxEnt 
was chosen for its repeatedly high performance against other ENM algorithms (Elith et al., 
2006, Ortega-Huerta & Peterson, 2008, Monk et al., 2010). Moreover, MaxEnt’s capacity to use 
presence-only data is appropriate given the high potential for errors under a presence-absence 
approach with mesopelagic species, due to the low sampling effort relative to the potential 
habitat area available, the spatial bias of sampling across the region, and net avoidance 
behaviour being common in these species of lanternfish (Collins et al., 2008). 
All ENMs were run using a 10-k cross validation method and 30% of occurrence data were 
reserved for model testing. As detailed in Chapter 2, linear, quadratic and hinge feature classes 
were selected in order to obtain a model fit that is more reliable under future conditions (Elith 
et al., 2010) and 10,000 background data points were selected using the target background 
approach whereby they fall within 2 decimal degrees of all mesopelagic fish records within the 
study region (Phillips et al., 2009). This ensures both the background and presence sites have 
the same spatial and environmental bias. All other MaxEnt settings were kept as default.  
I acknowledge high correlation between some environmental predictors (Table S5.3) and 
including correlated predictors can make it difficult to assess the relative importance of each 
due to issues of collinearity. However, there is evidence to suggest that when dealing with 
correlated, biologically meaningful variables, including all predictors can have a better 
predictive performance, in addition to a better fit, than a model parameterized using only one of 
the correlated predictors (Braunisch et al., 2013). MaxEnt is particularly effective in dealing with 
collinearity through its iterative model fitting approach, which can consider variables 
independently, include non-linear and interactions between variables, and has demonstrated a 
robust ability to rank variables according to their importance (Phillips & Dudik, 2008; 
Braunisch et al., 2013). I follow the advice of Dormann et al. (2013) and confirm that the pattern 
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and magnitude of correlation between predictors remains stable in future time periods (Tables 
S5.4-4.11).  
5.2.5. Model evaluation 
Model performance was evaluated using the Omission Rate and then by the Area Under the 
receiver operating characteristic Curve (AUC) score. The Omission Rate was determined by the 
proportion of presence localities that fall outside of the prediction once converted to a binary 
one. In this case the binary threshold used was the “minimum training presence” which 
maintains all pixels that are predicted as being at least as suitable as those where a species’ 
presence has been recorded (Pearson et al., 2007). Since this threshold has an expected 
Omission Rate of zero for training localities, higher Omission Rates during model testing are 
indicative of model overfitting (Boria et al., 2017). The AUC score is a widely used, rank based 
measure of predictive accuracy that can be interpreted in the context of MaxEnt as the 
probability that a randomly chosen presence location is ranked higher than a randomly chosen 
background point (Merow et al., 2013). A model with no discriminatory power will have an AUC 
value equal to 0.5 (no better than random) whilst a model with perfect fit would have an AUC 
value of 1.0. MaxEnt’s “Jackknife test of variable importance” was also included which runs the 
model multiple times, each time using one of the environmental variables in isolation. This test 
finds the most effective single variable when predicting the distribution of the occurrence data 
that was set aside for testing and gives a reliable estimate of variable importance. 
5.2.6. Predicting distributions under future conditions 
Present-day ENMs were used to predict the future distribution of each species using 26 different 
climate simulations as input in to the model (eight ESMs and two time periods for RCP 8.5, and 
five ESMs and two time periods for RCP 4.5). MaxEnt’s logistic outputs, which give the 
conditional probability of presence between 0-1 for each grid cell in the study region, were then 
thresholded to create a binary presence-absence map of present-day and potential future 
distributions. The threshold used was informed by the “maximum sum of sensitivity and 
specificity” threshold as it satisfies the three criteria necessary for sound threshold 
selection: objectivity, equality, and discriminability (Liu et al., 2016). 
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To visualise the spatial variability in future distributions based upon the different ESMs, binary 
future distribution maps for each species were summed together to create an index of 
agreement between outputs, which was repeated for each RCP and time period combination. 
Thus, under RCP 8.5, the summed maps have values ranging from 0 (a grid cell which is 
predicted to be unsuitable by all ESMs) to 8 (a grid cell which is predicted to be suitable by all 
ESMs used as input in to the niche model). These decrease to have a range of 0-5 under RCP 4.5 
due the more limited availability of data, as noted above. Similarly, binary outputs of a species’ 
future distribution were each subtracted from its present-day output. The resulting maps of 
distribution change were then summed to visualise the spatial variability in the projected 
change for each species. Under RCP 8.5 this created an index of agreement ranging from -8 
(maximum agreement of a decrease in habitat suitability across all ESMs) to +8 (maximum 
agreement of an increase in habitat suitability across all ESMs) and from -5 to +5 under RCP 4.5.  
Before quantifying changes between present and future distributions, outputs were re-projected 
to the South Pole Lambert Azimuthal Equal Area projection in order to avoid potential bias of 
unequal cell sizes (Budic et al., 2016). Two biogeographical metrics, centroid latitude and 
suitable habitat area, were calculated for each species both under present and future conditions 
using the Calculate Geometry tool of ArcGIS. Present and future values were subtracted from 
each other to give the change in suitable habitat area (ΔSHA; million km2) and the change in 
centroid latitude (ΔCL; km) predicted for each species under all possible future conditions. For 
both metrics the multi model ensemble mean and standard deviation were used to summarise 
results under each RCP and time period.  
To better understand the predicted differences among species, the mean values for each metric 
(ΔSHA and ΔCL) under RCP 8.5 were correlated against species’ (i) minimum latitude of 
occurrence, (ii) realised thermal niche (i.e. thermal tolerance range), and (iii) maximum 
attained size (standard length), using the non-parametric Spearman’s rank correlation 
coefficient (rho) to account for non-linear relationships. The former two values were obtained 
from species’ occurrence records after removing the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles. Occurrence 
locations were then matched with present-day SST to obtain realised thermal niches defined by 
Magnuson et al. (1979) as the temperature range in which populations persist in the wild. 




A total of 2918 occurrence records were used in analyses. All MaxEnt models had fair (0.7-0.8) 
to good (0.8-0.9) AUC scores and low Omission Rates (0-0.019; Table 5.1). Temperature at the 
surface and at 200m were the variables of greatest permutation importance for most ENMs, 
followed by primary productivity and salinity at 200m. For seven out of ten species, sea surface 
temperature was the variable that gave the highest AUC score when each variable was run 
independently in the jackknife procedure (Table 5.1). Dissolved oxygen was the highest 
predictor for G. braueri, whilst salinity at 200m was the highest predictor for G. nicholsi and G. 
bolini. 
5.3.1. Present-day species distributions 
MaxEnt predictions under current conditions reveal broad, circumpolar distribution patterns 
for each species (Figure 5.1). Both E. antarctica and G. opisthopterus have core distributions 
between the Polar Front and Antarctic continental mass. G. nicholsi and G. braueri also extend 
as far south as the Antarctic continental mass but are bounded to the north by the Subantarctic 
Front. G. nicholsi is estimated to have a higher suitability around shelf and slope areas whilst G. 
braueri avoids these areas. The Polar Front marks the southern distribution limit for G. bolini, G. 
fraseri and P. tenisoni whilst E. carlsbergi, K. anderssoni and P. bolini have modelled 
distributions that are centred on the Polar Front and extend from the Southern Antarctic 
Circumpolar Current Front to the Subantarctic Front (for K. anderssoni and P. bolini) and the 
Subtropical Front for E. carlsbergi. 
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Table 5.1 Summary of the MaxEnt modelling results for each lanternfish species. The Omission Rate (OR) and Area Under the receiver operating characteristic 
Curve (AUC) for the models are shown as well as the importance of each predictor (predictor with highest value in bold). The predictor with the highest AUC 
score when run individually during the jackknife test is also given. 
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AUC  














E. antarctica  876 0.001 0.81 SST 5.11 4.09 6.58 0.59 0.62 77.57 5.44 
E. carlsbergi  141 0.014 0.76 SST 5.06 8.13 19.10 13.63 5.20 13.39 35.50 
G. bolini  106 0.020 0.83 Salinity 200m 10.80 7.37 11.68 0.44 31.02 31.92 6.77 
G. braueri  356 0.003 0.76 Dissolved O2 1.87 7.03 3.66 12.06 7.86 29.66 37.86 
G. fraseri  124 0.017 0.86 SST 2.51 10.89 1.45 3.52 10.79 37.83 33.01 
G. nicholsi  228 0.004 0.86 Salinity 200m 11.11 5.94 9.26 5.46 26.53 21.72 19.98 
G. opisthopterus  152 0.007 0.83 SST 3.27 11.52 2.17 7.64 6.04 69.01 0.35 
K. anderssoni  436 0.002 0.78 SST 1.44 8.45 10.50 8.63 7.19 21.47 42.31 
P. bolini  362 0.003 0.81 SST 1.31 6.63 12.39 10.39 2.24 33.40 33.64 
















Figure 5.1 Estimated conditional probability of presence for ten species of lanternfish predicted using MaxEnt ecological niche models. The position of the main 
oceanographic fronts in the Southern Ocean are shown; Subtropical Front (dashed black line), Subantarctic Front (black line), Polar Front (red line), Southern 
Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front (black dotted line).
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5.3.2. Projected future distributions 
All ten species of lanternfish are projected to undergo range shifts under future ocean 
conditions, though the severity and direction of change is dependent on the species and climate 
model used as input. Overall there is only moderate consistency in future distributions based 
upon the different ESMs used to simulate future conditions (Figure 5.2 and Figures S5.2-5.4). 
Across species, the percentage area coverage with all ESM outputs in agreement decreases on 
average from 32.8 ±12.7% to 13.9 ±4.9% between RCP 4.5 2006-2055 and RCP 8.5 2050-2099. 
There is, however, a pattern of increasing suitable habitat at species’ poleward edges and 
decreasing suitable habitat at the species’ northward edges which is consistent across almost all 
species with predictions based upon the different ESMs (Figure 5.3 and Figures S5.5-5.7). 
Protomyctophum tenisoni is the only species in which it is consistently predicted to gain suitable 
habitat area at both range edges and G. bolini is the only species to gain suitable habitat area 
without habitat loss. 
I find that two species, G. fraseri and G. opisthopterus, are consistently projected to lose suitable 
habitat area, losing on average 8.9 million km2 and 4.3 million km2 of area respectively (2050-
2099, RCP 8.5). Three species are consistently projected to gain suitable habitat area (K. 
anderssoni P. tenisoni, and G. bolini) gaining on average 1.7, 4.2, and 7.1 million km2 of area 
respectively (2050-2099, RCP 8.5). The remaining species have changes to suitable area that 
vary in either direction depending on the ESM used to simulate future conditions (Figure 5.4). 
However, by the end of the century and under RCP 8.5, E. antarctica and G. nicholsi are 
projected to lose on average 1.4 million km2 and 2.4 million km2 respectively (Figure 5.4).  
With the exception of P. tenisoni, all species are predicted to undergo a southward shift in their 
centroid latitude, irrespective of emission scenario or time period (Figure 5.5). By the decade 
2070, the mean poleward shift across species is estimated to be 98.1 km under RCP 4.5 and 
224.5 km under RCP 8.5, corresponding to a rate of 10.9 km and 24.9 km per decade. The 
fastest shifting species is predicted to be E. carlsbergi, with a shift of 244.7 km and 513.6 km 
under RCP 4.5 and 8.5 respectively, corresponding to a shift of 27.18 km and 57.06 km per 
decade. P. tenisoni is the only species predicted to have an overall northward increase in range. 
By the decade 2070 it is predicted to be displaced equatorward 27.8 km under RCP 4.5 and 39.0 
km under RCP 8.5. See Figure S5.8 for results per individual climate model. 
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5.3.3. Correlations with species traits 
There was a significant negative relationship between the maximum attained size of a species 
and the minimum latitude of its occurrence (rho = -0.65, p = 0.04, df = 8). There was no 
significant relationship between a species’ predicted rate of distribution shift (ΔCL; km) and 
body size (rho = 0.24, p = 0.51, df = 8) or minimum latitude of occurrence (rho = 0.19, p =0.60, 
df = 8). Results were similarly insignificant between species’ change in suitable habitat area 
(ΔSHA; million km2) with body size (rho = -0.25, p = 0.49, df = 8) and minimum latitude of 
occurrence (rho = -0.07, p = 0.84, df = 8). However, ΔSHA was found to be significantly 
correlated to a species realised thermal niche (rho = 0.72, p = 0.02, df = 8; Figure 5.6a) showing 
that fish species with narrower thermal range are predicted to have reductions in areas of 
occurrence in the future. This correlation was similar when water temperature at 200m depth 
rather than sea surface temperature was used to represent niche values (rho = 0.64, p = 0.04, df 
= 8). Additionally, I found a significant negative correlation between a species currently realised 
thermal niche and the mean latitude of its occurrence (rho = 0.78, p = 0.01, df = 8; Figure 5.6b) 















Figure 5.2 Spatial variability of species’ projected future distribution by 2050-2099, when future climate conditions are simulated by eight different Earth System 
Models (ESMs) under the high emission scenario RCP 8.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions ranging from 1 (a grid cell which is 













Figure 5.3 Spatial variability in the projected change of each species’ distribution by 2050-2099 relative to 1956-2005, when future climate conditions are 
simulated by eight different Earth System Models (ESMs) under the high emission scenario RCP 8.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions 











Figure 5.4 Multi model ensemble mean (±1 SD) of the predicted change in suitable area for ten species 








Figure 5.5 Multi model ensemble mean (±1 SD) of the predicted change in centroid latitudinal 
distribution for ten species by (a) 2006-2055 and (b) 2050-2099, under increasing and stabilising 






















Figure 5.6 Linear relationship of mean values (solid line) with standard errors (grey ribbon) between 
species’ realised thermal niche and (a) the change in predicted habitat (showing that fish species with 
narrower thermal tolerance range are predicted to have reductions in areas of occurrence), and (b) mean 
current latitude of occurrence (showing that high latitude fish species have narrower thermal tolerance 




5.4.1. Present-day species distributions 
The ecological niche models developed for this study have shown fine scale patterns of suitable 
habitat for the affinity or avoidance of species to shelf regions as well as associations with 
certain water masses, that are in broad agreement with previous biogeographic studies of these 
species (Hulley, 1981; McGinnis, 1982; Hulley, 1990; Loots et al., 2007; Hulley & Duhamel, 2011; 
Koubbi et al., 2011b) and are discussed at length in Chapter 2 (Section 2.4.1). Present-day model 
outputs are largely consistent with previous predictions built using a presence-absence 
approach and a boosted regression tree (BRT) algorithm (Duhamel et al., 2014; Mormède et al., 
2014). One noticeable exception is that the models for G. braueri, K. anderssoni and P. bolini 
predict distributions that extend closer to the Antarctic continent than those of Duhamel et al. 
(2014). This could be explained by the absence records used in their BRT approach, many of 
which were aggregated around the Antarctic continent, exerting a stronger influence on 
distributions than the background data used by this MaxEnt study. Similarly, the ENM for G. 
nicholsi in this study predicts areas of currently suitable habitat along the length of the 
Antarctic continental shelf, which may be expected as this species is known to be benthopelagic 
as adults (Hulley, 1981), and is known from slopes as far south as the Western Antarctic 
Peninsula slope (Duhamel et al. 2014).  
5.4.2. Uncertainties and assumptions 
The extreme complexity of the natural system results in limitations to this methodology. The 
ENMs do not take into consideration interspecific biotic interactions such as the presence of 
predators or prey, which can have a significant impact on the modelled range of a species 
(Araujo & Luoto, 2007; Bateman et al., 2012). However, the large spatial scale used in this study, 
where climatic factors are dominant, is likely to minimize any impact of biotic interactions 
(Peterson et al., 2011c). My modelled distributions are based upon a simplified 2D approach (i.e. 
using temperature and salinity data from multiple depths as separate environmental predictors). 
This may not be as full a representation of a species’ niche as would otherwise be the case (Duffy 
& Chown, 2017), but the waters between the surface and 200m are important habitat for these 
lanternfishes, which either spend the majority of their time in this depth range, or migrate to 
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shallow depths each night to feed (Lancraft et al., 1989; Duhamel et al., 2000; Pusch et al., 
2004; Collins et al., 2012; Duhamel et al., 2014).  
I assume that no genetic adaptation or evolutionary processes will take place that may affect 
environmental tolerances and conserve present-day distributions. Rapid adaptations have been 
recorded for some species, such as the observation by Irwin et al. (2015) that some 
phytoplankton species have adapted to certain aspects of their environmental niche, with 
spatial distributions tracking changes in temperature and irradiance. Tarling et al. (2017) have 
also demonstrated that the distribution of the South Atlantic copepod community has remained 
largely unchanged over the past 80 years despite a 1°C warming in surface temperatures, which 
may be explained by thermal acclimation in biomass-dominant species, as well as other 
constraints to species distributions such as food availability. Nevertheless, past evidence 
suggests that, for most species, particularly marine organisms, the dominant response to climate 
change is shifting distributions rather than through evolutionary changes (Parmesan et al., 
2000). I also assumed that dispersal is not limiting distributions, which is likely to be the case 
given genetic evidence of high connectivity of E. antarctica (Van de Putte et al., 2012). Lastly, 
species were modelled as homogenous biomass pools, such that no changes in environmental 
preferences or dispersal are seen within populations, for example with age, size or density 
dependence (Cheung et al., 2008). These assumptions greatly simplify known population 
dynamics of most of these species as spawning and recruitment occur at lower latitudes and 
then individuals migrate to colder water as adults (Saunders et al., 2017). Future research should 
go further into investigating the impacts of climate change on different age classes and their 
respective ranges to anticipate potential disruptions to sensitive life history.  
5.4.3. Projected future distributions 
I have modelled, for the first time, the impact of climate change on the distribution of several 
dominant Southern Ocean lanternfish species. In line with the response to ocean warming 
observed in many marine taxa, I found that these species will undergo poleward distributional 
shifts in accordance with their environmental preferences, the most important of which was 
temperature. My prediction of an average range shift of ~24.9 ±13.6 km per decade under the 
severe, but now most likely (Sanford et al., 2014), emission scenario is at the lower end of 
previous estimates for marine fishes of 25-59 km per decade by the end of the century (Cheung 
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et al., 2009; Jones & Cheung, 2015). Being mesopelagic, there is the possibility that species will 
move to deeper depths to compensate for increased sea surface temperature. This seems 
unlikely, however, given their dependence on productive surface waters, both during diel 
migration and pelagic larval stages. Recent evidence further suggests that vertically migratory 
fauna that form the deep scattering layer of the oceans, to which mycophids are a large 
contributor, will in fact become shallower by 2100 (Proud et al., 2017), as ocean stratification 
and surface nutrient supply are altered by projected changes in temperature, wind stress, and 
primary productivity. 
Despite a collective poleward shift, a gain or loss of suitable habitat varied among species, with 
results suggesting that there will be both “winners” and “losers” to climate change. Results 
indicate that E. antarctica, G. braueri, G. fraseri, G. nicholsi and G. opisthopterus have a higher 
probability of losing suitable habitat area by the end of century, whilst E. carlsbergi, G. bolini, K. 
anderssoni, P. bolini and P. tenisoni have a higher probability of gaining suitable habitat area. 
For some of the species investigated, the direction of change was highly dependent on the 
climate model employed, rather than the emission scenario. Between-model uncertainty has 
been found to be the dominant source of climate variability in polar regions (Frölicher et al., 
2016) and was previously found to effect predictions of myctophid species distributions more 
than other levels of climate uncertainty (Freer et al., 2018). Much of the variability in the 
outcomes of E. antarctica, G. braueri, and G. nicholsi can be contributed to the ESMs from the 
GFDL institute (Figure S5.10). These are the only ESMs to predict large areas of SST cooling 
south of 50˚ latitude, which is restricted to Atlantic and Pacific sectors in GFDL-ESM2M and is 
circumpolar in GFDL-ESM2G. This highlights that simulating future conditions under multiple 
climate models is important to gain predictions that are robust and informative (Beaumont et 
al., 2008; Harris et al., 2014). 
To better understand the ecological mechanisms behind opposing species responses, I tested for 
associations between the predicted change in suitable area and species’ ecological traits. 
Contrasting outcomes between species were not explained by differences in body size or 
latitudinal preferences, as may have been expected from this community which shows a trend of 
increasing body size with decreasing latitude (Saunders et al., 2018 and this study). Instead, I 
find that species with a narrow thermal tolerance range are likely to lose suitable habitat, whilst 
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a wide thermal tolerance range is correlated with a predicted gain in suitable habitat. This is in 
agreement with studies of coral reef species responses to short term warming (Day et al., 2018) 
and is line with the hypothesis that broad ecological tolerances are important for range 
expansions within the Southern Ocean (Constable et al., 2014) and elsewhere (Sunday et al., 
2015).  
Importantly, species with narrow thermal niches are also those found at higher latitudes, 
suggesting some physiological differences between Antarctic and sub-Antarctic species. High 
latitude species including E. antarctica, G. opisthopterus and G. braueri may therefore be more 
vulnerable to climate change as they are restricted both by their low physiological flexibility and 
biogeography. This combination renders them unable to track distributions further south due to 
the continental mass of Antarctica and less likely to tolerate temperatures above their extremely 
low optima (~ -1 to 1˚C associated with Antarctic Surface Water). This is not dissimilar to 
predictions for the deep-living Antarctic toothfish which was estimated to become extinct in 30 
years due to its inability to move further south (Cheung et al., 2008) and to recent predictions 
for Southern Ocean benthic fauna by Griffiths et al. (2017) who found that endemic Antarctic 
species had some of the narrowest thermal ranges out of ~1000 species south of 40° and were 
the species most likely to face a future reduction in habitat. 
Some of the most extreme changes in suitable area occur in sub-Antarctic species that are rarely 
found south of the Polar Front (Duhamel et al., 2014). Gymnoscopelus fraseri is found to have a 
similar thermal tolerance range to that of K. anderssoni and P. bolini yet is predicted to undergo 
the most severe reduction in area out of all the species analysed. The lower mean latitude of G. 
fraseri suggests that regions south of the Polar Front remain unsuitable for this species by the 
end of the century and is therefore unable to expand its range poleward. Gymnoscopelus bolini 
and P. tenisoni have similarly low latitudes to G. fraseri but are predicted to have the largest 
increases in area. These species have large thermal ranges and, unlike G. fraseri, demonstrate an 
ability to expand their distribution at both trailing and leading edges. Predictions of Southern 
Ocean mesozooplankton (Mackey et al., 2012) and benthic fauna (Griffiths et al., 2017) also 
found that unless species reach “gateways” of warmer water via eddy activity or shallow shelf 
regions, potential future ranges of sub-Antarctic taxa can be limited by steep temperature 
gradients across the Polar Front. 
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5.4.4. Consequences for the Southern Ocean pelagic ecosystem 
According to my findings, by the mid-21st century Antarctic waters (i.e. south of the Antarctic 
Polar Front) will become more favourable for smaller, sub-Antarctic species of lanternfish. This 
may have a combined effect of increasing the diversity of the mesopelagic fish community at 
high latitudes, and, by increasing the proportion of small species, cause a community shift in 
mean body size. In the Southern Ocean, lanternfishes occupy a key trophic position and provide 
a major link between zooplankton and higher predators (Cherel et al., 2010; Saunders et al., 
2015c). An increase in smaller lanternfish species could therefore alter food web dynamics as 
most species from the genera Krefftichthys and Protomyctophum largely consume small 
copepods (Saunders et al., 2015b; Saunders et al., 2015a) whilst the larger myctophids, expected 
to decline (e.g. E. antartica, and G. opisthopterus), have a diet dominated by euphausiids 
including Antarctic krill, Euphausia superba (Hulley, 1990; Saunders et al., 2014; Saunders et al., 
2015b).  
Lanternfishes often comprise up to 90% of fish preyed upon by king penguins (Cherel & Ridoux, 
1992; Olsson & North, 1997), southern elephant seals, (Daneri & Carlini, 2002), Antarctic fur 
seals (Daneri et al., 2005), and flighted seabirds (Hopkins et al., 1993). Sub-Antarctic 
lanternfishes are largely predicted to shift their distribution faster than other species of 
myctophids which may have negative consequences for predators that rely on foraging grounds 
north of the Polar Front (e.g. colonies on Kerguelen and Crozet islands), whilst those foraging 
south of the Polar Front (e.g. colonies on South Georgia) may benefit from the southern 
movement of their prey (Peron et al., 2012; Cristofari et al., 2018). Predators that forage around 
Antarctic islands or close to pack ice target species such as E. antarctica and may be negatively 
affected by decreased foraging success rather than increasing foraging distance per se. A detailed 
investigation which integrates lanternfish distributions with predator foraging ranges at specific 
breeding locations would aid predictions concerning the fate of Southern Ocean predator 
colonies. 
5.5. Conclusions 
Overall, I have shown that despite their broad, circumpolar distributions and distance from 
human centres of population, the biomass-dominant species of Southern Ocean lanternfish are 
not immune from climate-induced impacts. Species are predicted to experience distribution 
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shifts and changes in their suitable habitat which is likely to alter the community size structure 
and have negative consequences for trophic interactions between prey and predators. I find that 
the direction of a species’ response is dependent on the interplay between species’ physiology 
(thermal tolerance range) and biogeography (latitudinal preference), though the magnitude and 
direction of some species’ responses are also determined by the climate model used to simulate 
future conditions. Antarctic species with restricted thermal niches and limited available habitat 
in which to disperse will be the most vulnerable group of Southern Ocean lanternfishes in the 
face of climate change.  
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Table S5.1 Summary information for the eight Earth System Models (ESMs) used when projecting future environmental conditions under Representative 
Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 4.5 and 8.5. *Indicates ESM was only available for RCP 8.5. 
Modelling Centre Model Name Institute 
NSF-DOE-NCAR CESM1-BGC National Science Foundation, Department of Energy, National Center for Atmospheric Research, USA  
CMCC CMCC-CESM1* Centro Euro-Mediterraneo sui Cambiamenti Climatici, Italy 
NOAA GFDL 
GFDL-ESM2G 
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, USA 
GFDL-ESM2M 
MOHC HADGEM2-ES Met Office Hadley Centre (additional realizations contributed by Instituto Nacional de Pesquisas Espaciais), UK  
IPSL 
IPSL-CM5A-LR* 
Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, France 
IPSL-CM5A-MR* 









Table S5.2 Mean anomalies for six environmental variables predicted by the Earth System Models (ESMs) under Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs) 
4.5 and 8.5. Anomalies are the difference between 2050-2099 and 1956-2005. The multi model ensemble mean (±1 SD) are also given. O2 = dissolved oxygen 
concentration (mmol m-3) PP = primary productivity (nmol m-2 s-1), SST = sea surface temperature (˚C), SSS = sea surface salinity (PSU). 
Model Name 
RCP 4.5 RCP 8.5 
O2 PP SST SSS Temp 200m Sal 200m O2 PP SST SSS Temp 200m Sal 200m 
CESM1-BGC -5.86 18.33 1.06 -0.90 0.88 -0.03 -10.94 20.93 1.94 -0.12 1.47 -0.03 
CMCC-CESM1        3.21 19.64 1.20 -0.13 0.91 -0.05 
GFDL-ESM2G 0.27 -6.27 0.06 -0.15 0.44 -0.06 -1.66 -6.65 0.44 -0.19 0.87 -0.07 
GFDL-ESM2M -1.20 1.46 0.24 -0.08 0.56 -0.02 -2.74 4.47 0.55 -0.11 0.89 -0.03 
HADGEM2-ES -5.37 7.80 1.04 -0.08 0.84 -0.06 -9.14 11.24 1.72 -0.14 1.32 -0.06 
IPSL-CM5A-LR        8.93 8.24 1.07 -0.02 1.27 -0.01 
IPSL-CM5A-MR        -9.11 11.09 1.67 0.00 1.23 -0.01 
MPI-ESM-MR -3.68 -3.14 0.60 -0.05 0.65 -0.02 -6.18 -19.68 0.99 -0.08 0.98 -0.04 
 Ensemble mean -3.17 3.64 0.60 -0.25 0.67 -0.04 -3.45 6.16 1.20 -0.10 1.12 -0.04 





Table S5.3 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between the seven environmental variables used to 
build the present-day (1956-2005) ecological niche models, for the area of the study region only (35-
75˚S). PP = primary productivity, SSS = sea surface salinity, SST = sea surface temperature, Sal = salinity, 
Temp = temperature. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.15 -0.03 -0.21 -0.07 -0.18 -0.22 
O2 0.15 1 -0.58 -0.77 -0.49 -0.97 -0.96 
PP -0.03 -0.58 1 0.42 0.21 0.64 0.61 
SSS -0.21 -0.77 0.42 1 0.77 0.76 0.82 
Sal 200m -0.07 -0.49 0.21 0.77 1 0.47 0.58 
SST -0.18 -0.97 0.64 0.76 0.47 1 0.97 
Temp 200m -0.22 -0.96 0.61 0.82 0.58 0.97 1 
Table S5.4 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model CESM1-BCG under RCP 8.5. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.19 -0.03 -0.29 -0.06 -0.20 -0.21 
O2 0.19 1 -0.53 -0.82 -0.36 -0.98 -0.96 
PP -0.03 -0.53 1 0.40 0.08 0.56 0.54 
SSS -0.29 -0.82 0.40 1 0.62 0.83 0.87 
Sal 200m -0.06 -0.36 0.08 0.62 1 0.37 0.49 
SST -0.20 -0.98 0.56 0.83 0.37 1 0.97 
Temp 200m -0.21 -0.96 0.54 0.87 0.49 0.97 1 
Table S5.5 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model CMCC-CESM1 under RCP 8.5. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.05 -0.08 -0.27 -0.16 -0.19 -0.21 
O2 0.05 1 0.04 0.01 0.07 -0.10 -0.09 
PP -0.08 0.04 1 0.31 0.19 0.45 0.45 
SSS -0.27 0.01 0.31 1 0.81 0.68 0.75 
Sal 200m -0.16 0.07 0.19 0.81 1 0.46 0.57 
SST -0.19 -0.10 0.45 0.68 0.46 1 0.97 






Table S5.6 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model GFDL-ESM2G under RCP 8.5. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.14 -0.02 -0.24 -0.12 -0.17 -0.21 
O2 0.14 1 -0.62 -0.83 -0.45 -0.98 -0.94 
PP -0.02 -0.62 1 0.52 0.18 0.66 0.60 
SSS -0.24 -0.83 0.52 1 0.69 0.85 0.89 
Sal 200m -0.12 -0.45 0.18 0.69 1 0.45 0.62 
SST -0.17 -0.98 0.66 0.85 0.45 1 0.95 
Temp 200m -0.21 -0.94 0.60 0.89 0.62 0.95 1 
Table S5.7 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model GFDL-ESM2M under RCP 8.5. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.13 -0.01 -0.20 -0.05 -0.16 -0.20 
O2 0.13 1 -0.63 -0.77 -0.42 -0.98 -0.94 
PP -0.01 -0.63 1 0.52 0.24 0.68 0.65 
SSS -0.20 -0.77 0.52 1 0.75 0.78 0.84 
Sal 200m -0.05 -0.42 0.24 0.75 1 0.41 0.57 
SST -0.16 -0.98 0.68 0.78 0.41 1 0.96 
Temp 200m -0.20 -0.94 0.65 0.84 0.57 0.96 1 
Table S5.8 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model HADGEM2-ES under RCP 8.5. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.19 0.22 -0.29 -0.15 -0.18 -0.23 
O2 0.19 1 -0.05 -0.74 -0.39 -0.98 -0.96 
PP 0.22 -0.05 1 -0.09 -0.09 0.06 0.04 
SSS -0.29 -0.74 -0.09 1 0.75 0.75 0.81 
Sal 200m -0.15 -0.39 -0.09 0.75 1 0.40 0.51 
SST -0.18 -0.98 0.06 0.75 0.40 1 0.97 







Table S5.9 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model IPSL-CM5A-LR under RCP 8.5 
Table S5.10 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model IPSL-CM5A-MR under RCP 8.5. 
Table S5.11 Pearson’s pairwise correlation matrix between present-day and future (2050-2099) 
environmental variables as simulated by the climate model MPI-ESM-MR under RCP 8.5. 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.16 0.13 -0.22 -0.10 -0.17 -0.21 
O2 0.16 1 -0.25 -0.72 -0.41 -0.98 -0.96 
PP 0.13 -0.25 1 0.19 0.05 0.27 0.27 
SSS -0.22 -0.72 0.19  1 0.76 0.72 0.78 
Sal 200m -0.10 -0.41 0.05 0.76 1 0.40 0.52 
SST -0.17 -0.98 0.27 0.72 0.40 1 0.97 
Temp 200m -0.21 -0.96 0.27 0.78 0.52 0.97 1 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.16 -0.01 -0.18 -0.10 -0.18 -0.22 
O2 0.16 1 -0.51 -0.68 -0.45 -0.98 -0.96 
PP -0.01 -0.51 1 0.37 0.21 0.52 0.52 
SSS -0.18 -0.68 0.37 1 0.83 0.70 0.75 
Sal 200m -0.10 -0.45 0.21 0.83 1 0.47 0.56 
SST -0.18 -0.98 0.52 0.70 0.47 1 0.97 
Temp 200m -0.22 -0.96 0.52 0.75 0.56 0.97 1 
 Bathymetry O2 PP SSS Sal 200m SST Temp 200m 
Bathymetry 1 0.16 -0.01 -0.17 -0.08 -0.18 -0.22 
O2 0.16 1 -0.55 -0.73 -0.45 -0.98 -0.96 
PP -0.01 -0.55 1 0.38 0.21 0.57 0.56 
SSS -0.17 -0.73 0.38 1 0.82 0.74 0.79 
Sal 200m -0.08 -0.45 0.21 0.82 1 0.47 0.56 
SST -0.18 -0.98 0.57 0.74 0.47 1 0.97 













Figure S5.1 Occurrence records used to model the distribution of ten lanternfish species. The current position of the main oceanographic fronts in the Southern 
Ocean are shown; Subtropical Front (dashed black line), Subantarctic Front (black line), Polar Front (red line), Southern Antarctic Circumpolar Current Front 














Figure S5.2 Spatial variability of species’ projected future distribution by 2006-2055, when future climate conditions are simulated by eight different Earth 
System Models (ESMs) under the emission scenario RCP 4.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions ranging from 1 (a grid cell which is 















Figure S5.3 Spatial variability of species’ projected future distribution by 2050-2099, when future climate conditions are simulated by eight different Earth 
System Models (ESMs) under the emission scenario RCP 4.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions ranging from 1 (a grid cell which is 














Figure S5.4 Spatial variability of species’ projected future distribution by 2006-2055, when future climate conditions are simulated by eight different Earth 
System Models (ESMs) under the high emission scenario RCP 8.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions ranging from 1 (a grid cell which is 













Figure S5.5 Spatial variability in the projected change of each species’ distribution by 2006-2055 relative to 1956-2005, when future climate conditions are 
simulated by eight different Earth System Models (ESMs) under the emission scenario RCP 4.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions 














Figure S5.6 Spatial variability in the projected change of each species’ distribution by 2050-2099 relative to 1956-2005, when future climate conditions are 
simulated by eight different Earth System Models (ESMs) under the emission scenario RCP 4.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions 















Figure S5.7 Spatial variability in the projected change of each species’ distribution by 2006-2055 relative to 1956-2005, when future climate conditions are 
simulated by eight different Earth System Models (ESMs) under the high emission scenario RCP 8.5. The scale bar is an index of agreement between predictions 






















Figure S5.8 Changes in suitable habitat area and centroid latitude for each species by 2050-2099 when 
predicted under conditions from eight Earth System Models (ESMs). Predictions are given under 




















6.1. General conclusions 
Lanternfishes are highly adapted to the mesopelagic environment and are regarded as dominant 
midwater fishes throughout the global oceans in terms of diversity and biomass. In the face of 
exploitation and climate change there is a pressing need to gain a deeper understanding of their 
biogeography, evolution and vulnerability to changing environmental conditions. Ecological 
niche modelling is a powerful tool to infer species’ geographic distributions across broad spatial 
scales and, because they are built from knowledge of species’ environmental requirements, they 
can help infer how such distributions came to be and how they may change in the future. In this 
thesis I modelled species distributions and combined these with phylogenetic and photophore 
pattern data to test hypotheses of speciation mode and sensory- and niche-based mechanisms 
of divergence. I also extended the knowledge of Southern Ocean lanternfishes vertical 
distribution patterns and projected their latitudinal distributions to future time periods under a 
comprehensive ensemble of climate change scenarios. I tackled methodological uncertainties of 
these modelling techniques to pelagic species, particularly in incorporating the 3D nature of the 
environment and dealing with climate change uncertainty in projections of species 
distributions. My analyses have generated the following results. 
One aim of this research was to consolidate and extend our growing knowledge of lanternfish 
species’ distributions in relation to their environment. Analyses of global and Southern Ocean 
species ranges indicate that latitudinal and vertical distributions largely correspond to water 
mass properties of temperature, salinity and oxygen and that, with some exceptions, surface 
environmental variables are able to predict the greater part of lanternfish distributions. These 
findings support those from local scale sampling but have also revealed that a pattern of sharp 
transitions between water mass assemblages is not universal and varies between species and 
oceanographic features. For instance, some species were found to have circumglobal 
distributions, whilst others are restricted to environmentally extreme (i.e. cold or oxygen-
limited) water masses. Some water masses tended to contain only specialised fauna whereas 
other oceanographic boundaries appear to be permeable creating biogeographic zones much 
broader than anticipated. As with other oceanic fauna (Worm et al., 2003; Tittensor et al., 
2010), Atlantic boundary currents known for their high productivity were found to hold highest 
diversity of lanternfishes, and likely play a role in mixing faunal assemblages across large areas.  
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Furthermore, this thesis has shed light upon the ecological and evolutionary mechanisms 
governing diversity and distribution patterns. Previously only speculated upon for open ocean 
species, combining biogeographic information with phylogenetic relationships in Chapter 3 has 
provided evidence supporting sympatric speciation as a dominant mode of divergence in 
mesopelagic fishes. I found only few clear examples of sister species divergence in allopatry, 
agreeing with the view of Norris (2000) that vicariant and allopatric models for speciation are 
far less important in the evolution of pelagic diversity than sympatric and/or parapatric models. 
I found no strong evidence for the mechanisms facilitating divergence between species in the 
climatic niche, depth and photophore patterns I analysed. However, the dominance of 
speciation in sympatry fits well with research which has found signs of ecological niche 
partitioning among species within lanternfish communities, because ecological speciation does 
not necessarily require geographic barriers to genetic exchange for reproductive isolation to 
take place (Schluter, 2009). For example, observations have also shown divergence in functional 
traits such as body shape, head size and diet (Tuset et al., 2018) all of which could be explained 
by diffuse competition for resources and trophic niche partitioning within communities 
(Hopkins & Gartner, 1992). Moreover, evidence from Tuset et al. (2018) indicates that sensory 
systems may have a role in myctophid speciation, but those which have functional roles in prey 
detection and feeding such as vision, hearing, and luminous tissue, may be under greater 
selective pressure from interspecific interactions than lateral photophore patterns are from any 
intraspecific communication, if at all.  
Differences in functional traits have yet to be quantitatively linked to environmental variables, 
and environment-phenotype correlations would help to clarify if myctophids represent a marine 
adaptive radiation as defined by Schluter (2000). My findings indicate that there is a strong 
environmental component to lanternfish diversification as (i) sister species often occupy 
overlapping, but abiotically differing habitat, and (ii) high species diversity is often found 
around productive boundary currents where environmental heterogeneity is high, and thus 
plausibly permitting the proximate occurrence of multiple ecologically different taxa 
(Rutherford et al., 1999). The continued development of 3D ENMs along with the integration of 
biotic factors will be essential for understanding the relative influences of environments and 
ecological interactions in creating and maintaining divergence. The global nature of these 
findings involving more than half of all lanternfish species give substantial weight to growing 
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support that ecological speciation without barriers to genetic exchange is prevalent in 
generating marine species diversity (Bowen et al., 2013). It is thus reasonable to suggest that 
adaptive radiation, into multidimensional ecological niches, may explain the extraordinary 
diversity of lanternfishes. 
The last aim of this thesis was to look forward and understand the impacts of climate change on 
lanternfish distributions. For ten Southern Ocean lanternfish species I have demonstrated that 
ecological niche space influences their biogeography, which in turn affects their sensitivity to 
change. In particular I found that species at higher latitudes also have narrower thermal 
tolerances than those with sub-Antarctic  distributions. This combination of restricted thermal 
niche and limited available habitat in which to disperse to, is predicted to lead to loss of suitable 
habitat for Antarctic species in the future. This is not the first study to demonstrate that the 
more range restricted species in the Southern Ocean are more sensitive to change. Griffiths et 
al. (2017) found that benthic Antarctic species had some of the narrowest thermal ranges out of 
~1000 species south of 40° and were more likely to face a future reduction in habitat than those 
with sub-Antarctic  ranges. Moreover, as Southern Ocean lanternfishes conform to Bergmann’s 
rule, where body size increases with increasing latitude and decreasing temperature (Saunders 
& Tarling, 2018), poleward range shifts are likely to result in an overall reduction of community 
body size as smaller bodied species penetrate further south. This finding, that climate change 
will benefit smaller species in the sense of expanded ranges, follows the expectations 
of  Daufresne et al. (2009) that a reduction in mean body size at the community, population 
and individual levels is a third universal ecological response to climate change in aquatic 
systems, besides distributions shifting poleward and temporal changes in phenology. 
This is the first study to (i) quantify the future impact of future climate change on a lanternfish 
community, (ii) demonstrate that mesopelagic fishes may have similar predicted responses as 
epipelagic species, and (iii) predict both positive and negative climate responses in Southern 
Ocean lanternfishes highlighting that a species-specific approach to modelling change can 
reveal patterns which may be missed by looking at community patterns as a whole e.g. (Proud et 
al., 2017). These findings will likely have implications for the wider ecosystem functioning, 
especially in the modification of trophic interactions such as the consumption of zooplankton 
by myctophids, and the consumption of myctophids by high trophic level predators. As a result 
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of these analyses, the response and consequences of range-shifting lanternfishes should be 
explored further and in other oceans. 
6.2. Conservation applications 
6.2.1. From prey to predators  
One obvious application of my results is to incorporate projections of future myctophid 
distributions into assessments of climate change impacts on sub-Antarctic predators that rely 
on offshore foraging grounds and myctophids as prey. For example, the king penguin, 
Aptenodytes patagonicus, is a highly specialised myctophid predator almost exclusively feeding 
on Electrona carlsbergi, Krefftichthys anderssoni, and Protomyctophum tenisoni across its 
circumpolar range (Adams & Klages, 1987; Hindell, 1988; Cherel & Ridoux, 1992; Olsson & 
North, 1997; Raclot et al., 1998; Bost et al., 2002; Cherel et al., 2002). Sub-Antarctic predators 
are considered to be at particular risk from climate change as they rely on breeding habitat that 
is within foraging distance of the productive Polar Front yet are located sporadically across the 
Southern Ocean. This is realised in the recent study by Weimerskirch et al. (2018) who report 
that the largest colony of king penguins situated in Iles Crozet, has declined by 88% over the 
past 35 years, from c. 500,000 pairs to 60,000 pairs, potentially caused by a shift to adverse 
trophic conditions. 
Estimates of future foraging success and the subsequent vulnerability of king penguin colonies 
have relied on using the 5˚C isotherm of the Polar Front as a proxy for myctophid presence 
(Peron et al., 2012; Cristofari et al., 2018). This may be a fair assumption to make for the 
present-day, as king penguin dietary analysis and tracking data indicates that they consistently 
target species of myctophid known to have high abundance around the Polar Front latitudes 
(Scheffer et al., 2012). However, relying on this assumption may not give robust estimates of 
prey presence in the future because there is known to be a poor relationship within the climate 
models between the future position of the Polar Front northern boundary and the associated 
isotherms – the latter is predicted to shift poleward far more quickly than the former (Meijers, 
2018). As such, recent findings that the Polar Front, and thus myctophid prey, will be out of 
reach around Kerguelen and Crozet islands by 2100 may not reflect the complexity of 
oceanographic changes and associated movements of prey species. Extending predictions of 
myctophid prey distributions to king penguin studies is a potentially accurate approach to 
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estimating future foraging habitat, and the vulnerability of colonies to regional environmental 
change. 
Figure 6.1 demonstrates how such an analysis may be implemented. Taking results from chapter 
5, I have calculated the mean habitat suitability score of three myctophid prey species within 20 
circular buffers surrounding king penguin breeding islands. Buffers were placed at 50km 
intervals from the edge of the island to 1000km distance and mean suitability scores were 
calculated for the present-day and for 2050-2099 under RCP 4.5 and RCP 8.5. The results 
indicate that suitable habitat for K. anderssoni and P. tenisoni will decline in waters surrounding 
Crozet and Kerguelen but will increase or remain stable around South Georgia and Macquarie. 
Suitable habitat for E. carlsbergi, however, is expected to remain similar around South Georgia, 
Crozet, and Kerguelen, and expected to decline slightly at Macquarie. Additional factors may 
influence the distribution of E. carlsbergi, possibly a topographic-oceanographic association that 
constrains this species to slope and shelf areas in spite of warming temperatures. This 
preliminary analysis highlights the limitations of using the 5˚C isotherm as a proxy for the 
presence of all myctophid species and advocates that further research is needed to validate the 






















Figure 6.1 Mean habitat suitability of myctophid prey species (E. carlsbergi, K. anderssoni, and P. 
tenisoni) within 20 circular buffers surrounding king penguin breeding islands (South Georgia, Crozet, 
Kerguelen, and Macquarie). Buffers were placed at 50km intervals from the edge of the island to 1000km 
distance. Mean suitability scores were calculated for the present-day (grey lines) and for 2050-2099 
under RCP 4.5 (blue lines) and RCP 8.5 (red lines). Vertical lines show the mean distance of the 5˚C 
isotherm from island edge. Error bars represent 95% CI from eight climate models. 
6.2.2. From models to management 
Ecological models are one of the few ways to obtain quantitative information of ecosystems at 
broad spatial scales, or of different plausible futures which can then inform policy decision 
making. There has been a recent concerted effort by national and international governing 
bodies to design and implement large networks of marine protected areas (MPAs), as these 
areas have demonstrated an ability to provide protection of habitats and species, enabling 
recovery from human pressures, and supporting of ecosystem processes and maintenance of 
biological diversity (Lubchenco et al., 2003). There is currently inadequate protection for 
pelagic biodiversity and ecosystems, with only 0.5% of MPA’s protecting high seas regions (i.e. 
in areas that lies beyond national jurisdiction limits) despite this environment covering nearly 
50% of the earth’s surface and accounting for 90% of the planet’s biomass (Corrigan & Kershaw, 
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2008). Modelled biogeographical patterns on a global scale, such as those presented in Chapter 
3, can be used to inform decision makers of high seas and mesopelagic regions that are 
important in terms of species richness (e.g. boundary currents and ocean ridges) or endemism 
(e.g. Pacific Subarctic and Southern Ocean). The spatial information I have compiled for 
lanternfishes, although far from complete, should encourage researchers to similarly map other 
important mesopelagic groups where data allow, such as gelatinous zooplankton, squid and 
copepods. Not only will this aid progress in mesopelagic biogeography but will help overcome 
the data deficiency that is partly preventing the implementation of holistic management of the 
deep ocean as demand for resources grows (Danovaro et al., 2017).  
In the Southern Ocean, the commissioning body CCAMLR currently has two designated large 
(>94,000km2) MPAs (South Orkney Islands and southern shelf MPA; Ross Sea MPA) the former 
being the world’s first wholly high seas MPA. CCAMLR has committed to establishing a network 
of protected areas as well as developing monitoring and evaluation plans for specific MPA 
achievements, one of which is “to protect core distributions of trophically dominant pelagic prey 
species”, (CCAMLR, 2011). Both designing and evaluating MPAs requires assessments of 
biodiversity across Southern Ocean ecosystems to identify areas not only of particular 
conservation importance, but also areas that will be resistant to climate change (PEW, 2017). 
Whilst examples of these assessments exist for benthic fauna (Brasier et al., 2018), there is little 
evidence of pelagic biodiversity being sampled in a similar way. As lanternfishes are increasing 
recognised as a key consumer and prey resource in the Southern Ocean (Murphy et al., 2007), 
and have been shown to be an important group to consider when planning MPA objectives 
(Trathan et al., 2014), I believe there is considerable scope for them to be incorporated in to any 
future spatial planning process to ensure that the protection of ecologically important 
mesopelagic fauna is accounted for alongside predatory, commercial and benthic taxa. The 
projections of future myctophid distributions I have developed in Chapter 5, along with 
knowledge of the distributions of other pelagic fishes (Duhamel et al., 2014), could provide 
necessary spatial information to support this action which would help CCAMLR maintain its 





6.3. Overcoming uncertainty and model limitations  
Ecological niche models are inherently static, and rely on the assumption that occurrence 
records used for modelling are representative of species’ true distributions (Guisan & Thuiller, 
2005). Similarly, despite the CMIP5 Earth System Models representing a huge advance in 
climate modelling through incorporation of biological and biogeochemical pathways, they 
remain simplistic representations of the climate system (IPCC, 2013). These limitations can 
create uncertainties in ENM outcomes such as when incorporating a vertical dimension 
(Chapter 2) or when using different climate data to project results under future conditions 
(Chapter 4). Below are some potential solutions to the uncertainties I have identified; 
• Specifically incorporating environmental variables from deeper ocean layers in to an 
ENM can bring improved understanding of species ranges, niche overlaps, and estimates 
of vertical distribution shifts in the future. To achieve this, data limitations must be 
overcome by data providers uploading full and accurate records of occurrence, including 
depth of catch, when submitting data to online repositories such as GBIF. This should 
also include the type of net used, for example whether it was used in oblique or stratified 
depth sampling, as this information gives researchers a fuller understanding of the data 
and its limitations. 
• Using an ensemble approach (i.e. using multiple algorithms to generate spatial 
distributions) when projecting distributions forward in time together with the ensemble 
of climate scenarios and climate models shown in Chapters 4 and 5 will bring us closer 
to generating risk assessments based on the magnitude and probability of change (Payne 
et al., 2016). More uncertainty may be accounted for by including biotic interactions, 
downscaled, regional climate data and multiple climate model realisations. Their 
accessibility to the ecological modelling community should be prioritised. 
•  All ENMs used in this thesis represent static snap shots of species distributions 
restricted by the ENM methodology and the biased sampling for spring-summer 
months. Incorporating a 4th (temporal) dimension in to spatial models would improve 
our understanding of mesopelagic dynamics over daily, seasonal or decadal scales. 
Methods to do so include joint dynamic species distribution models that account for 
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spatial autocorrelation in density, as well as changes in spatial distributions over time 
(Thorson et al., 2016). Dynamic occupancy models allow approximations of dynamic 
aspects of species ranges such as colonization, extinction and persistence probabilities, 
often not captured by typical ENMs or SDMs, whilst maintaining inferences on the 
effect of environmental covariates (Bled et al., 2013). Using these methods can further 
the understanding of how seasonality in food supply affect community dynamics in the 
deep pelagic, and how changing patterns of productivity may affect the fauna which 
relies upon it (Rogers, 2015). 
6.4. Directions for future research  
In conjunction with the improvements outlined above, here I outline my ideas for future 
research that will further our knowledge of lanternfish ecology and evolution;  
• The data within this thesis will allow further investigation into the mechanisms driving 
the macroecological patterns in mesopelagic species distributions at a global scale. For 
example, do lanternfish species show an increase in species richness from the poles to 
the equator? And are diversity patterns best explained by ecological (e.g. environmental 
heterogeneity, energy availability, disturbance), historical (e.g. area, stability) and 
evolutionary (e.g. niche conservatism and speciation/extinctions rates) factors that are 
often hypothesised to govern marine diversity gradients? Such a comparison of multiple 
hypotheses has yet to be undertaken for a group of mesopelagic species and could give 
valuable insights in to their evolutionary ecology. 
• Some of the greatest insights in to lanternfish ecology and evolution will come from 
developments in observing their behaviour in situ, or in laboratory aquaria that are able 
to maintain specimens for longer than is currently possible (specimens of 
Tarletonbeania crenularis were kept alive for 72 hours in specialised aquaria; Robison, 
1973). If these developments are realised, observations of feeding behaviour and 
communication within and between species would close gaps in our understanding of 
the mechanisms for ecological speciation because they would allow investigations in to 
(i) the fitness advantages of functional and sensory traits and (ii) their utility and 
correlation with certain environments. Furthermore, behavioural observations would 
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give insights in to signalling differences in lateral photophores in terms of colour, 
emission spectra and flash duration which would lead to better understanding of if and 
how species use photophores and luminous tissue for intraspecific or interspecific 
communication. Live specimens could also give data on metabolic rates and 
physiological tolerances which could be useful for predicting future distributions in two 
ways. Firstly, these measurements could be directly incorporated in to mechanistic 
models for increased accuracy when predicting species niche requirements and their 
present and future distributions. Secondly, these measurements could be manipulated 
experimentally to test species’ capacity to adapt under changing environments. 
• More biological observations are needed to validate and improve model outputs, 
whether they are of species distributions or end to end ecosystem processes, especially 
when predicting forward in time. Future observations of midwater species should make 
use of technological advances for efficient, holistic sampling such as isotopic data as 
signatures of spatial origin (Louzao et al., 2017), environmental DNA for cost effective 
and comprehensive detection of species (Thomsen et al., 2016), stereo camera systems 
on trawls to help identify, count, and measure species caught (Rosen et al., 2013). 
Similarly, the collection of oceanographic data is becoming increasingly efficient with 
technology now allowing for real-time recording with data assimilation for high-
resolution predictions similar to that of meteorological science. Further sampling of the 
pelagic environment could follow the global stratified sampling protocol identified by 
Costello et al. (2018) which accounts for environmental variability across latitude and 
depth.  
• Future research should prioritise better integration of sophisticated environmental 
observation systems with statistical models. This will not only improve the quality and 
quantity of data for input and parameterisation into ecological models, but it will help 
validate their outputs and fill remaining gaps in our knowledge of pelagic ecology. For 
example, future modelling efforts may predict spawning grounds, nursery habitats or 
seasonal distribution shifts in mesopelagic species, but these could only be validated by 
coordinated or co-located sampling. Similarly, there should be increased effort to 
integrate models of different scales (e.g. individual, population, biogeography) and 
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dimensions (e.g. physical, ecological, social, economic) to support the management of 
complex environmental impacts (Melbourne-Thomas et al., 2017). Rather than looking 
at the direction and magnitude of species responses to change, integrated models could 
allow research in to whether mesopelagic regions have tipping points in ecosystem 
functioning and if there are early warning signs of critical change. What’s more, 
integrated models can inform decision makers of the many possible future outcomes 
that should be encompassed in adaptive policies in order to safeguard the future of 
mesopelagic resources whilst maintaining the ecosystem services society increasingly 
depends upon. 
It is clear that the ecology and evolutionary history of lanternfishes are explicitly linked to the 
availability of ecological niche space which shifts spatially and temporally, and which can only 
be fully understood by integrating increasingly sophisticated observations and ecological 
modelling techniques. In this thesis I have shown that abiotic factors drive broad scale 
biogeographical patterns in the distribution and diversity of lanternfishes and that the unique 
physical and environmental setting of the vast pelagic ocean has played, and will continue to 
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